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Abstract

This exploratory study examines the communication media choice of managers.
Despite a substantial body of theories on media choice, inadequaciesare apparentin the
literature particularly in relation to modem communication technologies. A field study
inadequacies
the
to
media choice
these
study
to
and
of
some
explore
approachwas adopted
this
limitations
Overall,
from
background.
of
the
confines
and
within
a manager
of subject
following
has
the
thesis
this
contributions.
study,
made
exploratory

First, this thesisidentifiesand has demonstrated
that the unduly narrow focus on
task equivocality in prior media choice studies has undermined the study's ability to
full
is
There
the
the
to
range of task
consider
explain
observed media choice.
a need
characteristicsin explaining the communicationmedia choice process.

by information
Second,InformationRichnessTheory(IRT) hasenjoyedacceptance
systemsresearchersthroughout the last decade,but recent unfavourable empirical evidence
has precipitateda shift away from it and a searchfor a new theory. The application of
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social interaction theories respondedto the problem of media richness/socialpresenceby
postulating that media selection, like most tasks in organisations, is influenced by a
combination of social forces. This means that , while the media richness/socialpresence
scalematching tasks with media would apply in most cases,it is perfectly predictablethat
some groups or individuals will define either tasks or media traits differently, thus
explaining the problems with media richness/socialpresencetheories.

Third, drawing together ideasin the literature a broad overview of the media choice
process is developed into a comprehensive framework model. A novel aspect of this
framework is, to find whether Information richnessand Social interaction theories directly
influence media choice; or the Social interaction theoriesinfluence media choice indirectly
through the Information richnesstheory.
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CHAPTERl:

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Communication is at the heart of organisation communication. It has been
acknowledged time and again as the primary mode to disseminate information and to
enablemutual understanding.

Communication activities account for a significant portion of the working time of
managers. Previous research found that 75% of managers' time was spent in
communication related activities (Mintzberg 1973). A meta-analysisof media use studies
was performed and found that managersspend 50% of the day communicating orally and
23% of the day communicating using text ( Rice and Shook 1990). These findings are
consistentwith other studiesof managerialuse of time (Ives and Olson 1981; Kotter 1982;
Poppel 1982). In fact, some authorshave gone so far as to consider organisationsas solely
communication phenomena, that is, entities developed and maintained only through
continuouscommunicationactivity amongtheir participants (Farace 1977; Weick 1979).

11

With the rapid introductionof information technologiesin organisations,more
media choices are available. The question that arises is whether this changesthe
This thesiswill go someway towardssuggesting
communicationprocessin organisations.
that these modem communicationmedia have greatly liberated and enhancedthe
communicationprocess in organisations.This submissionis explored through the
perspectiveof communicationmediachoice.More specifically,the researchagendais to
examinethe non engineeringor non computerrelated businessmanagerschoice of
communicationmedia under different task situations and social influences.This is
illustratedon figure 1.1,1.2

Figure 1.1: Research Agenda 1

Figure 1.2: Research Agenda 2

Tasks
social
Interscoon
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Media, or channel,in this thesis is defined as any meansthat enablecommunication
or transfer of information between two or more persons. Examples of communication
media are outlined in table 1.3

Table 1.3: Examplesof CommunicationMedia or Channel
Traditional CommunicationMedia

Modem CommunicationMedia

*Face-to-faceor meeting

*Electronic Mail

*Note/Memo

*Fax

*Special PurposeReport

*Groupware

*Single PurposeReport

*Video Conference

*StandardReport

*Voice Conference

*Telephone

*Voice Mail

Communication media are further divided into two categories in this thesis:
traditional communication media and modem communication media (or technologies).As
the name suggests,modem communicationmedia have a more recent origin and they tend
to be basedon someelectronic or computertechnologies.
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1.2 Motivations of the research

1.2.1 The Rising Importance of Information Technology (IT)

In the 1990s the business environment was highly turbulent and complex, where
dramatic,
is
the
Topping
increasing
this
off
with globalisation.
competitive pressurewas
In
this
information
new
implications
felt
climate
the
revolution.
of
pervasive and quickly
these
To
it
opportunities
on
capitalise
opportunities.
new
with
paradigms are created and
timely
handle
and relevant
the
requires
to
an
organisation
complex environment,
and
information more than ever before. Information has always been the life blood of the
World,
to
the
ambiguity
it
resolve
to
of
sense
make
an
organisation
enables
organisation;
important
is
Information
sourceof
facilitate
decision
an
making and co-ordination.
and to
competitive advantage.

Information technology(IT) refers to the means that facilitate the handling of
information. It

provides the mechanisms to store, retrieve, sort, analyse the

information(data) and to ensurethat the information is available to those who needit. IT is,
in fact, central to the provision of competitive advantage.Increasingly, IT is recognisedas
an enabler of fundamental organisation change, from work practices, human interrelationshipsto structural change.Nowadays,an organisationneedsto be flexible and
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responsiveto external needsand to make effective use of all assets,have employeesthat
behave as owners and actively contribute to the goals of the organisation, and a
managementsystem that provides feedback to promote fast organisational learning. IT
enables such qualities of modem organisation. Thus it is not surprising that billions of
pounds are spent on IT and improvements.Yet our understandingof the impact of IT on
organisationsis sparse.This provides the generalmotivation for this study.

1.2.2 Organisation Information Processing

Information processing is required for the co-ordination of the interdependent

The greaterthe taskuncertaintythe greaterthe
activitiesof the subgroupsin organisations.
in
during
information
in
decision
has
be
task
that
to
execution
amountof
making
processed
order to achievea given level of performance(Galbraith 1973).
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1.2.2.1Impact of IT on Information Processing

The problem that arisesis that as the amount of information processingincreases,it
will eventually overload the capacity of the organisation. Galbraith (1973) advocated
strategiesthat decreasethe need for information processingand increase the information
processing capacity. In this era, information technology needs to be considered and
integratedas part of such strategies.Two points about thesestrategiescan be made.

First, with the adoption of new managementphilosophy, like JIT, the creation of
slack resourceswould no longer be a viable option. Indeed, to reduce slack an onlinesystem is required. Even Galbraith(1971) recognised that this approach is "perfect in
theory" because it ensures consistency of action, timely response to situation; but he
identified two significant problems: (i) expense,and (ii) structure and cultural inhibition.
But this was 20 years ago. Now, IT is relatively cheap and arguably with years of
assimilationthe cultural and structural constraintis eroding away.
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Second, with IT triggering flatter organisation structure, investment in vertical
information systemsmay be less important compared to the creation of lateral relations.
Galbraith recognisedthis, and he even identified 10 points to faciliate the creation of lateral
is
but
drawn
the
has
been
However,
that
to,
out explicitly
relation.
alluded
not
a point
important role of IT. IT ensuresthe availability of information that is central to the creation
dynamic
lateral
information
in
flatter,
and
of
customer-focused
relations and
processing a
design
to
it
1993).
Hence,
Lawler,
organisation
organisation(Galbriath and
would aid
is
integral
And
this
in
lateral
to
implications
IT
the
the
creation of
relations.
of
understand
the informal communicationprocessin the organisation.

1.2.2.2Informal Communication Process

Numerous studies have identified managers' tendency to rely on informal
communicationbecausethe formal systemis regardedas not timely and grossly inadequate
to capturethe information needsor processesof managers(Mintberg, 1972; Preston, 1986;
Bruns and McKinnon, 1993). "Much of the detail necessary to run a company has
characteristicsthat make informal oral transmission more efficient than entering it into a
formal system." (McKinnon 1993). Indeed, the modem organisation paradigm suggestsa
movement away from a hierarchical structure to an "adhocracy". The net effect is that
informal communication is likely to become more prevalent. Thus, the need to better
understandthis processarises.
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1.2.3 Choice of Communication Media

The study of

is
in
the
through
this
thesis
achieved
choice
communication

how
These
theories
theories.
and why people choose
address
perspectiveof media choice
has
information.
Literature
choice
to
transmit
on media
particular communication media
In
inadequacies
Yet
insight
into
persist.
this
some
media choice process.
yielded significant
particular, findings that involve modem communicationmedia are mixed.

1.2.3.1Inadequacy 1: Ignoring Choices Presented by Modern Media.

Prior media choice research did not address the consequenceof information
technologies.Arguably for researchbefore the 1990s,IT and related communicationmedia
was not a big issue. Now with the convergenceof telecommunicationsand computers,the
distributed processing of modem IT and the development of the 'information
superhighway',information of all varieties can readily be moved throughout the World on a
massivescale.Managersare no longer confined by the physical location of the organisation
database;they can now accessinformation anywhere,anytime. Nor do they have to rely on
someonewho knows how to accessthe information required because of 'user friendly'
technology. At the sametime, the raw power of modem computersincreasesthe managers'
ability to processinformation.
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An implication is that there are more communication media to choose from. The
question that arisesis whether informal sourcesof information are necessarilyrestrictedto
oral or face-to-face communication. Previous research such as Mintzberg's 1972 study
focusedon oral communicationas a sourceof informal information. Today there are many
other informal sourcesas well. Email, for example, is a rather common informal mode of
communication thesedays. And increasingly intemet, intranet and groupwaretechnologies
have openedadditional powerful and versatile avenuesof informal communication.These
technologies provide an especially interesting source of researchbecauselittle is known
abouthow thesemodem communicationmedia are chosenand used in practice.

1.2.3.2Inadequacy 2: Fragmented Approach

Managersdedicatea substantialamount of time to communicationbecausethey are
making senseof their environments,co-ordinating and controlling internal activities, and
making decisions ( O'Reilly and Pondy 1979). While many activities are involved in
communication, one that is of particular importance is media selection. High performing
managers have been shown to match media with task ( Daft 1987), so individual
performanceis linked to judicious media choices. In addition, knowing where and how to
obtain high quality information may allow managersto perform their jobs more effectively
since evidence exists that the quality of information affects the quality of decisions(Porat
and Haas 1969; Streufert 1973) and having relevant information available favours the
processof innovation (Zmud 1983). The importance of new media such as electronic mail

19

improve
have
is
known
to
being
It
the
and
that
capability
new media
are currently
explored.
1990)
Karahanna
(
Straub
dissemination
information
as
and
strategies
modify
gatheringand
to
(
1995)
interaction
Walther
to
partners
to
communication
and allow
well as affect social
(
Sproull
been
have
and
information
that would not otherwise
communicated
express
Kiesler 1986).

in
it
Giventhe importanceof both communication
andmediaselection organisation,
In
in
interested
increasingly
these
been
have
is not surprisingthat researchers
phenomena.
information
from
have
interest,
however,
richness
to
tried
move
researchers
spite of this
being
50
interaction
without
years
theoriesover a periodof
theoryto morecomplexsocial
Even
improve
selection.
to
our ability understandand predictmedia
able to substantially
to
power
predictive
and
among researcherswho attribute significant explanatory
informationrichnesstheory, considerabledifferencesin the interpretationsof the theory
is
focus
difference
important
One
the
appropriate
concernswhether
of the
exist.
individuals' behaviouror their perceptions.This ambiguity about whether information
is
the
theory
theory
addresses
mediachoicesor perceptionsmakessensewhen
richness
understoodasan individuallevel rationalchoicetheory.In theoriesof this type,peopleare
believedto act on the basisof their perceptions andthusperceptionsandbehavioursare
,
forces
in
By
that
theory
to
assumesexternal
expected correspond.
contrast, an alternative
(e.g., situational factors or pressuresfrom powerful individuals) drive behaviour, behaviour
might differ from perceptions,or perceptionsmight adaptto behaviour through a processof
retrospective rationality. Therefore , although the assumptionthat perceptions cause,and
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thus correspondwith, behaviour is implicit in most investigations of information richness
theory, this study explicitly examinesboth.

Prior studies addressedmedia choice in a piece-meal fashion. Some adopted a
rational perspectiveand somesocial. And the focus is often on a small aspectof each.Little
attempt is made to provide a comprehensivemodel integrating these diverse elements.A
contribution of this study is to investigate reasons for confilsion in media selection, by
integrating two contrastingbut influential theories in two hypotheses models and suggests
a multi-methodology that is useful in these circumstances.It then applies this multimethodologythrough the analysisof empirical data.

The researchproceedsas follows; first it exploresthe backgroundof both the media
selection literature. Second, it identifies the researchproblems and gaps in the field of
study. Then makes a contribution by proposing research models and hypotheses to
eliminate confusion in the structure of media selection. Third, appropriate methodologies
are discussedand selectedto deal with multi-theories, together with data collection and
analysistechniques.
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1.2.3.3Inadequacy 3: Lack of Study on general managers in a broader range of
industries.

The lack of generalisability in this field from the past researchis a concern. Prior
research only took into account small sample sizes and examined managers from
engineeringor computer firms, which can lead to a bias in the findings ((Zack 1994),Daft,
Lengel and Trevino (1987), Russ, Daft and Lengel (1990)) To addressthe issue, this
.
researchwill test the generalisability by;
(a) Performing a full scalequestionnairestudy; and
(b) Extending the target organisationbeyond one single industry sector. Of course,

in increasingthe samplesizeandexamininga broaderrangeof industriescare
will be takento measureand take into considerationthe varying background
conditions possessedby theseparties.
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1.2.4 Summary of Motivations

In summary,the motivations for this study are:

1. Consistent with the features of the modem organisation, informal means of
communicationare likely to becomemore prevalent. Coupled with the adventof IT that
has the potential to facilitate such informal meansof communication,our understanding
of this areain inadequate.

2. While media choice literature in the information system literature offers a substantial

bodyof theoriesthat shedlight on this area,thesetheoriesarethemselves
fragmented.

I

Managers is a little understoodgroup. Due to the lack of generalisability of different
level of managers,previous researcheither examined media choice using fictitious
managerialsamplethat are not real managersworking in real organisationsor too small
sample a size to generalise.Plus their changing roles in a modem and competitive
businessenvironment,invites study.
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1.3 An Overview of the thesis

The essenceof this thesis is to examine how Managers choosebetween different
communication media available when faced with different communication tasks.
Intuitively, there is little doubt that the choice varies in responseto different tasks. So far
the literature has focused on only one task characteristic: the equivocality of the task.
Whilst this task characteristic explained the choice within the confines of information
richness theory and in relation to the more traditional (older) communication media like
face-to-face and telephone, it representsa rather narrow perspective. The media choice
literature are reviewed in Chapter2. In addition, it doesnot explain the researchfindings in

studiesof modemcommunicationmediasuchas E-mail.In responseto this narrowfocus,
an importantaim of this thesisis to examinethe mediachoiceprocesswith a broaderand
morerealisticrangeof taskcharacteristics
aswell asothersocialinfluencethatmight affect
the choiceof media.To this end,modelsbasedon the frameworkaredevelopedto testfor
mediainfluencesin Chapter3.

Chapter 4 outlines the research methodology adopted. This involved a Semistructured interview and a questionnaireinstrument. The findings canvassedin Chapter
5,6,7 reveal a substantialconsistencywith the proposedframework and establishthat task
characteristicsdo have an impact on media choice.

24

Within the limitation of this study, Chapter 8,9 concludes on the note that (1)

communicationtask characteristicsdo influence media choice and (2) informal
communication processes in

organizations have been augmented by

modem

communicationtechnologies.
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CHAPTER 2:

A Review Of The Literature

" The future is likely to belong to those organisationsthat never stop asking, How
can we better organisationand manageourselves?". (Galbraith and Lawler, 1993)

2.1. Introduction

What determinesmanagers'choiceof communicationmedia?Why do managers
prefer to use one communication media over another?.Within the domain of information

systemandcommunicationresearchthereexistsa substantialbody of theoriesthat explain
manager'smedia choice. The purpose of this chapter is to review the theories on media
choice and to identify the deficienciesof thesetheories.

2.2. Early Rational Theories

The early theories on media choice tend to be from the rational and individual

schoolof thought.Oneof the earlypredominanttheoriesin this field is the socialpresence
theory of Short,William and Christie (1976).This theory emphasises
the psychological
aspectof usingcommunication
media:mediachoicehingesuponthe ability of themediato
convey the nature of the relationship between the communicators.In this regard,
communication
mediacanbe describedaswarm,personal,sensitiveor sociable.
26

A few years later, Daft and Wington (1979) proposed a languagevariety theory to
explain media choice. It evolved from the idea that certain media, such as painting or
music, are capableof conveying a broader range of ideas,meaningsemotions comparedto
mathematics.Such media have a higher languagevariety. This led to the suggestionthat
languagevariety needsto be matchedwith the communicationtask. Equivocal and complex
is
Obviously,
high
language
this
tasks
to
not
social
are said require a medium with
variety.
directly applicable to manager'schoice as they do not use painting or music as a meansof
is
This
lays
foundation
for
but
theory.
the
this
where
media richness
communication,
notion
the discussionwill turn to next.

2.3. Media Richness Theory

The previous two theorieswere the initial starting point of the searchto explain and
formulate media choice. Like the starting point of any original theory, these two theories
are somewhat fragmentedand vague. With media richnesstheory a much fuller picture of
media choice emerged.Daft and Lengel (1984,1986) were the first to propose the media
richness theory. The media richness theory is a general theory that explains managerial
behavioursas well as organisationaldesign. It becameone of the most popular and widely
studiedmodels of media choice becauseof its well structuredand intuitive framework.

2.3.1. Original Formulation

Media richness theory establishesa framework that ranks communication media
along a continuum in terms of their "richness". In this context, "richness" denotes the
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capacityof the mediato: (i) carry largevolume of data,and (ii) conveymeaning.More
specifically media richness refers to the ability of the media to change human
understanding,overcome different conceptual frames of reference, or clarify ambiguous
issuesin a timely manner(Daft and Lengel 1984,1986).

Thus, where the mode of communicationprovides new substantialunderstandingit
is considered"rich"; otherwise,it is "lean". Four criteria (the original criteria) were usedby
Daft and Lengel (1984) to classify communication media along the continuum. These are
summedup in Table 1.4

Thesefour criteria are summed up in table 1.4
Table 1: Original Classification Criteria of Media Richness
The Criteria

Descriptions

Immediacy,-Theopportunity to provide timelyfeedback
Multiple cues;The capability to convey meanings through cues like body language,
voice, tones.
Languages variety,-The capability to tailor the messageby using different words to
increaseunderstanding.
Personal source,-The extent that a person can convey theirfeelings (i.e. Personal or
impersonal).

Thesecriteria denotethe qualities of rich media; their attributes impact upon human
understanding and frame of reference (Daft and Lengel 1984,1986). Consequently,
communication media possessingmore features of the criteria would rank higher on the
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richness scale compared to one possessingless. For example, using these criteria, oral
media (e.g. Face-to-face and telephone) are believed to be richer than written media
becausethey provide opportunities for immediate feedbackand can have multiple cuesin a
natural languagetailored to the circumstances.Typically, synchronousmedia (i. e. Involve
delay in the communication process). So telephone was ranked lower than face-to-face
becauseit can transmit fewer cues ( i. e. can not see the other person). An example of the
ranking is illustrated in Table 1.5.

Table 1.5: An Example ofMedia Ranking
Communication Channel

Score

Face-to-Face

1.00

Telephone

94

.

Tours and visits
Voice conferencing
Formal group meeting
Taskforces and teams
On-line database
Decision support systems
Computer-generatedreports
Memos and documents
Electronic mail
Facsimile

.

82
79

.
.

65
65

.

65

.
.
.
.

55
47
27

.
.

13
11

auurce. - irnua jyyu
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2.3.1.1 Information Tasks and Media Choice

Daft and Lengel (1984) presented a contingency framework that matches two
concepts: (i) the nature of the information task, and (ii) the characteristics of
communication media as representedby the media richness scale. Drawing from the work
of Weick (1979) and Galbraith (1973), Daft and Lengel distinguishedtwo information tasks
carried out by organisations: (a) interpretation of external environment, and (b) coordination of internal organisational activities. Recognising the complexity of the social
system that constitutes an organisation, both aspects are argued to be required in an
information processingstructure to handle the transfer of vast volumes of information and
to significantly reduceambiguity.

Despitethe importanceof both aspectsthe mediachoiceliteraturehas somehow
gravitatedtowardsthe latter.Ambiguityreductionis seenasthe definingcharacteristic
of a
rich media.It is relevantto both informationtasks.To successfullyinterpretthe external
environment,for examplein formulatinga strategicplan, organisationmembersneedto
establisha sharedview of events,becauseexternaldataareoften unstructured,ambiguous
andsometimesdownrightconfiising.
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So Daft and Lengel (1984) argued that an organisation information processing
system needs to reduce ambiguity, or more precisely, equivocality. Formally,
"equivocality" is defined as:

" The extent to which data are unclear and suggestmultiple interpretationsabout the
environment. Such that it is reduced through shared observation and discussion until a
common grammarand courseof action can be agreedon" (Daft and Weick, 1984,at p291).

In other words, where a matter is equivocal managers would be confused and
disagreewith one another;they would not know how to addressthe matter. This is because

they lack mutual understandingabout the matter, and until they can come to an
is
further.
In
be
this
they
to
equivocal
regard,
understanding would not able proceedany
information
insufficiency
different
is
by
to
"uncertainty",
to
of
very
which caused an
performthe task.This canbe easilycuredby any additionalinformationregardlessof the
mediumof communicationused.Equivocality,by contrast,requiresthat a sharedmeaning
be reachedbetweentheparties.
or understanding

Given that rich media are supposedto facilitate understandingit is arguedby Daft
and Lengel as the ideal media to handle equivocal tasks. Thus the greaterthe equivocality
in a communicationtask, the richer the media that is required. This is akin to a contingency
type logic claiming effectively that a particular communication task needs to be matched
with a particular communication media to enable efficient information processingwithin
the organisation. This approach is summed up neatly by this definition of the richness
theory;
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11a process by which individual managers rationally attempt to match the
characteristicsof the communication media at their disposal to the requirementsof their
communication tasks in order to achieve personal and organisational effectiveness" This
relationship is illustrated in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6: Relation betweenmedia richnessand task equivocality
High

Media
Richness

Information..
Processing _..

Ineffectveprocessing
Mindlessreductionof
Equivocality
Low

Equivocal

Unequivocal
Information Task

This logic is generally consistentwith managers'usagepattern of communication
media in practice: managersdo seemto choosemedia by matching it to the richnessof the
media. Researchsuch as that of Mintzberg (1972) did find that managerspreferred to use
face-to-facemeansof communication rather than the more formal written reports because
such formal reports were said to be untimely and inadequate for the non-routine and
ambiguoustasks of managers.Under the richness scale, face-to-facecommunication is the
richest medium.
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In sum, as a theory media richnesscan be regardedas both prescriptiveand
descriptive. Media richness theory is a prescriptive model in that it posits that
organisationaleffectiveness
requiresa matchbetweeninformationprocessingrequirement
Daft
(e.g. Ambiguity reduction)andcommunication
(e.
Face-to-face,
etc):
writing,
media g.
for
insofar
it
is
descriptive
(1984,1986).
Lengel
It
that
explainsandprovidesreasons
and
(Daft et al, 1987;Daft and Lengel,1990;
the choiceof mediain differentcircumstances
Trevinoet al, 1990).

2.3.2. Modern Communication Technologies: Expanded Formulation.

The original criteria are basedon the traditional mode of intra-organisational
By
face-to-face
it
In
the
communication.
communication. particular, emphasises strengthof
Markus,
(Culnan
for
face-to-face
benchmark
and
comparison
communicationas a
using
1987),the presumptionis that face-to-faceis the optimal meansof communication.The
fact that managersgenerallypreferredto communicateface-to-faceprovidessomesupport
for this presumption.

Relying on this presumption, a persistentview in the literature is that an electronic
mode of communication is not a rich medium becauseit lacks the qualities that are deemed
to be high in richness.Email, for example,is very low down the scale, Table 1.5, because
as a text based medium it has no social presence and has claim that where managers
perform equivocal tasks they would rely much less on modem communication media (e.g.
Trevino 1987,Daft 1990).
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However, the original Daft and Lengel criteria were not designed with modem
communication media in mind. Indeed, in a study of interactive media, such as email, the
notion of richness has been shown not to be an inherent property of the medium (Lee
1994). Consequently,it is highly questionablethat the notion of 'richness',at least as based
on the original criteria, can provide a fair basis of comparison between traditional and
modem communication media. In seeing face-to-face as a de facto standardor optimum

media,theresultsarenaturallybiasedagainstmodemcommunication
media.

Modem communication technologies have qualities not found in traditional
communicationmedia. This leadssometo arguethat modem communicationmedium, such
(
1994;
is
Markus,
in
fact
than
the
the
criteria
as email,
much richer
caseusing
original
was
Sproull, 1991). Sproull (1991) was the first to provide an updateddefinition of richnessby
incorporating the value-addedfeaturesof modem communication technologies,especially

Valacich (1993) identified anotherrelatedquality.
email and GroupWare.Subsequently,
The four additional criteria are outlined in Table 1.7.
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Table 1.7: Additional Classification Criteria of Media Richness
The Criteria
#Multiple addressibility

Descriptions
The ability to reachmany people simultaneously.For
example,with email, the pressof one button could senda
messageto hundredsand thousandsof people anywherein
the World at any time. On this characteristic,email, is
more like, if not superior to face-to-facecommunication,
whereasnormal telephony would be inferior.

vExternally recordable

Providesthe ability to documentand modify
communicationflow.

*Computerprocessablememory

This permits searchesof messageselectronically, resulting
in "message-based
manageability". This allows quick
searchingof previous discussionthreads,creating a
databaselike a reservoir of previous discussions,ideasand
knowledge.

*Concurrency

A notion similar to that of multiple addressibility, though
somewhatbroader.It refers to the "capacity of the media
to supportdistinct communicationepisodes,without
detractingfrom any other episodesthat may be occurring
simultaneouslybetweenthe sameor different
individuals", ie. Apart frornjust reaching more personsat
the sametime, concurrencymeansthat a media can allow
more than one personto "speaV at any given time.

Source: Sproull, R. (1991), atp 183; and Valacich (1993),p264.

Anyhow, it can be arguedthat the focus of media richnesstheory is still on face-toface. In fact, it is not to be doubted whether "richness" is an appropriate notion to assess
modem communication technologies.The notion of richnessjust does not seem to cover
the qualities possessedby modem communication technologies;these qualities go beyond
"richness" and the notion of communicationtask equivocality.
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2.4. Media Richness Theory: An Evaluation

The researchpapersstudying media richnessare summarisedin (Table 1.8). There
are numerous studiesproviding empirical support for media richness theory (Daft, Lengel
and Trevino (1987), Russ, Daft and Lengel (1990), Trevino (1987), Trevino, Lengel,
Bodensteiner,Gerloff and Muir (1990), Whitfield (1996), Zack (1994). The primary claim
of the theory that managerswill chooserich media (as defined under the original criteria) in

in many
taskis high in ambiguityhasbeenestablished
situationswherethe communication
studies(Daft 1987;Russ 1990;Trevino 1990;and Whitfield 1996).

Complementing such survey style studies is an investigation by Trevino 1987, in
which the managersare interviewed as to the incidents and rationale for choosingparticular

communication
media.Theresponses
areoverwhelminglythat face-to-facecommunication
(a rich medium) is preferred in situations where the messagesto be conveyed are
ambiguous.
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Table 1.8: Summaries
Studies Siq)l)oi-tiiig, lft, tliiiRit-hiii.,. s.v Theory

Vapers

Main Research
Question(s)

Research
Methodology

Measure of
Media Richness

Subjects

Findings
Pertaining to
Media Richness

Subjects were
surveyed;

F't. Lengel
and
Vino (1987)

To examine why
managers often
prefer face-to-face
problem solving
and decision

making.

-'"'Ns, Daft and
"'ýýTigel (1990)

They were asked to
select
communication
medium (10) they
would use for 60
incidents;
But the medium did
not include the
modem CMCs

To investigate three
theoretical
Subjectswere
approaches
surveyed;
(language variety, They were asked to
symbolic
select
interactionism,
communication
media richness) to medium (10, same
organizational
as above) they
communication
would prefer for 60
incidents.
patterns.

* Majority of
95 managers in
Model based,
managers reported
they would
that
tile
the
petrochemical
vhere
ranking
,
facc-to-face,
hoose
determined
by
company
is
,
(positions not
the inherent
a rich media, for
high
incidents
in
specified)
characteristics.
ambiguity

Model based.

108managers
from three
divisions of a
petrochemical
company
(positions not
specified)

Subjects

Irevino et at
(1987)

To the process of
participated in
media choice by
structured openNot specifically
using the theory of
ended interviews;
The purpose was to
65 Upper level
symbolic
asked; but
interactionism (in
identify incidents indirectly inferred managers from II
iddition to message (and the reasons) in from the reasons
organizations
ambiguity and
which they use
supplied.
different medium
situational
determinants).
(face-to-face,

telephone, email,
written media).

* Managers tend to
select face-to-face
niedium for highly
equivocal
communications
and written media
for clear, objective
communication.

* Managerssaid
that they are more
likely to use faceto-face
communication
where the message
to convey is
ambiguous.
Media choice is
found to be
influenced by:
ambiguity of
message and
richness of
communication
medium, symbolic
cues provided by
the medium,
situational
determinants (cg.
time, distance).

Subjects
participatedin an
experimentalstyle
study over two
To explore the
sessionsin which
'-, ino, Lengcl,
their media choice
relationship
'cJenstciner, betweenindividual in relation to the
differences
-off and Muir
two tasks(one high
(1990)
(characteristics)and and one low) arc
media choice.
measured.
Media richnesswas
measuredthrough a
separatesurvey of
40 professionalsin
a computercentre.

hitfi id
c , et al
(1996)

(1994)
-ack

* The media was
ranked in the order
predictedby media
richnesstheory.

Directly
measured;40
When presented
managementand
with the choice,
professional
studentswere found
personnelin a
to chooserich
91 employed
computer center
for more
media
of a large
graduatebusiness
ambiguous
university were
school students
message;
askedto rank
email on the
However,where
richnessscale
task
communication
using the original
is low in
criteria.
equivocality
individual
difference is more
likely to exert
influence on the
mediachoice.
The useof rich
information
dependedon: (i)
To examinethe
A survey was sent
designparameters
to 293 firms listed
effect of
divisionalization on the 1991Fortune
(centralisationand
Use media
divisionalization;
and centralization 500. The instrument
richness
scores
h
f
d ( ii ) type of
an
on t e in ormation was designedto
86 CEO
from prior study
processing
strategicissues
measurefrequency (ic. Zniud
et al
behaviour of
(eg.
involved
and importanceof
(1990)).
managers-the use eachmedia for both
product or country).
ic. rich media is
and importanceof product and country
rich media
matter.
required to
supplementthe
more equivocal
tasks.
If the task hasa
low sharedcontext
(equivocal), then
face-to-face
Is
To examinethe use
A multi-method
preferrable
and
of electronic
field study that
more
effective;
19 senior/ middle
messagingvs
if the
involves
whereas
traditional modesof
newsroom
editors
N/A.
questionnaire,
context
is
shared
in a large daily
communication in
high, or if tile
observation,email
an on going work
newspaper
is factual,
C.
aptureand
message
group performing a
interview.
then
computer
cooperativetask
mediated
cominunication like
email can be
effective.
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2.4.1.1. Adequacy Questioned by Modern Communication

Technologies.

While there is a solid body of research supporting the position of the media richness
theory, an equally large number of research studies provide confounding evidence, Table
1.9 (Cadwell (1995), D'Ambra, (1995), Fulk and Ryu (1990), Lee (1994), Markus (1994),
Rice and Shook (1990), Schmitz (1987), Steinfield and Fulk (1986), Schmitz and Fulk

(1991). Indeed, empirical support for the media richness theory is particularly weak in
relation to modem communication media like email (Markus 1994; Markus 1992; Rice and
Shook 1990). It is no surprise that research giving conflicting evidence tends to be of more

recent origin. With the incorporation of more modem communication technologiesin the
researchdesign, studies are only recently in a position to exposethe predisposition of the
media richnesstheory towards traditional communication media. The increasedprevalence
of technology usage in organisations in general may provide another explanation.

Evidence:
Papers

Main Research
Question(s)

Research
Methodology

Measure of'Media
Richness

Subjects

Findings pertaining
to media richness/
media usage

15 government

"Qll et al (I

To examine how
media use in
organizations is
affected by situation
requirements and
media characteristics

employees
completing a survey
in which they are
asked to rank the
appropriateness of
using different media
( 12) under 8
hypothetical

* Situations (ie.

N/A

N/A

on perceived media
appropriateness.

situations

'k mbra (1995)

urgency of message,
amount of message
content, distance
between
communicators) have
i significant influence

The media preference
of an organization
To empirically
was investigated in 3
measure equivocality
time periods through
and media richness
the survey. In these Directly measured
constructs.
42 managers in an
tasks
survey
realistic
ising
a
self-develop
To investigate the
( 16)- generated by
insurance
basedon the
scale
underlying
four original
content
analysisare
organization
assumptions and the
used. Using these
criteria.
ipplicability of media
tasks the subjects are
richness theory to
asked to rank the
individual media
choice.
order of preference.

* While managersdo
havea preferencefor
rich mediain relation
to equivocaltask,
howeverthis is not a
linear relationship;
Investigation into
the notion of
ýquivocalityhasraise
doubtsabout its
reliability and hence
unsettledsomewhat
the validity of the
media richness
theory;
Attributes of the
original media

richnesscriteria tend
to be unableto
capturethe full
dynamicsof modern
communication
A and Ryu
(1990)t

Directly measured

65 petrochemical
researchers

*The richnessrating
from 65
petrochemical
researchersindicated
that electronic mail is
rankedmuch lower
than formal written
documents.
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-ice

1994)

To examine the
notion of richness in
relation to email.

An interpretative
(based on
hermencutics)
approach is adopted
to understand the
user's media usage
behaviour from their.
perspective.

* Richness is found
not to be an inherent
property of email;
N/A
ie. not really a
measure of richness
as such; rather, this
paper seek to
provide an account
of how "richness"
occurs.

N/A

* Rather, it is an
"emergent property "
of the interaction
between the medium
and the organizational
context- it emphasises
the notion of
distanciation,
autonornization,
social construction,
appropriation and
enactment.

irkus(1994)

A niulti-rnethod
investigation is used:
(1) Subjects surveyed
in relation to media Model based-,(based
To assessthe power
richness;
on Trevino et al,
(ii) For the social
1987)
of information
theories, archival data But the interview
richness theory in
relation to alternative in the form of actual approach provide a
social theories;
emails were collected, better understanding
To explain and
interview with 29
ofmanager's
predict manager's use
persons (from
subjective
of email.
chairman to
perception and
administrative
reasons.
assistants), and
written comment to a
survey.

The result ofthe
suggest that
survey
504 managers
managers did not find
covering positions
email to be
such as supervisors,
ricliý
particularly
managers, directors
and vice president
Manager 's
in a risk
perception of media
management
generally consistent
industry
with media richness,
but they use ernail
more than the theory
predicted;
The social processes
tend to better explain
this choice.

To investigate the
relationship between
individuals'job
ze and Shook
(1990)

category,
organizational level
and pattern/ level of
media usage from
information
processing theory
angle.

A meta-analysis of
prior quantitative
studies of media use
in organization was
conducted. This is
supplemented by
ind iv idual- level
statistical analysis of
media use in four
organizations.

Not measured;
traditional ranking
using the model is
used as basis of
comparison of the
results

N/A

Media use patterns
by Job category and
organization level
were inconsistent
with predictions from
media richness theory
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* Found that
supervisor's system
use provided a better
prediction of all
individual media use
than the traditional
features like
hmitz

1987)'

accessibility and
perceived utility.

Found weak support
for richness theory
only;
Irifield and Fulk
1986)*

hmitz and Fulk
(1991)

Whereas the
proportion of team
members using
electronic mail
explained 311/0of the
variance in the usage
of the medium.
Everyone who had an
email account in the
organization was sent
a questionnaire that
elicits information
such as: actual email
To investigate the
usage, perceived
information richness
effect of perceived
media richness and of media, usefulness
social influences on of email, experience
the uses and
with email, and whom
assessments of email. (in the organization)
they communicate
with most using all
media.
Post-survey
interviews are also
conducted with 27
respondents.

It was found that: (i)
perceived email
Respondents asked
richness varied across
to rank each media
individuals and
for their own work
covaried
with
need on a 5-point
social
relational
likert scale (from
influences and with
All members of the
not at all rich to
media
experience;
extremely rich). The organization that
perceived
email
have an email
respondents are
predicted
richness
asked to base their
account
individuals' electronic
perceived
mail assessmentand
information richness
(ill) social
usage;
on the four criteria
of
influences
of Daft and Lengel
and
colleagues
(1984).
pervasive effects on
others' media
assessment.
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In a meta study by Rice and Shook (1990), the prediction of media richnesstheory
in
found
inadequacy
became
hold.
The
the
theory
to
a study on
apparent
was
of
really
not
email usage by Markus (1994). Markus (1994) conducted a fairly comprehensive study
involving a survey of 504 managers and interviews with 29 personnel (whose position
ranged from Chairman to administrative assistant), and collection of archival data. The
is
do
be
This
found
to
that
consistent
not
regard
email
rich.
study
managers
particularly

with the richness model under the original criteria, but is inconsistent with the updated
criteria. Yet the most curious finding is that managersused email substantially more than
the theory predicted. This study effectively weakens the media richness theory: the theory

found
found
the
to
also
updatedcriteria were
was not
provide an adequateexplanation and
to be incapable of capturing managers' perception of richness.

Why? Using evidence from the interviews, Markus concluded that social process
provide a superior explanation of media choice. And this position is consistentwith other
studies: Schmitz and Fulk (1991), Schmitz (1987) and Steinfield and Fulk (1986).
Likewise, D'Ambra (1995) demonstratedmedia richness theory failed to fully explain
media choice in an Australian study focusing on the use of voice mail in organisations.
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2.4.2. Reliability

of Underlying Construct and Approach

The reliability and validity of two fundamental constructs of media richness theory
are still not clear. While there are plenty of papers examining the predictive and
explanatory power of the media richness theory, and there are solid empirical justifications
for the link between equivocality and media richness (Daft 1987; Trevino 1987; and Russ
1990), the underlying construct of media richness and task equivocality have received
limited attention in the literature. Only recently did a paper by D'Ambra (1995) investigate
this issue.

In most studies media richness is not something that is explicitly measured. This
by
determined
Often,
in
1.8.
Table
be
its position on
It is simply
can
seen the summary in
In
from
derived
other
above.
the
noted
criteria
the continuum of richness
set or original
words,

media richness is treated as the "invariant

objective

features" of

each

communication media ( Schmitz and Fulk, 199 1). The central problem is that these original
different
the
themselves
qualities of
very
criteria are
outdated with no recognition of
(1995)
D'Ambra
After
the
technologies.
came
matter
modern communication
investigating
to the conclusion that the reliability of the media richness scale is much weaker at the
"lean" end of the scale. And at this lean end, of course, are found the modem
communication technologies. D'Ambra claimed that this highlights the inability of the
traditional media richness scale to capture the full range of attributes or qualities of these
modem communication media.
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Again, the verdict is very similar in relation to task equivocality. In most prior
studies equvocality is either not explicitly measured, or if it is, it is deten-nined by a panel
of judges and not by the subjects of the media choice research. Moreover, although the
scale used was found to be "adequate", D'Ambra (1995) noted that its operationalisation is
"problematic". This is not surprising because a cursory examination of the literature on task
equivocality and uncertainty reveals that although this construct has a long theoretical

history and is well theorised conceptually, its operationali sation is through the imperfect
proxy of task uncertainty.

2.4.3. Missing Task Characteristics

Under the media richnesstheory task characteristicsrefer primarily to the notion of
equivocality. The question that arises is why just equivocality?. A communication task can

possessmany other task characteristics. For example, the task could involve different
locations, or there may be a time limit, or it may involve more than one person, etc. These
other task characteristics are further considered in chapter 3.

Failure to consider these task characteristics make prior studies of media choice

highly artificial. While the narrow perspectiveseemsto serveits purposewithin the context
of media richnesstheory, it is inadequateto provide an understandingof the overall media
choice process. Indeed, as establishedsubsequentlyin this thesis, equivocality alone is
inadequateto explain the media choice process.This narrow focus also tends to be biased
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against modem communication

media. This could explain some of the curious and

conflicting results in prior studies.

2.4.4 Additional

Deficiencies of the Media Richness Approach

The rational logic in media richness theory may provide an intuitive foundation to

explain and predict media choice, but the current approachin measuringmedia richnesshas
a critical flaw: media richnessis treatedas an "invariant objective feature". It is assumedto
be the same regardless of context or person; individual managers are assumed to be aware
of all the inherent characteristics of each media, and make choice on the basis of these

characteristics.

This is unrealistic,

people have imperfect

cognitive

abilities;

and the perception of

one person in not necessarily the same as another. This is very different to the model
assumption that people somehow perceive and act in the same objective manner. Such

unrealistic assumptionsrepresentthe focal point of attack from the social oriented school of
thought:

" There is no simple relationship between message and medium
The rational model of media choice fails to suffice in its explanation of managerial

communication behaviour when managers'preferencesfor media are taken into accounting
and when one considers personal communication-related variables.. "
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In addition, attempts to somehow categorise modem communication technologies,
such as "multi-media" technology, along a continuum of richness may be rather
meaningless in that the new media technologies are very fluid such that they encompassthe
characteristics of more than one traditional mode of communication.

2.4.5. Alternative explanations of managerial media choice;

Predictionsderivedfrom informationrichnesstheory could form the entire agenda
for an empiricalinvestigationof how managersuseelectronicmail. If however,onewereto
design such a study without first consideringthe most plausible alternativeexplanations,
then onewould be vulnerableto the risk of not havingenoughinformationto redirectfuture
inquiry in the event that empirical observationsdid not correspondwith hypothesised
behaviour,(Mackenzieand House1978).In otherwords,the researchercan increaseher "
degreesof freedom", (Campbell 1975, Lee 1989), and obtain more information from a
single study, by simultaneouslyconsidering alternative explanations,(Mackenzie and
House1978).

Let us then consider possibilities in the event that managers'use email more
frequently or differently than IRT predicts. One plausible explanationis that, while the
causalstructureof the theory is correct,email is richer than most analystshaveargued.If
the IR scaleis not an accurateyardstickof mediadifferences,one would expectmanager's
in
differ
from
(axiomatically
IRT) their behaviourto
IR
to
the
scaleand
mediaperceptions
correspondto their perceptions.While sucha finding would not disconfirm IRT, it would
suggestthe needto modify the IR scale.
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Another explanation for behaviour that differs from predictions of IRT is that
factors other than individuals media emergeas people interact, (Yates and Orllkwski 1992).
One might find that media perceptions differ from media choices or that perceptions follow
behaviour, rather than precede it, (Mantovini

1996, Ngwenyama 1997). Whether or not

media perceptions are in line with IRT, such a finding would seriously challenge the theory,
since it would mean that perceptions of media richness do not cause media choices.

The next two sections present theoretical arguments in support of the alternative
explanations, (1) that the IR scale may be inaccurate, and (2) that the scale may be
irrelevant. Because there are more important determinants of individual behaviour than
personal perception of media appropriateness as defined by IRT.
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2.4.5.1.Potential inaccuracies in the information richness scale;

The predictions derived from IRT depend critically on the assumption that email is
relatively low in IR. If the medium were ranked higher on the richness scale, perhaps on a
par with the telephone, a different set of predictions would follow. The new capability
hypothesis challenges the ranking of email as low in richness by focusing on technological

capabilitiesnot capturedin the IR scale.

As argued elsewhere,(Culnan and Markus 1987), the richness typology takes face
to face communication as its standardand considers all mediated communication to be
deficient relative to it, because media filter out various cues, such as those of physical
presence, gestures, vocal tones, and so forth. However, several authors have claimed that

email has capabilities not found in traditional media that give it great potential value in
equivocal communication. Despite its clear lack of richness (i. e. email's lack of cues, its
synchronicity, and its use of written language,(Ruby 1996). For example, (Sproull 1991,
Straub 1997) compared various traditional and new media against a list of technology
attributes.

While some of the attributes overlap with those in the richness framework
asynochroneity. The ability to reach many people simultaneously, is an attribute that email
shares with face to face communication; on this dimension, the telephone, an oral medium
is noticeably inferior.
computer-

Similarly,

processable memory

the combined attributes of externally recorded and

make email unique among the media Sproul]

compared.
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These two attributes have been plausibly linked to significant potential positive impacts on
participation

in organisational

decision making,

commitment

to the organisation,

organisational memory, etc, (Huber 1990, Sproull and Kiesler 1991). These outcomes, in
turn, are plausibly associated with changes in human understanding and frames of
reference, in ten-ns of which the concept of IR is defined, (Daft and Lengel 1984,1986).

If multiple addressability and computer searchable memory were added to the
concept of richness, email would clearly rival, and might even exceed, traditional
communication media like the telephone. If managers perceive email as equalling or
exceeding the telephone on this expanded scale of IR, they might substitute email for some,
possibly much, of their telephone communication. To the extent that managers perceive
email as higher in richness than IR theorists have suggested and act on the basis of these
perceptions, IRT will underestimate managers' use of email.

2.4.5.2 Potential inadequacies in the theory's causal model;

Whether or not the IRT scaleis accurate,managers'use of media may have little to
do with their perceptionsof media. Recent literature contains at least two distinct theories
about managers' use of email that do not assign a casual role to individuals' media
perceptions.Both theories emphasisesocial influences on individual behaviour. Whereas
IR theorists implicitly assumethat richnesslies in the medium as perceivedby individuals,
these alternative perspectivesconceptualiserichness as an outcome of social behaviour,
ratherthan its cause.
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2.4.6 Summary

The questionablereliability and validity of the measuresfor media richnessand task
equivocality plus the mixed results in the literature, especially in relation to modem
communicationmedia do indicate that "media richnesstheory does not fully explain media
choice in an organisation setting". This is consistentwith the argument that the notion of
media richnessis not designedwith modem communicationmedia in mind. Even with the
inclusion of the qualities of modem communicationtechnologies,the notion still tends to
favour the more traditional media.

The bias against modem communication media is amplified by the focus on only
one task characteristic. There is little doubt that task equivocality is important and
insightful in explaining managers'choice of communication media, but in reality there are
many other variables that impact on the requirement of each communication task. It is
submittedthat the narrow focus of previous media choice researchhas deprived the studies
of additional explanatory power in relation to the overall media choice process.This may
evenexplain the mixed finding in previous literature.
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2.5. Alternative Media Choice Theories

2.5.1 Social Construction Theories;

The inability of the richnesstheory to explain the confounding evidencementioned
above have given rise to anotherbody of theories known as the "collcctivc-lcvel" theories
that focus on the broader collective variables like structure,environment and politics. These

to
theoriesarenot basedon rationalchoicealonebut area "collectivebehaviouralresponse
a socially-constructed definition of the medium's appropriateness.Under these theories,

"richness"is an outcomeof socialbehaviournot the causeof socialbehaviour(in relation
to media choice). In other words, the social context provides a framework to assessthe
different mediums by emphasising certain media characteristics and guiding the
interpretation of them. The featuresof social and rational theories are comparedin Table 2.

The most comprehensivetheory in this regard is the social influence model of
technology use (Fulk, 1987 and Fulk 1990). It posited that an individual media'sperception
is not just a function of objective (rational) choice, but is partly a social construction.Fulk,
(1990) found support for two main limbs of this model.
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TABLE 2: SOCIAL AND RATIONAL THEORIES COMPARED
Rationalfindividual Theories
Media Characteristics

0

Invariant;

0

All salient to the individual.

Social/Collective Theories
0

Still relevant; but importance
declines relative to

social

forces;
a
Choice Making Process

0

0

People analyse the media

Not all featuresare salient.
subjectively

0A

rational

featuresobjectively,

process;

An objectively rational process 0

Individuals develop socially

that is basedon the salient and

acceptable interpretations and

invariant media characteristics.

behaviours that is justifiable
with

social

norms

or

expectation; ie. influenced by
others.
Role of Social Context

n/a

0

Social

context

significant

role

plays
in

a

media

choice;
"

Social

cues

influence

individual's interpretation of
the objective requirement of
the communication task;
"

Establish social norms that
inhibit media use.

Examples of Theories

Media Richness;

Social Influence Model;

Social Presence.

Symbolic Interactionism;
Critical Mass.
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The application of social construction theories responded to the problems with
media richness/socialpresenceby postulating that media selection, like most tasks in an
organisation, is influenced by a combination of social forces. This means that, while the
media richness/socialpresencescalematching tasks with media would apply in most cases,
it is perfectly predictable that some groups or individuals will define either tasks or media
traits differently, thus explaining the problems with media richness/socialpresencetheories.
Social construction theories were thus introduced in order to explain the major problems
with media richness/socialpresencetheories. As described in the following paragraphs,
thesetheorieshave introducedtheir own set of problems.

The social construction theories all approach the media selection area from a
common point, but differ in their explanation of the mechanismsby which social influence
happens. The fields of organisational communication and organisation behaviour have
engaged in alternate explanations for behaviour influenced by subjectivity, socially
constructed reality, and retrospective rationality (Fulk 1987; Miller and Minge 1985;
Putnam and Pacanowsky1983; Zalesny and Farace 1986). Many of thesetheories,referred
to as the social construction theories, are based on symbolic interactionism. For
organisationstudies,symbolic interactionism is basedon the premise that organisationsare
webs of interaction, and the basis for interaction among members is a shared system of
meaning. Each of the theories ascribes the creation of shared meaning among situated
actors to social construction, but their major contribution to the field of media selection is
the description of different ways in which sharedmeaning is created.Three major theories
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have been applied to the field of media selection: social influence, symbolic interactionism
and institutional theory.

2.5.1.1. Social Influence;

First, properties like "richness" are posited to be subjective and influenced by
attitudes, statementsand behavioursof other people. So unlike classical richnesstheory, it

recognisesthat people'sperceptiondoesdiffer, that richnessis not an objectivefunctionof
someinherentcharacteristicof the media.This is basedon the recognitionthat the social
context can provide the norms and expectation that shape people's perception and
behaviours. For example, in an office where everyone does not use email and makes
negative commentsin relation to it, any particular individual would be less likely to regard
email asrich.

2.5.1.2. Symbolic Interactionism;

Symbolic interactionism (Trevino 1987) emphasisessocial context as a source of
influence in media selection.One framework basedon symbolic interactionism is structural
symbolic interactionism ( Stryker and Statham 1985). According to structural symbolic
interactionism,media selectionbehaviour is determinedat times by
external factors such as
situational constraints,and at times by social interaction factors. This approachincorporates
situational variables such as distance, time, pressure, accessibility and connection of
communicationpartnersto the medium (Trevino 1990) as constraints.
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Related to this idea are papersthat invoke situational variables as an influence of
media choice: Markus (1986), Steinfield and Fulk (1986), and Trevino, (1987). There is the
critical mass theory by Markus (1987). Steinfield and Fulk (1986) and Cadwell, (1995)
found evidencesuggestingthat geographicaldistance,amount of messagecontent and time
pressure(i. e. urgency of message)provide a strong influence on managers'media choice. In
addition, Trevino, (1987) found that communication media has symbolic meaning
associatedwith it. Depending on the sharedmeaning evolved through time by the mutual
interaction of people eachmedia is implicitly understoodto servea particular purposeor to
be used in particular situations. This shared social understanding dictates media choice
behaviours.

2.5.1.3. Institutional theory

Also, this aspect of social construction theory is related to institutional theory.
Loosely speaking, institutional theory claimed that the norms, values, standards,
expectations engenderedby the institutional environment shape also the norms, values,
standards,expectationsof the individual (Scott,1987). For example,where it is the accepted
practice of the industry to use email for communication, a firm and the people working
within it are likely to follow the samepractice such as to give them a senseof legitimacy.
On the basis of this theory, Markus (1987) concluded that "where information richness
as
theory predicts that the uses of new media will be relatively invariant across social units,
institutional theory predicts that social definitions,

and hence also uses,of new media will

vary, perhapsdramatically acrossunits."
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2.5.1.4. Experience and Skills

The social influence model also incorporatesthe idea that expertise with a medium also
influence media use. For example, lack of skill will inhibit uses, or that the medium may
it
lacks
to
if
training
be
(as
the
be
"rich"
the
use
skill or
user
otherwise)
as
not
perceivedto
found
(1991)
by
indirectly
Komsky
is
In
to
this
which
supported
properly. relation email,
that frequentusersof email tend to be more tolerant of systemproblems and to perceivethe
medium as easyto use.

2.6. Background conditions

Media choice decision is made against a set of background conditions. These

task
characteristics
and
characteristics
of
media
conditionsthat shapemanager's
perception
hold
be
discussed.
For
these
this
conditionswill
will
research,
a valid comparabilityof
constant(i. e. universal accessof critical massapplied, IT maturity applied) through out the
field work survey.

2.6.1. Critical Mass Theory

While the technological characteristicsof media may contribute to the speed or
slownessof particular communications,it is also the casethat communication speedoften
depends more critically on social behaviour than on the medium itself. (Sproull
1991,Groper 1996) points out that, while conversation is instantaneous,the speed of
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meetings and telephonecalls dependson the availability of people. Speedalso dependson
thesepeople's behaviour, schedulingand attending meetings and returning calls in a timely
manner. If they repeatedly cancel scheduledmeetings, if they do not pick up the phone
when it rings or return calls quickly, their communication will be slow no matter how fast
their media have the theoretical potential to be. Fast communication via a medium requires
that communicatorsroutinely respondquickly to the communicationsothers initiate in that
medium. Thus when it is claimed that rich communication is fast communication, it must
be recognisedthat the pattern of responsivenessin the use of a medium is part of what
makes a medium rich, (Anderson, Blombery, Galt 1998). This is a social, not a
technological,phenomenon.

The argument that richness of mediated communication depends on social
behaviour is derived from the public good and collective behaviour traditions in economics
and sociology and applied to electronic communication media, (Groper 1996). According
to critical mass theory, the use of many communication media, like the telephone and
electronic mail, involves more than one person behaving interdependently; i. e. a caller or
sendercannot successfifflycomplete a communication via these media unless the intended
recipients use them also, (Markus 1994). Consequently, in deciding which medium to
choose, rational managers must take into account not only the appropriatenessof the
medium for a communication task, but also whether the intended recipients are likely to
receiveand respondto a messagein that medium within the desiredtime frame. To take an
extremeexample,the telephoneis not a good choice for an equivocal communicationwith
someonewho refusesto answerthe phone.
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Critical mass theory further points out that individuals' media choices must be
considered in the context of their membership in communities such as the organisation.
Maintaining the organisation requires communication, and as size and geographic
dispersion increase, intra-organisational communication requires travel or media. For
rational managerswho are satisfying, rather than optimising, their media choices, it is
beneficial to have a medium in which anyone in the organisation can be reached (a
universal accessmedium).

Becausethis reducesoverheads,such as tracking the media through which partners
can be reached or using multiple media to convey a single messageto different parties,
(Markus 1994, Groper 1996). Achieving universal accessrequires that nearly everyonein
the organisationagreeto use a medium on a regular basis, i. e. answer calls, open mail and
the like.

Today, IR theorists and managerscan take the telephone and interoffice mail for
granted as a universal accessmedia of intra-organisational communication. However, the
samecannot be said for electronic mail. Although many organisationshave adoptedemail,
it is not yet the casethat most employeesof these organisationsuse email. Consequently,
many managersmay be unable to select email for a particular communication even if (1)
they themselvesuse it, and (2) they believe it to be the most appropriate medium for the
task. It follows that IRT is not likely to predict Managers' use of email accurately,unless
email is universally used within their organisations.In the absenceof universal access,IRT
will systematicallyoverestimateManagers' use of email. It is important to include critical
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mass theory in the researchto avoid overestimating the Managers' use of email. For the
purposeof this study, the Manager surveyedin this researchwill have been selectedon the
basis of having universal accessof media within their firms.

2.6.2. Information Technology Maturity

A further look at the literature revealsconsistencywith theorieson IT maturity. This
notion essentiallyconceptualisedthe extent that the organisation acceptsIT. From the idea
that IT maturity evolved in stages,it is arguablethat the communication media choice is
likely to vary along with it. It is reasonableto say that the extent that IT has permeatedthe
organisation's infrastructure and culture would impact upon people's choice of
communication media. The more that IT has permeated the organisation, the more that
people are likely to use modem communication technologies . This intuitive argument is
consistentwith current media choice theories:

Social construction media choice theory suggeststhat social context can supply the
norms and expectation that influence individual perception. Now, the higher the
level of IT maturity, the more likely that usage of modem communication
technologieswould be the norm and hence reinforce the social acceptanceof the
medium. In other words, where there is high IT maturity, the usage of modem
communication technologies could become an institutionalised phenomenon,
thereby leading to a culture that values and encourages the use of modem
communicationtechnologies.
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(ii)

Wherethereis high IT maturity,people'sexpertiseaboutmodemcommunication
be
less
likely
definition.
to
by
Thus,
be
high
to
are
people
media would also expect
inhibited from using the technology.

(iii)

With the advent of IT, there are more communication media offering benefits
different to that of the traditional media. Thus, even judging from the inherent
is
likely
to vary as a result.
choice
alone
media
characteristicperspective

2.6.3. Organisational Structure

The organisation structure forms part of the background condition. Structural
bureaucratisation
degree
like
the
of
characteristics
size and organisation of sub-units,

(centralisationand divisionalisation)could influencethe choiceof communicationmedia
(Zeffane and Cheek, 1994; Whitfield,

1996). Similarly, diversification, especially

geographicaldiversification is an influential condition.
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2.7. Chapter Summary

Literature on media choice has provided many explanations for media choice.
Media richness theory, for instance,posits a match between the task equivocality and the
that
theories
There
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the
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are
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characteristics of
in
the
inadequacies
theories
Yet
these
apparent
are
this
of
supplement
rational model.
literature particularly in relation to modem communicationtechnologies.

The once dominant rational approachseemsto have been subsumedby the rise of
but
fresh
do
Yes,
another
type
theories.
theories
and softer perspective
offer a
social
social
failure
The
is
to
too
be
narrow.
that
the
traditional
rational approach
explanation may
examine the effect of other task characteristicshas greatly restricted the ability of these
theories to explain the overall media choice process. It is submitted that a broader
perspective needs to be adopted, one that consolidates the different theories on media
choice, whether social or rational, and incorporates a fuller and more realistic range of
communicationtask characteristics.To this end a comprehensiveframework that elaborates
the media choice processis developedin the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
The Framework

The new sciencegives us the vision of an entangleduniverse where everything is
0
subtly connectedto everything else....the way holism replacesreductionism and wholes are
seen as greater than the sum of their parts. In the new science,organised simplicity gives
way to self-organisedcomplexity."
( Ian Marshall and Danah Zohar in Who's Afraid of Schrodinger'sCat, 1997)

Introduction

From the literature we derived a need for an integratedmodel. The earlier
discussionsin the literature review have greatly subsumedthe adequacy of the rational
approach, especially media richness theory. However, this thesis maintains a "loose"
rational framework. But at the sametime this thesis also values the validity of the social
perspective.Rather than viewing the social perspectiveas an alternative, it is best seenas
complementary.The social perspectivenever deniesthe relevanceof the objective features
of media, only that it emphasisesthat "richness" is more a function of social behavioursor
construction.Although the fuzzinessor chaotic feel associatedwith the social construction
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approach seemstotally inconsistent with a rational approach,the point to note is that the
two perspectives are not mutually exclusive. This argument is consistent with modem
chaosand self-organisationtheory that claims there is order in chaos.

Until now the literature tends to focus either on the rational or the social
perspective.While the rational approachis more systematicand provides a clearer structure
of the media choice process,it lacks the richness of detail offered by the social theories.
Yet, a rational approachis more practical in that it provides a framework that can facilitate
the analysis and design of organisation information processing system. This accountsfor
the continuing popularity of the individual rational choice approach(Markus 1994).

Meanwhile, social relativistic theoriesmay seemrather subjective but the processis
not irrational. The social elements can themselves be rationalised. Take symbolic
interactionism for instance, which claims that people use media to signify something
through the socially agreed meaning of different communication media. For example,
people may want to convey a sense of authority by communicating in writing. In this
context, if managersare asked why they chose to communicate in writing, they would
respondby saying that they want to show their authority. Is this not rational?

Consequently,this thesis presents a more comprehensive framework below, that
integratesthe rational and social elements in a "loose" rational framework. It is "loose"
becausethe framework recognisesthat people are not perfectly
do
People
not
rational.
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function in a mechanistic manner. The social basis of people means that their decision
process is necessarily complex. Indeed, this lack of perfect rationality could provide
anotherexplanationfor the deficiency in the traditional media richnesstheory.

This framework is constructedfrom the variables and relationships identified in the
developed
literature,
information
literature.
Hypotheses
then
technology
are
media choice
stating alternative ways in which the variables in the integratedframework may integrate.

3.2. Social Influence

Media choice can be regardedas a function of the manager'sperception. By its very
natureperception is a behavioural variable that is susceptibleto ever presentpsychological,
social and cultural influences. Managers do not function in a social vacuum. On a broad
level, the culture of society is known to influence the selectionof electronic communication
media (Straub, 1994). Within the organisation, social norms or socially acceptable
be4avioursare establishedover time. Thesenorms form part of the organisationculture.

The organisation culture influences, if not dictates, how things are done. They
predetermine how people perceive modem communication and information technology.
Hence they influence peoples' eventual media choice. The strength of social influence is
evident in Markus (1994) where the departureof a CEO, who previously actively endorsed
email usage,has resultedin a dramatic decline in email usagein the organisation.Similarly,
the managermay wish to use the social or symbolic meaning attachedto a media to achieve
something,for instance,a show of authority (Trevino, Daft and Lengel, 1990).
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3.3. Demographic

This includes the person'sage, gender,job experience,educationalbackground.For
is
it
has
long
been
that
the
example,
selection of a communication channel
observed
dependenton age (Nelson, 1989).

3.4. The Media Choice

Choice involves judgement. In media choice, the judgement is fundamentally a
function of a manager'sperceptionof communicationtask requirementand their perception
of communication media characteristics. That is, the processof media choice is to choose
the media that the manager perceives to best suit the performance of the particular
communication task at hand. The question that arises is what forms the basis of these
perceptions.

3.4.1. Perception of Communication Media

Prima facie, the manager'sperception of communication media is based on the
inherent characteristics of each communication media. These characteristics partially
determine the manager's perception or attitude towards each media. As noted earlier,
becauseperception is a behavioural variable, the static media characteristicwould not lead
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to the sameperception of media for different managers.Each manageris likely to have his
or her own view regarding a particular media as influenced by the social influence
conditions in the theory. In addition, the manager'spersonal experience and knowledge
with eachmedia would affect his or her perception.

3.4.2. Media Characteristics

Each media possess certain inherent characteristics. The eight characteristics

enumeratedin table 1.4 and 1.7 captureboth the qualitiesof traditionalmedia(the first
four) andmodemcommunicationtechnologies(the latter four). For example,a medialike
face-to-facewould havecharacteristics
like immediatefeedback,multiple cues(e.g. Tone
of voice,bodylanguage)andfrom a personalsource.

3.4.3. Perception of Communication Task Requirement

Similar to the perception of media, the perception of communication task
requirement is based primarily on the different task characteristics present. It is also
subjectedto influences such as the manager'sexperiencein relation to the communication
task and, of course,the social influence conditions.

3.4.4. Communication Task Characteristics

An important task characteristic is that of equivocality. Consider a task that the
managermay perceive as equivocal, say where the managerneedsto preparea budget for a
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Keep in mind that such a task may not be equivocal. If the manager, or the line
managers,has much experienceand knowledge about this particular project the task will
appearless equivocal. In which casea simple telephoneconversationor a fax transmission
may suffice. Similarly, the managersmay be influenced by his personal experiencewith
different communication media. A manager that is barely computer literate will tend to
think that a computer based channel is inferior, even though the information he requires
may be readily available through this channel.

In addition, equivocality of the communication task is not the only consideration.
The framework in HypothesesI and 2 list four other characteristicin the Social Influence
theory that impact on the task requirement:Urgency, geographiclocality, group( i. e.number
of people involved) and time zones.When these characteristicsare considered,the choice
chosenin the abovebudget preparationexample is only one possibility. For example,if an
urgent answer is required from the line managers,the managermay have no choice but to
call the person directly, or walk to the manager'soffice and talk to him or her face-to-face.
But where the manageris in London and the other person is in Bangkok, for instance,the
latter option is clearly impossible. The phone would becomethe only option. And what if it
is not during the office hours of the other manager(s).Then email or voice mail would be
,
the only choice.
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In sum, the media choice involves the consideration of the eight media

characteristicsand matching it with the task characteristics.Many combinationsare
possible depending on how the manager and the other parties to the communication
perceive the media and the task. It is a rational process,but one that occurs on a tacit level.

3.5 Complementary means to explain choice process;

3.5.1. Standard OPerating Procedures

The aboveassumes
implicitly thatpeopledo havea choice,but in practicestandard
operating proceduresmay determinethe communication media to use. In this event, media
choice is a simple function of these procedures.These procedureswould form part of the
organisation's formal communicationprocess.The presenceof such proceduresis probably
related to the organisationstructure,becausewhere there is a high degreeof formalisation,
internal policies tend to be more prevalent (Zeffane and Cheek, 1994

3.5.2. Bounded Rationality

This concept capturesthe limited cognitive abilities of people. It incorporatestwo
ideas:(I) that people have limited computationalcapacity such that they are unableto make
senseof all available data; and (II) that it is impossible to identify all relevant information.
This could provide an explanationof the anomaliesin the traditional media richnesstheory.
It is submitted that becauseof people'sbounded rationality they are unable to evaluatethe
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3.5.3. Opportunism

Opportunism is "self-interest seeking with guile" (Williamson, 1985). Here,
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Take symbolic interactionism for instance.It posits that people may want to use a particular
media to convey a particular meaning.The question that the symbolic theory did not ask is
why. Simply, the answer is again self-interest: the person wants to achieve somethingthat
suits them.

3.5.4. Asset Specificity

Whereasthe above are the human related factors, this one is an environmental factor. Asset
specificity refers to the extent that the physical assetsare locked into a particular activity
such that it has no (or very limited) value in alternative activities. Arguably, this
phenomenonmay not be as striking as in large scaleeconomic systems,but assetspecificity
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3.6. Summary

This chapter outlined a framework to analyse manager'schoice of communication
in
drawing
is
framework
This
together
many separatestreams the
media.
a comprehensive
literature.

In essence, the media choice is a function of managers' perceptions

of

communicationmedia and their perceptionsof communication task requirements.Theseare
shapedby the media and the task characteristicsrespectively; and they are also shapedby
the manager'sexperience amid social and demographic factors. And an introduction of
various complementarymeansto explain the choice process.
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3.7. Integrated Models and Hypotheses

3.7.1. Introduction

The main focus of this study is to examine the Manager'schoice of communication
How,
for
different
do
tasks?
different
What
they
or
task
use
media
media under
situations.

on whatbasis,do theymaketheir choice?Why do they chooseonemediaoveranother?.

3.7.2. Research Problem

The evidence has shown clearly from the critical review of the literature that the
field still producesconflicting evidenceand fall short of establishinga distinctive model of

media choice.There is no single clear theory explaininghow individuals make media
discussion
is
how
information
there
to
email
choicesor respond
on
no agreement
overload;
differs from face-to-facediscussion;and there is very little work on the effects of email at
an organisational level. The quantitative studies that have been carried out generally
explain use from individual to individual.

The field will remainconflictedand far from establishinga distinctivemodel of
media choice, unless all the relevant theories and variables are accountedfor in the same
test. And the samples are sizeable and of genuine manager's working in the real
organisational environment. When testing different influential theories like this case, to
establisha distinctive model, the order in which these influential theories are structuredin
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the model is of paramount importance. It is the aim of this research to examine data
covering all of these theoretical explanatory factors together, and to analyse it using
structural models. The researchwill be directed at 3 main theories in particular ; IRT
theory and Social interaction theory and symbolic interaction theory. The researchwill
address the degree of relative importance of each in determining media choice under
different task conditions.

The contributionof this researchwill be to provideevidenceof mediachoiceunder
the greater complexity and technologicalpractice characterisingtoday's businesses.
Previousresearchfocussedon relatively simple 'one cause'theoriesof mediachoiceand
explored them within assumedsimple businessconditions (eg worker co-location,
no
specifiedtaskurgencies).This researchwill look at the interactionbetweenthe previously
proposedexplanatoryfactorsandstudywhethervariationin factoreffectoccursundermore
complexbusinessconditions.The addedcomplexityof businessandthe increasinguseof
communicationsin the 'knowledgework' age meansthat the answersto theseresearch
questionsaremorerelevanttodaytheneverbefore.
The researchquestionsare:
1) Is e-mailperceivedasa low IR mediumin today'stechnologicalbusinessconditions?
2) What are the relativeinfluencesof IR, task equivacalilL socialinteractionsandmedia
in determiningmediachoice?
experience
3) Are theserelative influencesconstantor do they vary with different task settingsand
characteristics?.
4) Are mediachoicesmadeon the basisof perceptionsof richnessor are choicesmade
independent
of thoseperceptions?
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3.7.3. The proposed research models :

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 present models of media choice proposed by this study. The
models are developed based on the model of technology use proposed by ( Schmits and
Fulk 1991). The literature review suggeststhat four groups of factors affect media choice
directly and indirectly:

1: IRT/Task;this will involve rating communicationchannelsfrom rich to leanandmatch
it to appropriatetask.
2: Socialinfluence;the influenceof co-worker,supervisorand institutionalenvironment
will determinewhich mediayouuse.
3: Symbolicinteraction(i.e. PracticalitysuchasUrgency,Geographiclocality/ Time zone,
Grouptaskmessaging)
4: Experiences
theusersarewith a particularmedium,thehigerthe
; Themoreexperience
level of usage.

The following two models discussestheir variables direct and indirect relation with
media choice. The issue of media choice behaviour, the dependentvariable, has received a
lot of attention from many researchersincluding the previously reviewed ones. But the
conclusion is often supported by the frequently cited inconsistency that independent
variablesusedwere the sole surrogatemeasuresof media choice, (Ruby 1996).
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The way of defining and measuring media choice has a strong influence on the
(i.
IR/
Task
theory) and
between
detected
e.,
oriented
objective
relations
subsequently
subjective oriented (i. e. social interaction theory). Thus any model trying to explain a
behaviour such as media choice should start by including these two major contrasting
theories in the same test together with other basic variables. When constructing media
in
different
link
the order
together
theories
to
trying
choicesmodel, a problem occurswhen
of influence. When testing each theory separately, this ambiguity about whether
information richnesstheory addressesmedia choices or perceptionsmakes sensewhen the
theory is understoodas an individual level rational choice theory (Daft, Lengel and Trevino
(1987), Russ, Daft and Lengel (1990), Trevino (1987), Trevino, Lengel Bodensteiner,
Gerloff and Muir (1990), Whitfield (1996), Zack (1994), Cadwell 1995), D'Ambra (1995),
Fulk and Ryu (1990), Lee (1994), Markus (1994), Rice and Shook (1990), Schmitz (1987),
Steinfield (1986), Schmitz anf Fulk (1991).

In a theory such as IR people are believed to act on the basis of their perceptions
,
and thus perceptionsand behavioursare expectedto correspond(Daft, Lengel and Trevino
(1987), Russ, Daft and Lengel (1990). By contrast, in an alternative theory such as social
interaction theory that assumes external forces ( e.g., situational factors or pressures
from powerful individuals) drive behaviour, behaviour might differ from perceptions or
perceptionmight adaptto behaviour through a processof retrospectiverationality (Markus
1994, Schmitz and Fulk (1991). Therefore, although the assumptionthat perceptionsof IR
causeand thus correspondwith, behaviour is implicit in most investigations of information
richnesstheory . This study explicitly examinesboth possibilities, that IR perceptionsare
related to media choice (via match with task equivocality) and that IR perception is not
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(although
by
itself
in
to
significant
or
conjunction with equivocality
media choice, either
task equivocality may be significant).
Thus the expectedpossible relationships between the IRT/Task, Social interaction theory,
Experience and Practicality factors will be structurally tested using the following two
models;

Model 1: Perceptions of IR are not mediated by task equivocality in any
have
they
effect
on media choice

Figure 3.1

Task
Equivocality

Information
Richness of Email
Media Choice
Social influence of
Email

Symbolic interaction
ie Practicality

Experience in use of
Email
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Model 2: Perceptionsof IR are mediated by task equivocality in any effect
they have on media

Figure 3.2

Task
Equivocality

Information
Richness of Email
Media Choice

SocialInfluenceof
Email

Symbolic interaction
le Practicality

Experience in use of
Email
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3.7.5. Research signifleance

This study carries on the work of many researchersover the last 40 yearsby using
be
behavioural
design
to
that
explained using
results
multiple methods
allowed
questionnaire and interview data . The study will make two major contributions to the
media selectionliterature.

First, it will review the previous work in media selection, organise and explain it.
The literature review will illustrate that the basis for the major trait theories of media
selection (media richness/social presence) are well founded. Media richness and social
presencetheories are built on using rich communication media to build relationships and
interpret meaning. From these concepts underlying the " self- oriented" variables, it
becomesclear that the emphasisis on easeof use and accommodationto the exigenciesof
the sender.When the underlying conceptsof the " other- oriented" variables are examined,
it becomesclear that the emphasisis on accommodatingthe communicationpartner.

Second, the study will illustrate, through the large number of variables that are
important in the media selection process,demonstratingat least one of the reasonsthat the
area of media selection is so complex. It will also show why consistent explanationswere
not found for media selectionusing the trait theory of media richness/socialpresencealone.
Since about 25% of the reasonsgiven for media selection are not in a major trait theory.
But through a more complete set of variables and the use of multiple methods, they will
produceresults that would not have beenobtainedusing a single method analysis.
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Third, and perhapsmost importantly, the study will propose two structural models
of media selection decision making. The study will show how theories can be linked
together differently in the order of influence according to the conflicting literatures. With
the aids of the structural modelling tool called "Amos", the analysis will comparemodels
of Media choice. This body of knowledge should be invaluable to the theory building of
Media choice in information systemsand to improving the efforts of designing which will
yield consistent results. These in turn will benefit implementing and managing globally
basedinformation systems.

To addressthesequestions,interviewandsurveyquestionnaire
methodologies
were
adoptedfor this study.The detailsof the researchdesignandits limitationsareoutlinedin
the following sections.
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CHAPTER 4

4.1. Considerations for data collection and representation methods for media choice-,

General design issue

The generaldesign issue considersthe traditional strategiesof experimentation,
surveysand casestudiesin relation to the purposesof enquiry.
It also considersalternative hybrid and combined strategies.

It exploresthe implicationsof takingcasestudyseriously,leadingto a discussionof
post-positivistic science.
Finally, this section addressesthe issue of what it takes to produce trustworthy
findings.

Design is concernedwith turning researchquestions into projects. This is a crucial
part of any enquiry, but it is often slid over quickly without any real considerationof the
issuesand possibilities. There is a strong tendencyfor both those
carrying out projects, and
those who want them carried out, to assumethat there is no alternative to their favoured

approach.Commentshave alreadybeenmadeon the assumptionby many psychologists
thatanexperimentaldesignis inevitablycalledfor. For othersocialscientists,andfor quite
a few clients when commissioningstudies,designsinvolving the statisticalanalysisof
samplesurveydataareseenasthe only possibleapproach.
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Manstead and Semin (1988) make the obvious but often neglected point that the
strategiesand tactics you selectin carrying out a piece of researchdependvery much on the
type of researchquestion you are trying to answer. They adopt a river-crossing analogy.
The task of crossing the river correspondsto the general researchfocus. Specific research
questionsare analogousto asking how many people want to cross the river; the frequency
with which they want to cross; the current of the river, etc. The choice of researchstrategy
is akin to a choice between swimming, walking, flying, or sailing across. The research
tactics (or methodsof investigation) concernthe particular type of boat, bridge, aircraft, etc.

The generalprinciple is that the researchstrategy or strategies,and the methods or
techniques employed, must be appropriate for the questions you want answer. Hakim
(1987), in one of the few books which focuses on design issues across a range of social
science disciplines, make a comparison between designers of research projects and
architects, and then goes on to extend this to suggestthat those who actually carry out
projects are like builders. For her, design deals primarily with aims purposes,intentions
,
and plans within the practical constraintsof location, time, money and availability of staff.
It is also very much about style, the architect's own preferences and ideas (whether
innovative or solidly traditional) and the stylistic preferencesof those who pay for the
work
and have to live with the finished result.

In small-scaleresearchthe architect-designer
andbuilder-enquireraretypically one
andthe sameperson.Hencethe needfor sensitivityto designissues,to avoid the research
equivalentof the many awful housesput up by speculativebuilders without benefit of
architectural expertise. Such muddling through should be distinguished from the
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opportunity to develop and revise the original plan, which is easierin a small-scaleproject
than in one requiring the co-ordination of many persons' efforts. Design modifications is
more feasible with someresearchstrategiesthan with others -it is in fact an integral part of
the case study approach. However, that kind of flexibility calls for a concern for design
throughout the project, rather than providing an excusefor not considering design at all.

Getting a Feel for Design Issues

After an overview of what is involved in choosing a research strategy, the
immediately following part gives a short review of the traditional strategies of
experimentation,surveys and case studies. This is followed by a separatesection on each
giving a more detailed discussion,concentratingon design issuesspecific to each strategy.
The rationale for this presentationis that researchersneed to have some understandingof
these issuesfor each strategybefore they are in a position to make an informed choice of
strategy.

Any researchersshould not feel straitjacketed into simply choosing one of these
three approaches"off the shelf'. It may well be appropriateto have a rather different styleperhapsa hybrid which combines aspectsof two or three of the traditional strategies.Or a
study might combine them, including, say,both a survey and one or more casestudies.
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Choosing a Research Strategy - Overview
This section seeks to sensitize you to the issues involved in choosing a research
strategy.
Is one of the Traditional Strategies Appropriate?
The generalapproachtaken in an enquiry is commonly referred to as the
Vesearchstrategy. Researchstrategieshave been classified in many different ways. One
simple approach which is widely used distinguishes between three main strategies;
experiments,surveysand casestudies.List A summarizestheir characteristics.
List A: Three traditional research strategies
1.

Experiment : measuring the effects of manipulating one variable on another

variable.
Typical features : selection of samples of individuals from known populations;
allocation of samplesto different experimental conditions; introduction of planned

changeon one or more variables;measurementon small number of variables;
control of other variables;usually involves hypothesistesting.
2.

Survey: collection of information in standardized from eachindividual;
Usually employs questionnaireor structuredinterview.

3.

Casestudy: developmentof detailed, intensive knowledge about a single
Vicaself,
or of a small number of related "case"

Typical features: selectionof a single case(or a small numberof related
cases)of a situation, individual or group of interest or concerns; study of the case in its
context; collection of infonnation via a range of data collection techniques including
observation,interview and documentaryanalysis.
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Explanation on "fleld research"

Many researchersmay come acrossthe term Field studies,or Field research.
This is sometimesusednot simply to refer to location (i. e. outside the laboratory but also to
signify a particular researchapproach.For social anthropologists,for example,Fieldwork is
synonymous with this collection of data using observational methods. Some social
scientists also use the term to refer to the collection of data using a social survey (Moser
and Kalton, 1971).although for othersit is much closer to casestudy.

"the termfield researchwill be used...to incorporatedifferenttheoretical
perspectives and to explore the relationship between a variety of different methods. It
covers what is colloquially known as participant observation, unstructured interviews and
documentarymethods: although dependingon the problem at hand other approachescan
be used.(Burgess, 1984a,p. 4) "

Don't Rule out other Possible Strategies at this Stage

It is important to note that the three traditional researchstrategiesdo not provide a
logical partitioning covering all possible forms of enquiry. They are more of a recognition
of the campsinto which enquirersor researchershave tended to put themselves,signalling
their preferencesfor certain ways of working. Such camps have the virtue of providing
securebaseswithin which fledgling researcherscan be inculcated in the ways of the tribe,
and, more generally, high professional standardscan be maintained. However, they carry
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the danger of enquiry being "strategy driven" in the sensethat someoneskilled in, say, the

ways of surveysassumesautomaticallythat everyproblemhasto be attackedthroughthe
survey strategy.
It may well be that some hybrid strategy falling somewherebetween these "Ideal
types" is appropriatefor the study with which researchersare involved. For example,there
is nothing to stop researchercollecting a substantialamount of largely standardizedsurveytype data from a relatively small number of cases.Or doing an experiment for which the

dataareobtainedby a survey.
It can also make a lot of senseto combine strategies In an investigation. One or
more case studies might be linked to a survey or an experiment. Alternatively, a
small-scale survey might be incorporated actually within a casestudy.

Consider the Purpose (s) of your Enquiry

Enquiries can be classified in ternis of their purpose as well as by the research
strategy used. A tripartite classification is again commonly used, distinguishing between
exploratory, descriptive and explanatory purposes. These are summarized in box 1A
"predictive" category is also sometimes (see Marshall and Rossman, 1989, p.78) but is
regardedhere as a variant of the explanatorypurpose.A particular study may be concerned
with more than one purpose,possibly all three,but often one will predominate.The purpose
may also changeas the study proceeds.
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Box 1 Classification of the purposes of enquiry
1.

Exploratory

9 To find out what is happening
*

To seeknew insights

9 To ask questions
9 To assessphenomenain a new light
e Usually, but not necessarily,qualitative
Descriptive
*

To portray an accurateprofile of persons,eventsor situations

*

Requiresextensiveprevious knowledge of the situation etc. to be researchedor
described,so that you know appropriateaspectson which to gather information

*

May be qualitativeand/orquantitative

Explanatory
9

Seeksan explanation of a situation or problem, usually in the form of casual
relationships

9 May be qualitative and/or quantitative

It is taken as given that all enquiry is concernedwith contributing to knowledge.
Real world enquiry also commonly seeks a potential usefulnessin relation to policy and
practice.
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The Purpose(s) May Help in Selecting the Strategy

The three traditional strategiesrepresentdifferent ways of collecting and analyzing
empirical evidence.Each has its particular strengthsand weaknesses.It is also commonly
suggestedthat there is a hierarchical relationship betweenthe three strategies,related to the
purposeof the research;that
"

Casestudiesare appropriatefor exploratory works

"

Survey are appropriatefor descriptive studiesand

"

Experimentsare appropriatefor explanatorystudies

There is sometruth in this assertion- certainly as a description of how the strategies
have tended to be used in the past. There is a further sensein which the flexibility of the
case study strategy lends itself particularly well to exploration; a sensein which certain
kinds of description can be readily achieved using surveys; and a sense in which the
experiment is a particularly appropriate tool for getting at cause and effect relationships.
However this is not a necessaryor immutable linkage. Each strategy can be used for any or
all of the three purposes.For example,there can be, have been, exploratory, descriptive and
explanatorycasestudies(Yin, 1981).
1
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E.

The Research Question Does Have a Strong Influence on the Strategy Chosen

While purpose is of some help in selecting the research strategy, the type of
research questions you are asking is of greater assistance.There are other factors, for
example
o The degreeof control that the investigator has, or wishes to have, over events;
and

is
Whether
focus
the
9
on currentor pastevents

Box 2 Appropriate usesof different research strategies
Strategy

Type of
research
question

Requires
control
over events?

Focuson
current
Events?

experiment

how
why

yes

yes

survey

who
what
where
how many
how much

no

yes

case
study

how
why

no

usually but not
necessarily

F. Specific Methods of Investigation Need Not be Tied to Particular Research
Strategies

The method or techniques used to collect information, what might be called the
tactics of enquiry, such as questionnairesor various kinds of observation, are sometimes
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be
Thus
linked
to
seenas
may
strategies.
surveys
research
regardedas necessarily
particular
being carried out by structuredquestionnaire;casestudiesby less structured interview; and
experimentsthrough specializedforms of observation,often requiring the use of measuring
instrumentsof somesophistication.

However, this is not a tight or necessarylinkage. For example, case studies have
already been presented as essentially multi-method

While interview a are likely to be
.

involved, a range of observationaltechniques,analysisof the content of documents,and the
application of various tests or scales, among other techniques, could also play a part.
Similarly, there is no reasonin principle for either experiments or surveys to be linked to
specific data collection techniques.Surveys could well be carried out using observations;
the effect of an experimentassessedthrough questionnaireresponses.

Just as each research strategy can be usedfor any or all of descriptive,
exploratory purposes,so any methodor technique,or combination of methods,can be used
with any of the three traditional researchstrategies.

You should now some appreciation of what is involved in selecting an appropriate
researchstrategy.Before plunging in and making a decision you need to know more about
the issuesinvolved in working within each of the traditional strategies(this is necessary
even if you decideto "pick" and "mix" and depart from traditional - the samekind of issues
will surface). The rest of this chapter reviews methodological issues central to each
strategy.The following three chaptersexaminedesign issuesraised in experiments,surveys
and casestudiesrespectively.
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Experimental Methodology

The so-called "psycho-statistical" paradigm (Fienberg, 1977) dominates the
mainstreamview of how empirical studies in psychology should be carried out. Certainly
this is the impression gained from the content and approach of the multitude of
methodology texts on experimental psychology. The work of Sir Ronald Fisher,
particularly his The Design of Experiments(1935) is usually cited as the major influence in
this development.Fisher, working in agricultural research,saw that random sampling from
known populations allows the use of probability theory to estimate error, and through this
the development and use of statistical tests of significance, His approach provides a
solution to two very important issues that permeate scientific enquiry. These are the
problems of INTERNAL VALIDITY

(concerned with the extent to which a study

establishedthat a factor or variable has actually caused the effect that is found) and
EXTERNAL VALIDITY

( the degree to which findings can be generalized from the

specific samplein the study to sometarget population).

The eleganceof Fisher's solution to these problems and, one suspects,the access
which his approachgave to a satisfyingly complex application of mathematics,may well
have played a part in its wholesale adoption. This is not with standing strong attacksmade
on the use of his central conceptof statistical significance. It is also worth noting that there
were earlier experimentalists,such as Pavlov, who made a strong contribution without the
use of statistics; and that later highly influential figures in the developmentof psychology,
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immune
followers,
Skinner
Piaget,
to these
their
appeared
and
such as
and
adherents
and
statistical blandishments.

In moving from the laboratory to the "real world" there is an immediate difficulty in
in
from
known
Fisherian
Random
although
populations,
using
sampling
methodology.
principle still feasible,appearsto presentextremely difficult practical and ethical problems.
Certainly, real world studieswhich play the game strictly according to Fisher's rules appear
rarer than politicians applaudingtheir opponents'actions or policies.

What to do? A common device, surely only defensible for the psychological
comfort derived from conformity, is to pretendthat all is well; to quote statical significance
levels which have meaning only within the Fisherian model, without making it explicit that
the required assumptionswere not met. In fact, the extent to which one can stay within this
paradigm and make sensible statementsabout populations from non-random samplesis a
complex and murky area(seeSmith, 1983).

An alternative and more honest approachhas been pioneered by Campbell and his
colleagues,starting with the influential Campbell and Stanley (1963) monograph, which
was further developed by Cook and Campbell (1979). They advocate " QUASIEXPERIMENTATION" as a valuable approachto the developmentand analysis of studies
in field settings. A wide range of designs is covered which are more easily realizable
outside he laboratory than "true" experiments.This includes, for example, the comparison
of "intact groups" (e.g. existing classesin schools) rather than samplesrandomly selected
and allocated for the purposesof the study. The concern is to teaseout the threatsto valid
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inference about causation present in a particular design, and to evaluate how far these
threats can be discountedin a particular study, taking into account the specific featuresof
the study and the pattern of results obtained.

The quasi-experimentalapproachattemptsto liberalize the experimentto cope more
realistically with conditions outside the laboratory. It sharesthe same notions about the
nature of scientific activity as true experimentation.Hypothesesare tested;causeand effect
are investigated; validity is assessed;and generalizationsto the population and different
settingsand times is attempted.There are differencesof course.The logic of the Fisherian "
randomized assignmentto conditions model" is that randomization attempts to control an
infinite and unspecified number of "rival hypotheses".Strictly speaking,randomization can
never totally control for these hypotheses,but renders them implausible to a specified
probability. In quasi-experimentation each rival hypothesis must be specified and
specifically controlled for.

This letter approach has strong similarity to an earlier tradition of experimental
work, most clearly seenin physics, but also central to Pavlov's work in the laboratory. This
might be termed the " experimentalisolation" or "laboratory control" model. Pavlov made
use of heavy sound insulation by means of thick walls. There was close control also of
temperatureand, generally, of all extraneousstimulation. In this tradition the control is for
a relatively few, well specified, alternative hypotheses.The specific alternativescontrolled
for (never perfectly, but sufficiently well to render them implausible) depend on what
seemsto be important at the time-essentially,that is, on the current theories and models.
Moving out of the laboratory does not negatethis approach,but does make it much more
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difficult to achievethe required degreeof " plausibility - reduction" of specific hypotheses,
simply becausewe cannothave comparableisolation or control (Campbell, 1989).

The next section covers the design of both true and quasi-experimentsin field
from
deriving
Skinner's
designs,
The
settings.
special case of single-subject experimental
approachto the experimentalanalysisof behavior, is also covered.

Survey Methodology

The term "survey" is used in a variety of ways, but commonly refers to the

from
from
information
some
sample
collectionof standardized
a specific population,or
one, usually but not necessarily by means of questionnaire or interview. Generally, a
relatively small amount of information is collected from any one individual, contrasting

with a casestudy, where a great deal of information might be obtainedfrom a "key
informant". There is normally no attempt to manipulate variables, or control conditions, as
would be the casein experimentation.Surveysare well suited to descriptive studieswhere
the interest is. Say, in how many people in a given population possessa particular attribute,
opinion or whatever. However, survey data can also be used to explore aspects of a
situation, or to seekexplanationand provide data for testing hypotheses.

Samplestend to be large in surveys and the questions asked usually of a type that
requites careful attention to how samplesare drown, typically on a representativeand/or
random basis. The interest is not normally on individuals per se, but on profiles and
generalizedstatisticsdrawn from the total sampleand generalizedto the population.
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Surveys are often CROSS-SECTIONAL STUDIES. That is, the focus is on the
make-up of the sample,and the state of affaires in the population at just one point in time.
The value of this kind of " snap-shot" approach depends crucially on choosing a
representative,non-biased sample. This is usually large in size to ensure that, through
statistical means, we have a high degree of confidence as to the state of affairs in the
population. However, in a psychological rather than statistical sense, confidence in the
overall picture is dependent on the quality of the individual responses and there is
legitimate skepticism about whether or not the often perfunctory survey responsescarry
real meaning.

When the main interest is in describing or assessingchange or development over
time, some form of longitudinal researchis the method of choice. The same set of people,
and/or the same issue or situation, is studied over a period of time. This form of research
tends to be difficult to carry out and is demanding on the time and resources of the
investigator. " Mortality" within the samplecan be a problem, not so much in terms of the
actual death of people, but more their inaccessibility or non-availability through
geographicalmoves or an unwillingness to continue co-operatingwith the study. A survey
is often the main approachin this kinds of research,but there is no reasonin principle why
experimentsor casestudiescould not be chosen.
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Case study Methodology

In casestudy,the CASE is the situation,individual, group,organizationor
whatever it is that we are interestedin. CaseStudy has been around for a long time and to
some it will suggestthe legal system,to others the medical one. Bromley (1986) points out
that casestudy can be found in areasas disparateas administration, anatomy,anthropology,
artificial intelligence, biochemistry, business studies, clinical medicine, counseling,
criminology,

education, gerontology, history,

industrial

relations, jurisprudence,

management,military studies,personality, politics, psychiatry, social work and sociology.
We will in fact that the strategiesdevelopedfor dealing with casesin other disciplines have
useful lessons for us, suggesting solutions to problems with case study methodology,
including the thorny one of generalizing from the individual case.There is some dangerin
using a well worn term like case study. Paradoxically, all such terms carry "excess
baggage"around with them; surplus meaningsand resonancesfrom theseprevious usages.
Miles and Huberman(1984) prefer to use the term "site" rather than case,but this carries a
strong geographical flavor rather than the desired human one. So let us stick with case
study.

The intention is to provide guidance in carrying out rigorous case studies.
This involves attention to matters of design, data collection, analysis, interpretation and
reporting. Before getting on with this, however, let us be clear as to what we mean by case
study.
Case study is a strategy for doing research which involves an empirical
investigation of a particular

contemporary phenomenon within its real life context using

multiple sourcesof evidence.
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The important points are that it is :
"A

strategy, i. e. a stance or approach, rather than a method, such as observation or
interview;

"

Concernedwith research,taken in a broad senseand including, for example,evaluation;

"

Empirical in the senseof relying on the collection of evidenceabout what is going on;

"

About the particular; a study of that specific case (the issue of what kind of
generalizationis possible from the case,and of how this might be done, will concernus
greatly) ;

"

Focused on a phenomenon in context, typically in situations where the boundary
betweenthe phenomenonand its context is not clear; and

"

Using multiple methodsof evidenceor data collection
Researchtechniquesare a bit like fishing flies: you choosethe right one for the fish

you want to catch. No fisherman would use the same kind of fly for twenty different

varietiesof fish,just becauseit wasthe first kind he had evertried or eventhe onehe felt
morecomfortablewith (Kane,1993).Therearea numberof differenttechniquesavailable
in usefor researchpurposes.Thereasonfor choosingthemethoddependsvery muchon the
objectiveof the researchand what kinds of informationresearchers
are expectingto get.
However,the most commontechniquesused,especiallywithin the management
area,can
be explainedin four major types.Theseare participantobservation,experimentalcase
study,questionnaires,
andinterviews.
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ParticiPant observation

Observationas a researchtechniquecovers a variety of situations and approaches.It
can be done in a 'natural' setting such as a shop or a bus, or it can be done in a formal
situation, such as a laboratory. The observer can be a participant or at least, a visible
presence;or his presencecan be concealed.The observationcan be 'free', that is the
observersimply writes what happens;or it can be 'structured': a specific list of activities is
looked for and checkedoff when they occur, while everything else is ignored (Kane 1993).
Observationcan be direct-looking at the actors and their actions as they occur or it can be
indirect-looking at the results of action or events.

Participant observation is a technique used when you wish to learn from people's
actions what they do, as opposedto what they say they do. Both are equally important.
Participant observationwill tell what people do, but only in situations where the researcher
gets the opportunity to observe.And after the researcherobserves,he/shestill has to make
senseof what he/shesaw. Often, the researcherneedsto know much more than observation
tells. The researchermay also need to know how representativethe observation is, how
often this kind of thing occurs and what people say about it. The researchermay need to
know if they would behavedifferently if the observerswere not present.

Participant observation simply meansobserving and listing with as much attention
to detail as possible. It is a good method when one is trying to learn from scratch,when
superficial explanations and judgements will not work. In such cases,the researchercan
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take nothing for granted.Taken together,thesemean that you try to act like a tape recorder
and a camera.The most obvious benefit from this method is that it can act as a 'scanner' or
check on the researcher'sother techniques.If people say on questionnairesand interviews
that they do a certain thing, and records and documentsshow they did it in the past, yet,
when an appropriatesituation arises,the researchermay seepeople doing something else.
However, the main drawback of this method is that it is very costly and time consuming.
The researchperiod could take years before any conclusion of the study can be drawn.
Also, the processof interpreting the result and the processof observation involves lots of
researcher'sunderstandingand personalquality. The fact that the researcheris only human,
bias could easily be a problem during the observationperiod and therefore, the result. Also,
a number of details from the observationcould easily be missedduring the processand that
could causethe wrong result or conclusion.This method requires a well-structured plan and
well-trained observer. The arguments about the difficulty of observation method in this
researchis backed up when only one well known paper published used this for the field
study (Zack 1994). With the constraintsof not having infinite time and cost the researcher
managedonly to sample 18 senior to middle newsroom editors in one daily newspaper
organisation.With the sameconstraintsapplied to this researchcoupled with the extensive
needto samplevery large number of population of 1000 Managers,the researcherdecided
againstadopting this researchmethod for this field work, basedon suitability and practical
reasons.
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Experimental study

There are two main types of experimental methods, laboratory experiments and
quasi-experiments.
(I)

Laboratoly

-

eriments

This is the highly structurednatureof experimentalresearchdesigns,with their
identificationandmanipulationof independent
dependent
variablesandassignationof
and
it
is
highly
Being
to
subjects controlexperimentalgroups.
structured, comparativelyeasyto
replicatemany aspectsof an experimentalresearchdesign.Moreover,its utilisation of
matched control and experimental groups enables observation of the effects of
manipulatingan independent
variablewhile providinga high degreeof confidencethat the
effects of any potential extraneousvariable have been ruled out, or controlled,thus
allowing the establishmentof causal connections. However, this experiment, in gaining
these strengths through its

high

degree of

structure, loses or

'trades off

naturalism:experimentsare low in ecological validity becauseof the artificial nature of the
researchprocessand context createdby their very structure (Gill and Johnson, 1991). Such
weaknessesarise in the issueof the extent to which any conclusionsfrom ideal experiments
are mere artefacts of the research process and context and thus inapplicable to social
contextsoutsidethose in which data has been collected. Another weaknessis that it is often
low in population validity since it may involve small numbers of subjects,who may often
be volunteers. This method was adoptedby a few researchersin this field in the past to
explore the relationship betweenindividual differencesand media choice (Trevino, Lengel,
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Bodensteiner, Gerloff anf Muir (1990)). The sample consisted of 91 graduate business
school studentsimulating the role of managementand professionalpersonnelin a computer
centre of a large university, they were askedto rank electronic mail on the richness scale
using the original criteria. But given that the aim of this study was to find out how and why
Managers' choose their communication media in the real environment, the weaknessof
naturalism in experimentaldesign was the key factor that convinced the researcherof its
unsuitability for this particular field study.

(11) Quasi-aperiments
method
This methodsattemptsto take the researchdesign of the ideal experimentout of the
laboratory and into the field. By attempting to undertakeresearchin relatively natural, nonartificial settings it is, therefore, relatively higher in ecological validity. But, through
venturing into the field naturalism may be gained, but only at the expenseof losing the
ability to extraneousvariables (Campbell, 1963). For this method, it is usually much more
difficult for a researcherto manipulate the independentvariable and assign subjects to
matched and experimental groups. Indeed, to attempt to create such groups often disturbs
the normal lives of subjectsand so reducesnaturalism. So, by increasingecological validity
quasi-experiments trade off internal validity when compared with the laboratory
experiments. Another problem regarding these methods, both laboratory and quasiexperiment,is that it is quite difficult to gain accessin the field. This could give rise to a
problem regardingpopulation validity. Although in theory this researchmethod seemsto be
the answer for experimental method, in the real World it would be impractical for this
researchto follow, since the population sample consisted of a range, from high ranking
Managersto low level Managers.This argument is also supported in the literature
review
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that none of the researchers,past and presenthad adoptedthis researchpath. Hence this
research will also be inclined not to adopt this method, for the reason of ease of
comparability.

Questionnaires

Most people have encounteredsurvey research,in one form or another, as either
participants in surveys or recipients of information from surveys. The most familiar are
those carried out by market researcherswith clipboardswho stop passers-byin the High
Street to ask about anything from what they drink to how they vote. Magazines and
newspapersoften carry out surveys,and most of us have received questionnairesthrough
the post askingwhat we havepurchasedandwhat we might purchasein the future. All sorts
of organisationsfrom airlines to the Gas Board want to ask us questions.Commercial
organisationsuse the results of surveys to make decisions about the developmentof
products,their pricing, their marketpenetrationand the profiles of their customers.

Sociologistsalso regard surveys as an invaluable source of data about attitudes,
values, personal experiencesand behaviour. Researchersuse face-to-face or telephone
interviews,or postal
questionnaires.Oneof the most importantparts of any researchsurvey
is the developmentof the
questions.The successof a survey will dependon the questions
that areasked,the ways in which they arephrasedand the

order in which they areplaced.
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The challengefor the researcheris how to selectquestionsthat will obtain the most
valuable information. This is a skill to be learnt like any other in social research,and the
following guidelinesbelow will help with devising such questions.The researcherwill also
make distinction betweenquestionnairesand interview schedules;discussthe use of openendedand closedquestions;show how to avoid ambiguous,leading, double-barrelledand
hypothetical questions;describethe types of questionsthat can be askedand the order in
which they should be placed; and finally, discussthe varieties of format for questionnaires
and interview schedules.

Choosing a method of questioning

Social researchinvolves detectivework. You begin with a problem and then ask a
number of questionsabout it such as, "what?", "Who?", "where?", "when?", how?" and
"why?". In some research, the most important question may be "What are the
". ConsiderManagers'media choice: What is media choice?It is necessary
consequences?
to determinewhat countsasmediaandwhat countsasmediachoiceprocess.Who becomes
the user of thesemedia? It would be wise to limit your study to a particular group, say,
Managerswho become the prime
user of these communication media. What types of
Managersare they? Are they in the top
management,middle management or lower
management?Where does the media choice processtake place? If you choosethe real
working environment, the location will be business organisations or Government
institutions.When doesthe
communicationchoiceoccur?How regularly?For what length
of time? How doesit occur?This questionmay cover severalaspectsof the communication
scenario,from the communicationtasks that they face to social influence that determine
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their media choice.Why? The key questionfor the research:the main purposeof the study
will be to seekan explanationfor the Managers'media choiceprocess.

Most researchstudies will include questions within these categories.Once the
researcherhas decided upon a researchtopic, the next important step is to choose an
appropriatemethod. The researchermay decide on a quantitative method, carrying out a
survey by meansof a self-completionquestionnaire.The researchercould also conduct a
telephonesurvey,which althoughit involves interviews,can be carried out on a larger scale
than face-to-faceinterviews.

For some studies,it may be sufficient to question a small sample; for instance,a
small-scalestudy involving in-depth interviewing may provide ampledataon what it is like
to be married to an alcoholic. However, a study wishing to examine Thai Managers'
attitudestowards electronic communicationchoice is likely to benefit from a larger-scale
studyto ensurethat the views obtainedare representativeof the generalpopulation.In this
case,a postal or telephonesurveymay be the bestmeansof obtaining data.Which method
the researcherchooseswill be determinedby topic and the time and the financial resources
available.

Face-to-face Interviews

Interviewers need to be provided with some form of document to guide questioning;

this may consistof both pre-codedand open-endedquestions.It is important here to note
the distinction betweenan interview scheduleand an interview guide. A schedulecontains
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set questionsin a predeterminedorder adheredto in eachinterview. An interview guide,on
the other hand, is used for a focused interview and will list areas to be covered while
leaving the exactwording and order of the questionsto the interviewer. In somecases,the
interview guide will be quite sketchy to allow for the possibility of non-directive
interviewing in which the interviewee's replies determine the course of the interview.
Interviewersmay recordresponsesdirectly onto an interview scheduleby pen or use a taperecorder to record the interview for later transcription. Portable computers,programmed
with interview schedules,arebecomingincreasinglypopular.

Interviewing can have both advantagesand disadvantages.Interviews can be more
flexible and, in the hands of a skilled interviewer, extract more information from the
individual than a postal survey. The disadvantageis that it is expensive to carry out
interviewsbecauseof the cost of paying interviewers,travel, and analysisof the data.It is
also possible for interviewer bias to occur. Often, interviews are used in preliminary
researchbefore a postal survey is carriedout in order to developideasfor questionsand to
determinewhat pre-codedanswersshouldbe offered in the postal
questionnaire.

Telephone surveys

Interview schedulesare also

used for interviews conductedvia the telephone.Telephone

surveyshave similar merits to thoseinvolving face-to-faceinterviews, but have the added
benefit that it is
possible to reach a wider population at less cost. Although telephone
surveys are less popular with social scientists than they are with market research
companies,they can be an effective way of conductingsocial research.Developmentsin
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computer technology have now made telephoneinterviewing easier.A computer-assisted
telephoneinterviewing (CATI) systemis able to samplethe specified population, provide
guidance for the interviewer's introduction, display the interview schedule item with
appropriatefilter questions,and record the interviewees'responses.Telephonesurveysdo
have disadvantages.The main problem is that certain groups such as the poor, the young,
the sick and disabled,and thosewho are frequently away from a telephone(perhapsin the
Sensitivequestionsare difficult to ask at a
courseof their work) may by under-represented.
distance,and it is less easy to supply stimulus material, such as a prompt card to the
interviewee.

Furthermore, telephone interviewing is very different from

face-to-face

interviewing and the training of interviewers in telephonetechnique must be thorough.
Interviewerscannot interpret the reactionsof the intervieweeby observationso they must
learn to presentquestionsclearly and listen carefully for any signals that might indicate
lack of understanding.A further problem concernsconcentration;if the interview is not
pre-arranged,the interviewermay not get the full attentionof the interviewee.

Postal Surveys

Researchersare not in completeagreementabout what should properly be called a
questionnaire.Sometimesit is usedto mean a documentcontaining a set of questionsfor
respondentsto completethemselves("a self-completion"questionnaire)and sometimesto
mean the list of questions which an interviewer reads out to respondents.To avoid
confusion,throughoutthis chapterit is the former that is meant:a questionnaireis given to
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respondentsfor them to fill in. Questionnaires
are generallyused for postal surveys,
althoughthey canalsobe distributedby hand,for example,in a schoolor workplace.The
follow a standardised
fonnat in which most questionsare pre-codedto
questionnaires
for selectionby the respondent.
The questionsmustbe phrased
providea list of responses
because
so thattheyareimmediatelycomprehensible
will not be ableto obtain
respondents
help with anythingthey do not understand.
like participantobservation,
A questionnaire,
can be used before the researcherbeginshis/her research,to get enoughpreliminary
informationto decideto changethe entireproblemof whathe/shediscovers.It canalsobe
This dependson what
usedas one'sresearchtechnique,or part of a groupof techniques.
the research
is
large
that
requires.Themainadvantage
a
questionnaires
of self-completion
interviewersarenot
populationcanbe surveyedrelativelycheaply.Costsarelowerbecause
used, and pre-codingand computerisation
speedsup analysis.It is also possiblefor
respondents
to fill in questionnaires
to them.
at a timeconvenient

The main argumentsagainstusing postal questionnaireshave generally been that
the responserate is low (many postalsurveysdo not achievemore than a 50 per centrate of
return) and that many are incomplete,illegible and incomprehensible.The researchermust
alsohaveinformation aboutthe targetpopulationin advanceof the study, as well as a very
clear idea of what questionswill elicit answersto the researchproblem. As many of the
questionswill list pre-codedanswers,explorationto obtain thesecategorieswill haveto be
donebefore developingthe

self-completionquestionnaire.It might be assumedthat since

all threeof the abovemethodshave significant deficiencies,the chancesof obtainingvalid
and reliable data are very small. This is not so, arguesDillman (1978), who claims that
many difficulties can be overcomeby using a "total design method". By giving minute
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attention to every aspectof the survey process,from the training of interviewers to the
devising of questions, from the letters asking for participation to the paper on which
questionnairesare printed, the quality of responsefor all types of surveyscan be improved.
This approachis to be thoroughly recommended:giving careftil attention to the planning
and execution of the researchproject will enhancethe likelihood of producing useful
results.

An overwhelming number of researcherspast and presenthad adoptedthis survey
questionnairein their researchmethodologyDaft, Lengel and Trevino (1987), Russ,Daft
and Lengel (1990), Whitfield (1996), Zack (1994), Cadwell (1995), DAmbra (1995), Rice
and Shook (1990), Schmitz and Fulk (1991). For some the focus was solely on survey
questionnaire,for others it was used as part of multiple methods. In which case the
suitability of this method is arguably appropriatefor this research.Hence the researcher
will be inclined to adopta questionnairesurveyas the comer stoneof this research.

Before embarking upon any research exercise, it is important to explore the
previous work that has been carried out on the subject. This will not only provide a
frameworkfor developing
questionsfor this research,but will also ensurethat the project
can build upon previous studies.Start, therefore,by obtaining academicpapers,books and
reportsbasedon related research.Questionnairesand interview scheduledthat have been
used in a study are sometimes included in published work and can prove a useful
foundation for this research.Begin
with a researchhypothesis, for instance,"the most
PopularManagers'mediachoice ", and use this hypothesisto choosewhich questionsneed
to be asked.
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A first draft of a questionnairewill be based largely on questions derived from
previous studiesand on brain-storming,that is, writing down all questionswhich may be
useful for the study. It is not enoughthat questionsshould reveal interesting information;
the dataobtainedmust relate directly to the study. Often, it is quite difficult to decidewhich
are the important issues,but preliminary backgroundreadingwill usually help to elaborate
a set of hypothesesthat will help to sort the relevant from the irrelevant. A number of
variableswould thereforehave to be consideredin a research.Researchermay be able to
think of severalareaswhich have a bearing on the researchtopic, but eachquestionmust
have a direct relevanceto one of the variables of the hypothesis,care must be taken in
weedingout questionsthat do not. It is advisableto keep the hypothesisand the objectives
of the researchvery firmly in mind when developingquestions.

When drafting questions,researchersalso needto considerreliability and validity.
A study can be said to be reliable if similar results would be obtainedby othersusing the
samequestionsand the same sampling criteria. In order to make it possible for repeat
studiesto be carried out, first, questionsshould be worded clearly and unambiguouslyso
that they can be askedin the sameway in follow-up studies.Second,instructionsfor both
administration and completion should be the same for all questionnairesor interview
schedules.Third, the samesampleof the populationunder study shouldbe well definedand
the detailsprovided in the researchreport.A study can be said to havevalidity if it actually
measureswhat it setsout to measure.This is more difficult than it sounds.For example,
what set of criteria could be used to measurehappiness?Some researchersmight use
variablessuch as health, marital relationshipsor employmentstatus,while others might
choosespiritual or psychologicalfactors.
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Types of information

There are four main categoriesof information which can be obtainedfrom a survey.
They are listed below with examplesof how questionsmight be phrased.

Attributes

Attributes include personal or socio-economiccharacteristics,such as sex, age,
information
Obtaining
about
reliable
marital status, religion, and occupation.
valid and
occupationis more difficult than it might seemat first. Researchercould ask somesimple
questions,like " what is your occupation?". However, what constitutespaid employment?
Would

for example, two hours' work per week in a bar put the respondentinto the
,

"employed" or "unemployed" category? A good example of the kind of careful and
thoroughquestioningneededto get over thesekinds of difficulties.

Behaviour

Behaviourconstituteswhat the individual has done, is doing, and may possibly do
in the future. For example,questionsto gain information relating to behaviourcould be "Do
" andthe
you intendto useelectronicmail asa mediaof communicationin the organisation?
answercould be in the form of a5 point "Likert scale", Le. most likely, likely, neutral,
unlikely, most unlikely. There may, of course,be difficulties in defining what is meantby
communicationin an organisationand it may be necessaryfor the researcherto make it
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informal
For
by
is
term.
the
example, should
clear to the respondent what
meant

in
formal
be
in
communication the
communication the organisation countedtoward
organisation.

Attitudes

Attitudes imply evaluationand are concernedwith how people feel about an issue.
Questionsabout attitudesusually employ scales:a statementis made and individuals are
askedto indicatetheir level of agreementin a positive or negativedirection. For example,a
questionaskedthe respondentto indicate whether they think electronic mail was useful?,
and the answercould be in the form of a5 point "Likert scale",i. e. strongly agreed,agreed,
neutral,disagreed,strongly disagreed.

Beliefs

Beliefs can usually be assessed
by askingwhethersomethingis seenas true or false.
For example a question could ask the respondentwhether his/her company has a policy
encouragingelectronicmail use?,andthe asnwercould be in the form of "yes" or " no".

Forms of question

In both interview schedulesand questionnaires,there are two forms of question
which canbe asked:closedquestionsand open questions.
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Closed questions

Closed questions are drafted in advance,complete with all the possible answers
which could be given. Each respondentis askedto choosefrom one of the answers.For
example,a closedquestionasking about highest level of educationalattainmentwould ask
respondentsto choose from a list of categories such as basic education, degree, and
professional qualifications. Other questions, such as "Are you married?" have the
appearanceof openquestions,but areonly answerableby "yes" or ofnoof
.

Closedquestionshave advantagesbecausethey can be pre-codedand the responses
can easily be put on a computer, saving time and money. They also have particular
advantagesin studies using questionnairesas they are less time consuming for the
respondentto complete.However,suchstructuredquestionsalso havethe disadvantagethat
they force the respondentto choosebetweenthe answersprovided. When faced with a
questionsuch as: "Do you have a good relationshipwith your Boss?" the respondentmay
wish to say "yes andno", "it all depends",or "it has improved sinceI havebeenpromoted".
This difficulty can be overcometo a certain extent by asking for more information. When
the respondentis askedto indicateeither "yes" or "no", this can be followed by a "why?" or
"pleaseprovide further details" allowing for more elaboration.Where lists
are given, a
categoryof "other" should always be provided for those who cannot find an appropriate
pre-codedresponse.Rangescan be given which make completion and coding easier.For
example,when askingaboutexperienceat the currentjob, the responsescould be given in a
setof rangesin termsof years.
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Ranking Scales

A ranking scale is a form of closed question which can be valuable when trying to
ascertainthe level of importanceof a number of items. A list of choicesis provided and the
respondent or interviewee is asked to rank them. It is advisable to limit the range of
alternatives as it may be difficult for the individual to rank a large number. This is
particularly important when carrying out face-to-faceand telephoneinterviews, where more
than four or five items can be unmanageable.It is helpful in face-to-face interviews to
allow the respondentto look at a prompt card showing the choices.

Open questions

Open questions are those that allow individuals to respond in any way they wish.
For example,asking the open question "What do you think electronic mail will be used for,
in an organisation?" will allow the respondentor interviewee to state any activity from
informal communicationbetweenwork colleaguesto formal communicationwith Superior.
Open-endedquestions can be most usefully employed by skilled interviewers, who can
allow interviewees to develop answers much more fully than they could if they were
completing questionnaires.

It is also very useful to use open questionswhen beginning a new researchproject.
If investigating the reasonswhy Managers' choose to use electronic mail in organisation
communication,the researcherwould do well to begin by asking open-endedquestionsof a
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small sampleof Managers'in such organisations.From this small-scale study, it would be
likely that the most fundamental reasons would emerge; for example, Managers' use
electronic mail becauseof time pressure,speed, geographic dispersion of other managers
in their sister companyaround the World and the ability of reaching many people at a press
of a button, and so on. If a larger study were to be carried out, answers to these open
questionscould then be usedto devisepre-codedcategoriesfor closedquestions.

Open questions do have their drawbacks. In questionnaires,it is relatively simple
for respondentsto tick pre-coded categories, whereas answers which are unrestricted
require more thought and consideration.A further disadvantageof using open questionsis
that they produce responseswhich may be ambiguous, wide-ranging and difficult to
categorise. Answers can be time-consumingto code and analyseand therefore expensiveto
deal with when conducting large-scalestudies. The type of study will determine whether
open or closedquestionsare best. But it is worth bearing in mind that;

"closed questionsshould be usedwhere alternative replies are known, are limited in
number, and are clear cut. Open-endedquestions are used where the issue is complex,
where relevant dimensionsare not known, and where a processis being explored" (Stacey
1969).
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4.2. Methodological issues

Situations like the one in the area of media selection, where conflicting results and
confusion exist, are ideal for the practice of certain types of research methodologies.
Appropriate methodologies combine the advantagesof multiple methods to test theories
Qick 1979, Lee 1991). For the reasons discussedbelow, the methodology used in the
presentstudy conforms to this model.

Much attention has beenpaid recently in the IS literature to different approachesto
research (Lee 1991, Robey 1995,Lee et al 1997). These approachesto research have
traditionally been associatedwith specific data collection and analysis techniques.While a
full discussion of the advantagesand disadvantagesof these methods have been covered
earlier, the following discussion outlines how different data collection methods have
affectedresults in the areaof media selection.

The predominant data collection method used to investigate the media richness
theory is self report, usually in the form of a questionnaire. The differences in results
obtainedusing observationversus self-report have been documented.In a meta-analysisof
40 media studies (Rice and Shook, 1990), differenceswere noticed in media use basedon
the method of reporting the use: when participants were observedor askedto keep a diary,
the total use of oral channelswas significantly higher than when multiple methodsor selfreport was used. Similarly, managersreported perceptionsof media characteristicsthat fit
reasonablywell in the media richnesstheory but their actual use of the media was different
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from predictions that could reasonablybe made basedon the reported perception (Markus
1994).

The predominant method of data collection in the development of the theory of
lab
In
laboratory
the
studies,
communication
area of
social presencewas
experiments.
know
do
in
designed
the
each
the
not
experiments
experiments are often
participants
so
other before communicatingvia the new medium. They are also not given any choice about
using the medium, they have no alternative ways to communicate, and they are often
unfamiliar with the technology (Dhulman and Steinman 1977). In addition, there are no
differences among the participants in task or status. This means that the results from lab
experimentsare most likely indicative of organisationsin which membershave equal status
and similar tasks, and are geographically remote from each other so they have never met,
have few opportunities to meet, and few alternative communication media ( Culnan and
Markus 1987).

To carry out this researchsomeof the traditional approachesused in email research
need to be questioned. In particular, controlled, laboratory- like experiments may have
some advantages,but they seldom reproducethe context in which managersuse email in
real organisations.In order to encounterin the study of real managersin real organisations,
aiming to understandtheir motivations, tactics and strategiesin using email , is therefore
important.
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4.3. Research Approach

4.3.1. Objective

While the study was intended to test the combined sets of influential theories that
have been applied to explain media selection (media richness, social interaction theories,
experienceand practicality), given the complexity of the area the study was designedto
collect data about topics that then seemedextraneousto the study. It has been confirmed
that researcherscan increasetheir degreesof freedom and "obtain more information from a
single study" by simultaneously considering alternative explanations in the design of the
studies(Markus 1994).

Another major study (Kaplan and Duchon 1988) illustrates this principle as the
original research design included both quantitative and qualitative methods of data
collection and analysis, and it was apparent that the two approacheswere essential to
understandingdifferencesin the acceptanceand use of computer systems.In order to fulfil
this objective in the current study, an initial interview was done to gain the inside
knowledge of Thai managers'media choice. This result will then act as the comer stone for
the developmentof the questionnairedesign. The data about communication incident were
then collected via statistically-analysedsurveyed from managerscarefully sampled from
cross sector of organisations in which they were "embedded"( Yin 1989). It is
acknowledgedthat a questionnairealone is unable to identify the reasonsbehind the choice
of media selection. However, this limitation is mitigated by an additional feature of the
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initial interview. This will permit the subjectsto state their reasonsand opinions in more
detail before the questionnairewas developed.The former will give the relevancy to the
developmentof the main questionsand the latter adds substanceto the data collected from
the questionnaire and makesthe result more concrete.

4.4. Sample Selection

4.4.1. Industry Sector and Description;
As discussed earlier, Critical Mass theory suggests that Information Richness
theory: predictions about managers'use of E-mail are likely to hold only in settingswhere
E-mail is a universal accessmedium. Thus, one criterion for selecting a researchsite for
this study was that all managersin the organisationroutinely use electronic mail for intraorganisationalcommunication.While such organisationcan increasingly be found, they are
not abundant,becauseof many inhibiting factors, such as lack of convenient (i. e. desktop)
accessto computerterminals (Markus 1994).

Universal accessto E-mail is most likely to be found in computer companies,and
research development (R&D) laboratories, because of their large installed based of
computers and the computer skills of their employees. However, employees of these
companiesmay have an ideological bias in favour of computing that renderstheir E-mail
use patternsunrepresentativein a way that might prevent a fair test of information richness
theory's predictions. Therefore, for the purposesof this study, it is desirableto select firms
operating in industries unrelated to computing products and services or R&D. Hence the
following sectorsin Thailand were chosen;Financial sector, Real estate,Consulting firm,
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Manufacturing sector. The four main sectors chosen are the most prosperousstreamsin
Thailand (before the financial crises). Hence these were appropriate sites in Thailand for
the study of media selection which includes new technology since the early stage of IT
adoption in organisations. In addition to the traditional means of communication,
organisationalmembershad accessto electronic messaging.

4.4.2. Reasonsfor focusing on these four industries sectors in Thailand

Thailandwas chosenas the destinationfor datacollectionfor variousreasons.In
fact it could have been done in many other countries but becausethe author is a Thai with
overwhelming resourcesat a minimal cost and personalcontacts.This make it sensibleand
practical to chooseThailand for the targetedsamplepopulations.As a result this will ensure
the speedyprocessof data collection time and enhancethe possibility of a high response

rate.

The Financial market, Real estate,Consultant firm and Manufacturing sector were
the targeted samplepopulation. These industries and institutes have witnessed exponential
growth in the last decade;and technologically (true at the point before the financial crisis).
They are regardedas very important industries and institutions in Thailand. These sectors
are sophisticatedin the sensethat they are able to handle the speed, diverse ranges of
constantinformation transactions.Consequently,organisationsin thesesectorsare expected
to have a very high level of information technology maturity such that the acceptanceof
modem communication media is expected to pass critical mass. This avoids one of the
problems that could have contributed towards the conflicting results in prior media choice
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study. VvIere the critical mass has not been reached,the context would introduce a bias

againstmodem communicationtechnologies.Moreover,by focusing on three different
sectors,the organisational culture and structure are more likely to be different. The net
effect of this variation in the background conditions will maximise,the generalisability of
the media choice research.

4.4.3. Sample Description

4.4.3.1. Subjects

The subjects for this study all hold top managerial position within their company.
They are either Managing Directors or Directors at divisional/functional levels. This study
was limited to 77 companieswhich were selectedon the basis of location, accessibility,
personal contactsby the researcher,with the aim of embracing across-sectionof industry
sectors.The site chosenwere all large Multi-National or National firms. There were; 25
Financial companies, 32 Manufacturing companies, 12 Consulting firms and 8 Real
Estates.
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CHAPTER 5

Pre-Pilot test

This test was conductedby interviewing the managersboth directly in person and
by telephone.The intentions were to gain initial insight;

I) Methodological interview for this type of study. Before the survey methodology
be
be
be
fully
developed,
it
the
a suitable
survey would
confirmed whether
could
neededto
like
if
it
Also,
information
suitable
was
meansof getting
regardingmanager'smedia choice.
the researcher has anticipated, what would be the best technique to carry out the
drawing
best
be
the manager'smedia
design.
Lastly,
the
of
way
questionnaire
what would
choicemodel from the information given by the managers.

5.1. Sample

The Subjects for this study are all general managerswithin their company. Given
the difficulties in getting senior managersto participate it was reasonableto leave out
five
limited
for
field
This
to
the
senior managers
study was
pilot and
work study.
with
companieswhich were selectedon the basis of personalaccessibility by the researcher,
the aim of embracing a cross-sectionof industry sectors.The companieschosenwere all
Thai National companies;a plastic manufacturer,two banks and two consulting firms.
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5.2. Data Collection Methods

This study was conductedthrough face-to-face interviews and telephoneinterview
sessions,whichever was more convenient for the Manager to conduct the interview. The
interview lasted approximately thirty minutes and each sessionwas recorded in field note
books. The second telephone call was made if any, in order to fill in the missing
information from the first interview. Following the approach of knowledge elicitation
developedin the expert systemsfield, the telephoneinterviews were structuredas:

(1)

First establishif Critical Mass theory applied within the company,then an initial

exploration of Manager'smedia choice made by them in order to select and build up the
data scenariopolicy.
(2)

Field note record of the manager'sexplanationsof their media choice.

(3)

An elucidation of the gaps and inconsistenciesby putting specific questionsand

hypothetical examplesto the manager.
(4)

Interpretation on the interviewers' part of the data collected, with the intent to

resolvethe remaining gapsand inconsistencies.
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On each separateoccasion,at the beginning of each of the face-to-faceinterview or
the telephone interview, the respondentswere ask to confirm that E-mail is a universal
accessmedium within their organisation.By achieving universal accessrequires that nearly
everyone in the organisation agree to use a medium on a regular basis, i. e. answer calls,
open mail and the like. When the universal accessof E-mail has been establishedhence
Critical Mass theory applied and the researchercan now try to extract information with
regard to Manager'sMedia choice. It has been found that decision-makersof media choice,

althoughexpertsin their field andableto performto high performancecriteria,in common
have considerabledifficulty in articulatingthe past scenarioof Manager'sMedia choice
accurately.Justasmanyskills aresubconscious,
somanydecisionmakingon Mediachoice
As a result,simply
scenariosappearto operateat a level below that of full consciousness.
to give an accountof their mediachoicescenariois oftenlong windedand
askingmanagers
vague.This point of view was confirmedby commentssuch as the following from a
Directoranda Manager.
7 write letter,publishreports,newsletters,
Igo to meetings,I give speeches
orally,
Iphone people,so we takeadvantages
of anythingthat will work I'm a totalpragmatiston
thatpoint'ý
And:
"Okay.I oftentimesI haveminor items,I wouldlike to discusswith Mr, 4pisit
........
and sinceperiodically I go over and get a cup of coffee, rather than do it earlier, I know,
about the time MrApisit comesin, if he's coming in. So I will often times delay that times,
That way I can check to see if MrApisit is in
I canjust discussthe topics
then
and
..........
which we shouldprobably talk about."
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Accordingly, knowledge such as elicitation, the process of figuring out the
Manager'sMedia choice scenariohas to rely on indirect methods.Theseinclude the
researchersuggestinggeneralMedia Choicescenariosfor the respondentto verify their
choice and matchthe observeddecisionswith the RichnessTheory Prediction.For this
interview the Media choice reasonswas devised to retain the logic of prior Media
sensitivity instruments(Russ 1990, Daft 1987),while avoiding those proceduresmost
likely to confoundthe results.The questionswere basedon hypotheticalcommunication
tasks constructedby (Trevino 1987).Theseresearchersprovide numerousexamplesof
reasonsfor choosingmedia,along with the mediumor mediathat InformationRichness
theoryholdsto be appropriatefor eachreason;the reasonsrepresentthe threecategoriesin
the extendedtheoryof InformationRichness:
(1)

contentreasons,i.e. equivocalityanduncertaintyreduction.

(2)

Situationalreason,i.e. time andspaceconstraints.

(3)

Symbolicreasons,i.e. desireto conveyauthority.

The approachused in this study has been found to be necessaryin the derivation of
Media's choice decisionbecauseof the limitation in term of self analysis and articulation of
partially subconsciousprocessesinvolved in reporting Media choice scenario. Of course,
not all aspectsof the Manager'smedia choice processcan be uncoveredby this approach.
However, for an exploratory study outside a controlled experimental situation, it does
provide a good balanceof surfacelevel reporting and in depth probing of the decision base
on media appropriatenessfor various tasks, descriptions of typical media use patterns and
their meaning, and the history of and reasons given for media use. As this was a
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preliminary study, all the media choice scenarioswere selected as having clear aims to
avoid unnecessarycomplications.This will enableus to focus on simple scenariosand thus
reconstructthe media choice decision processeswithout having to follow multiple possible
goal paths.

5.3. Data analysis method

The information collected from the subjects includes the Media choice scenarios
they encounteredwhen choosing media or medium to solve problems. The information
collected was first decodedfrom field note book as a result of the face-to-faceinterview or
telephone interview. The resulting table of media choice was then drawn, based on the
infonnation given by the subjects. The results in table 3.2.1 illustrates the respondents
agreeingwith Information Richnesstheory and selectingvarious media accordingly.
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5.4. Table 3.2.1 show result from information analysis for Manager Media choice
Reasons

Richness

Agree

Theory

With

Prediction

Theory

Media

Selection

PERS

TELE

EMAIL

MEMO

900/0

700/a

20%

10%

0%

60

40

20

20

20

80

70

10

to

10

90

70

20

10

0

100

0

0

90

10

90

0

10

90

0

100

0

40

60

0

80

10

40

40

10

PERS

40

40

10

40

10

TELE

40

10

40

40

10

11. To use the communicationmedium you prefer

PERS&

50

30

20

40

10

best

TELE

12. To communicatethe samething to many people

EMAIL &

90

10

0

80

10

Content Reasons
1. To convey confidential,private, or delicate

PERS&

information

TELE

2. To describea complicatedsituation or proposal

PERS&
TELE

3. To influence, persuade,or sell an idea

PERS &
TELE

4. To expressfeelings or motions

PERS&
TELE

5. To keep someoneinformed

EMAIL &
MEMO

6. To follow-up earlier communication

EMAIL &
MEMO

Situational Reasons
7. To respondto a straightforwardtelephone

TELE &

message

EMAIL

8. To respondto a complicatedemail message

TELE &
EMAIL

9. To communicatesomethingof little importance
to someoneclose by
10. To communicatesomethingcomplicatedto
someonefar away

MEMO
Symbolic Reasons
13. When you want to be casual,informal

PERS

20

20

30

50

0

14. When you want to convey urgency

PERS&

60

20

40

40

0

70

40

30

20

10

70

20

50

30

0

70

20

to

30

40

100

0

0

40

60

TELE
15. When you want to convey personalconcernor

PER &

interest

TELE

16. When you want to obtain an immediate

PERS&

response,action

TELE

17. When you want to show authority, status,

EMAIL &

position

MEMO

18. When you want to show that your

EMAIL &

communicationis official

MEMO

Summaryfinding of pre-pilot test.
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5.5. Discussion and Recommendation for Pilot test

a

The preliminary investigations reported here have provided us with the

foundation which will enableus to develop initial models and hypothesesapplicable to the
Manager's Media choice. Analysis of Media Sensitivity protocols provides evidence that
Manager's Media choice although agreeing with Information Richness theory, also
extendedto agreementwith Social Influence theories.

E

Relating to Manager's Media choice models, it is suggestedthat a complete

for
be
Scenarios"
between
"Reasons
tested
three
reliability
should
correlation analysis
all
and validity of the question.While not possible to carry this analysis out at this early stage
due to limited samplesize, this doessuggestthe processto be carried out after the pilot-test.

0

This pre-pilot test also provides a useful guideline on questionnairedesign. In

addition, it gives an indication of the kind of answerto be expectedin the pilot test. Some
difficulties were experiencedduring the interview sessions.For example,it was difficult for
the managersto describe media choice scenario accurately, and while trying to recall the
situations, the answerswere often long winded and vague. Therefore, care must be taken
during the decoding of pre-pilot test field note, to pick out only the main content of
reasoningfor media choice. Hence future questionnaireconstruction for the pilot test can be
carefully preparedin order to avoid any too direct or leading question which may make the
managersthink that somecertain types of answersare expectedfrom them.
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5

After examining the result of this pre-pilot test, the researcherfound that a self-

fill questionnairewill be a suitable approachfor getting the information from the managers
regarding their media choice decision making process. However, a great deal of
improvement and modification must be made on the full construction of the questionnaire
and result analysisfor the pilot test and the field work research.

a

It was also found that additionalformal techniquesare neededto measurethe

Manager Media choice effectively. The way media sensitivity was concluded for each
managerwas basedpurely on the researcher'ssubjective view. More formal methods are
(or
Summated
Likert
to
the
the
required
rating
measure
attitude of managers, such as
Scale),Semanticdifferential scalesand Electronic mail systemexperiencemeasurement.It
is also a good idea to use other methods as part of the 7riangulation approach'to cross
check with eachfinding.

E

Other data analysis are also needed for the next test to capture the valid

Manager'sMedia choice model. Simply using correlation technique to establish Manager's
Media choice will not be enoughto verify a valid model of Manager'sMedia choice for this
research.For this purpose, factorial analysis, Alpha test and Amos software to test for

for thepilot testandfieldwork study.
structuralmodelling wouldbe considered
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CHAPTER 6
Pilot test

Introduction

The pilot-test built on the results of the pre-pilot test. The pilot test was designed
based on the comments made earlier on Media Sensitivity scenario together with new
additional techniquesto cover a wider variety of variables. The whole processof the test
was directed in Bangkok, Thailand. The test comprised of a set of questionnaireswhich
containedeight separatesections,1) Manager'sposition, 2) Task background,3) Electronic
mail experience, 4) Information Richness of media (attitude measurements), 5)
Communication Task characteristics(Policy Scenario), 6) Media choice (in general), 7)
Electronic mail usage, 8) Social influence (see appendix 1). The reason for using a
structuredquestionnaireis becauseit has well formatted set questionsespecially developed
to measureManager'sMedia choice decision making. The questionsare short closed ended
which is suitable for top managers who have limited time. The questions are clearly
fort-natted,easy to understandand only required a tick to answer. Scoring is also easily
accomplishedand doesnot involve subjectiveinterpretationsof the answer.
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To ensurethat the instrument was compatible with the uniquenessof Thai language

and that bias artefactswereminimised(Mc Henry 1990).The instrumentwill be translated
into Thai by a businessschoolprofessor,a native speakerwith significantexperiencein
translatingacademic,businessbooks in the information systemsarea.Another business
school professorwhosenative tongueis English, but who speak,read and writes Thai
fluently will alsoreviewthetranslation.

The objective of the pilot test was to preparea valid methodology for the filed work

asfollows:
0

Determinethe appropriatequestionsfor the Manager'sMedia choice study.

8

Establishthe methodsto analysethe answersfrom questionnaires.

w

Identify the appropriate instrument to measure a variety of variables in

Manager'sMedia choice model.

m

Checkreliability andvalidity of scalesandquestionsin the questionnaires.
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6.1. Sample

The sample consistedof forty Thai executive managers.Each one of these forty
managerswas asked personally to complete the questionnaires.All managerswere asked
to make commentson the actual questionnaireafter having filled them in. As noted in the
discussion on limitations of prior electronic mail research,few studies incorporate a wide
range of job types and managerial levels. A goal then, of this research,was to enhance
generalisability through inclusion of respondents representing the diverse range of
Managerial positions. The sample of 40 managerswere randomly selected from lists of
Managers of different types of businesseson which electronic mail users has been
highlighted, e.g. Financial company, Manufacturing company and Consulting firms. Users
were identified from a variety of sources,including personal contacts, distribution lists of
members of various organisationsand several organisational telephone directories which
also included electronic mail addressesof any users in that organisation. These companies
were chosenwith an intention of eliminating the prior researchbiases of high performing
managersfrom computer related industry or research& development company. At this
initial stage of the pilot test the aim was to test the validity and reliability of the
questionnaire. In effect, therefore only a few specific criteria for selecting the subject
sampleswas carried out, including that eachsamplehad to occupy a managementposition,
e.g. Presidentof the companyto DepartmentManager.
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6.2. Data Collecting methods

The questionnairewas constructedusing an iterative process,with eachversion the
subject of pre-testing among selected users. These pre-test respondents commented on
wording and appropriatenessof items, as well as time required for instrument completion.
Questionnaireswere sent via conventional rather than electronic mail for several reasons.

First, a companionstudy,which comparedattitudesof usersandnon-userswasconducted
at the prior study(Steinfield1984)to this researcheffort, usingthe sameusersample.Nonuserscould not receivequestionnaires
via electronicmail, andutilising a differentmethod
of distribution might bias responserates and possibly responsecontent. Second,the
questionnairewas fairly large, and might have causedproblemsfor userswith limited
working spaceon their disks.Third, a hardcopywasdeemednecessaryso that respondents
hometo fill it out duringnon-workinghours.Althoughusers
couldbring the questionnaire
couldhavehada copyprinted,this represented
an extrabehaviouralstepwhich might have
reducedtheresponse
rate.

Severalstepswere taken to ensurean adequateresponserate. First, accompanying
eachquestionnairewas a motivational letter from the companiesmanagershelping with this
research (Appendix A). Second, the questionnaire was designed and printed on good
quality paper for easeof reading and completion. A self-stampedaddressedenvelopewas
included with eachquestionnaire,to encouragerespondentsto
post the questionnaireback,
thereby avoiding any mail charges. In addition, respondents were guaranteed total
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been
had
Finally,
sent out, a
two
questionnaires
weeks after
anonymity.
approximately
follow up letter encouragingresponsewas mailed to all non-respondents.

6.2.1.Questionnaire

The questionnairecontained six sections. In the first section of the questionnaire
figures the respondent'sbackground information, in order to build up their demographic
Task
involves
the
The
third
attitude measurement,
profile.
sections
second and
Electronic
to
deal
have
as
media
mail
to
that
and
at
work
with
characteristics
managers
Scenarios)
(Policy
Sensitivity
to
Media
fourth
The
uses
section
communicatewith partners.
test for media choice decision making under Information Richness and Social Influence
theories. Section five and six use frequency of email instrument to measurevariety of self
report items.

Background Information

Age, organizationaltenure, and electronic mail experiencewere capturedusing ratio
scales.Experiencewas the sum of the number of yearsusing the system.

Task Characteristics

A seriesof 5 point scaleswere usedto measuremost items in this area,with subject
rating the extent to which their job involved or was governed by specific characteristics.
Measuresof task characteristics,including items reflecting standardization,routineness,
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and pressure were drawn from Ruchinskas (1982) and Svenning (1982). Environmental
uncertainty items were derived from Tushman (1977). Task interdependenceitems were
basedon Thompson's(1967) conceptualization,and following Tushman and Nadler (1978),
included both intra and inter-unit task interdependence.A cross boundary/locational
communicationneedscalewas constructedfrom one item asking the number of work group
members located in another city, and a secondyes/no question regarding membershipon
project teamsoutsidethe work group.

Electronic mail characteristics

SubjecVsperceptionsof electronic mail attributes were measuredby a series of 5

point semanticdifferential scalessimilar to those employedby Ruchinskas(1982) and
Svenning (1982). Seventeenpairs of bipolar adjectives reflecting such attributes easeof
use,utility, personalness,and confidentiality were rated by respondents.

Media UsageSensitivity (Policy Scenarios)

For this study a new set of questionnaire instruments was developed based on
equivocality/uncertainty task scenarios and test it against Managers' media choice. The
Managers' communication choice consists of three traditional media ; (Face-to-face,
telephone,memo), and one new medium ;(electronic mail). There are four combinationsof
task scenariosin all; ( (1) high equivocality and high uncertainty, (2) high equivocality and
low uncertainty, (3) low equivocality and high uncertainty, (4) low equivocality and low
uncertainty). Managers' media choice under task scenarioswill be captured by the ratio
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in
high
Manager
face
task
would
general pick rich media
scenario
scale.
equivocality
who
Managers'
Face-to-face
do
telephone
who
and
to
their
or
or medium
communication e.g.
face high uncertainty task scenariowould generally pick lean media or medium to do their
communication.

Frequency of email use

Frequency of electronic mail used by the respondent of the questionnaire, their

items
by
on the survey
superior and co-worker were measured several self-report
instrument, e.g. number of messagessent,received,forwarded.

Measure of Manager's Media choice;

Questionnaire(Attitude measurement;1) Summatedrating (or Likert scale),
SemanticDifferential Scales,Media sensitivity (Policy Scenario),Frequencyof email use.
These approachesare used here to collect the data regarding manager'smedia choice. The
data collection methods consisted of self-fill questionnaire and subsequent telephone
interviews to extract any additional information that were missed.Thesetwo techniquesare
used here as part of an approachto examine the Information Richness theory and Social
influence theories.
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Attitude Measurement;

The term "attitude" is some what slippery. It falls in the same kind of sphere as
opinion, belief or value, but opinions vary as to how these different terms are interrelated.
Lemon(1973) provides a clear analysis for those who wish to take this further, but also
suggeststhat the term's widespreadusage derives in part from this very fuzziness; each
researcherhas to be able to tailor it to suit their own purposes.Central to this is the belief
that it is not possible to assesssomething like attitude by means of a single question or
statement.Answers to a range of statementscan help in teasing out such issues.Having a
set of ten or twenty items is another form of triangulation; the responseto each gives
something of a marker on the respondent'sattitude. Putting the responsestogether enables
us to build up a much fuller picture.

The Summated rating (or Likert scale):

A five point Likert scalewas used in this researchto extract the respondentattitude
towards their task equivocality/uncertainty by asking them questions about their Job
characteristicand work group characteristic.Then match this with the respondentsmedia
usage pattern.The aim of this approach is to gain the knowledge of manager'sjob
characteristicsto their decision making in using each communication media or medium.
This method seems to be the most suitable to get insight information of their Job
characteristicto their media choice.
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Semantic Differential Scales:

A widely used type of scale, the Semanticdifferential scale (Osgood 1957) takes a
very different approach.It is concernedwith assessingthe subjective meaning of a concept
to the respondent,insteadof assessinghow much they believe in a particular concept.The
scale is designedto explore the ratings given along a series of bipolar rating scales(e.g.
Slow/Fast; Simple/Complex).Factor analyseshave shown that such ratings typically group
together into three underlying dimensions-activity,evaluation, and potency. In this senseit
provides a kind of attitude scale.
Activity,, refers to the extent to which the concept is associatedwith action (dimensions
might be Tast','active', 'exciting!, etc ).
Evaluation; refers to the overall positive meaning associatedwith it ('positive', 'honest',
'dependable',etc).
Potency; refers to it's overall strengthor importance('Strong', 'Valuable', 'Useful', etc).

A list of appropriateadjective pairs is generatedfor this particular concept in order
to measurethe respondent's belief that the adjectives describe E-mail Richness, E-mail
usefulness and E-mail ease of use. The scale is administered to the chosen sample of
respondentsin a standardfashion. It is scoredsimply by summing the ratings given to each
adjective pair on a 1-5 scale.Average ratings can be computed, and comparisonsbetween
sub-groupsin the sampleare feasible. To take it further, it is necessaryin this researchto
carry out a factor analysisto assessthe relationship of the different adjective pairs and link
them to the evaluativedimension.
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6.3. Data analysis and discussion of the result of pilot test

6.3.1. Task Characteristics

An examination of the means of individual task characteristic items shows
(means=4.24)
involve
jobs
feel
time
likely
and
their
pressures
to
that
respondentsmore
involve
likely
to
(means=3.68),
crises and urgent
and somewhat
unexpected problems
job
deal
the
jobs
(means=3.97).
to
Less
the
on
people
with new
need
with
matters
often are
by
jobs
(means=3.35),
rules, policies and
governed
reported
slightly more moderate are
regulations(means=3.65).
Jobs are not seenas very standardized(means=3.62),and are not seenas involving

In
defined
(means=3.52).
addition,respondentsonly perceived
very well
subjectmatter
their tasksto have clearly defined outcomesto a moderateextent (means=3.21).
Generally,tasks are seenas moderatelyroutine (means=3.47),and seemto require a
certain amountof innovative thought (means=4.03).Overall, thesetask characteristicsseem
quite appropriate as a description of the professional manager's task situation in the
organization.
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Table 3.3 : Summary statistics for Task Characteristic items
Variables *

Mean

S.D.

Crises/Urgent matters

3.97

83

Time pressures

4.24

Unexpected problems/situations

3.68

Rules, Policies, and Regulations

3.65

73
.

3.35

88

Working

with

people

I'm

not

.

.

70

.

88

.

acquainted with
Well defined subject matter

3.53

79
.

Tasks with clearly deflned outcomes

3.21

77
.

Standard operating procedures

3.62

85

Routine repetitive tasks

3.47

Finding novel solutions to problems

4.03

.

.

79

97
.

* Scalesranged from I=not at all to 5=very much. The stimulus phrases"Most of
your task involves..... " or " Most of your task is governedby..... " were used.

The 10 task characteristicitems were factored, producing three dimensions (Table
3.4). A pressuredimension emerged,primarily defined by the presenceof time pressure,
crises and unexpectedproblems/situations.Expectedly, the extent to which subjects'jobs
One
dimension.
by
this
were governed
rules, policies, and regulations was negative on
possibility here might stem from the non-routine nature of the manager'swork, and the
relative frequencyof unexpectedproblems.
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A seconddimension containing items reflecting how well defined or standardized
jobs were also emerged.The third dimension, routineness,containedjust two high loading
items; routinenessor repetitivenessof tasks, and a negative loading for the extent to which
jobs involved finding novel solutions to problems.

On the basis of these analyses,three scales were constructed and subjected to a
reliability analysis. Cronbach'salpha for the three scales constructed from the means of
high loading items were: pressures(.63), well defined tasks (.68), and routineness(.50).
The inclusion of only two items contributed to the negative alpha on routineness(Table
3.5). Thesetask characteristicsprovide a view of respondents'job as being somewhatlikely
to involve pressure(means=4.24),less likely but moderate in dealing with standardized
activities, well defined outcomes and routine tasks (means=3.62), (means=3.53) and
(means=3.47)respectively
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Table 3.4: Factors Analysis Results for Task Characteristic Items *
Factor 1:

Factor 2:

Factor 3:

Pressures

Standard

Routine

Crises/Urgent matters

824
.

382
.

.

Time pressures

710
.

320
.

-5.284E-

Variables

177

02
Unexpected problems/situations

778
.

6.730E-02 -1.113E02

Rules, policies, and Regulations

-9.820E-

410
.

518
-.

273
.

362
.

02
Working with people you are not 215
.
acquainted
Well defined subject matter

285
-.

777
.

352
-.

Tasks with clearly defined outcomes

331
-.

457
.

240
.

Standard operating procedures

233
-.

592
.

7.179E-02

Routine repetitive tasks

244
-.

260
.

681
.

Finding novel solutions to problems

557
.

-6.772E-

119
-.

02
*Principal factors analysisusing communality estimatesin the diagonal. Factorsentriesare
varimax rotated loadings.
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Table 3.5: Inter-item Correlation, Reliability, and Summary Statistics for Task
Characteristic Scales
Correlation Matrix

Pressure Scale

1234
1. Crises/Urgent matters

-

2. Time pressures

79
.

-

3.Unexpected problems/situations

60
.

57
.

-

4. Rules, policies, and regulations

03
.

10

08
-.

-

5. Working with people I'm not acquainted

34
.

15

15

12
-.

.
.

.

with
Cronbach's alpha =. 63

ScaleMean=3.8

Standard Deviation= 2.56

Standardized Tasks Scale

Correlation Matrix
12

1. Well defined subject matter

-

2. Tasks with clearly defined outcomes

46
.

-

3. Standard operating procedures

49
.

30
.

Cronbach's Alpha =. 68

Scale Mean = 3.5

Standard Deviation = 1.89

Routineness Scale

Correlation Matrix
1

1. Routine repetitive tasks
2. Finding

-

novel solutions to problems

33
.

(reverse coded)
Cronbach's alpha =. 50

Scale Mean = 2.7

Standard Deviation = 1.43
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6.3.2. Information

Richness of Media

Subject's perceptions of media attributes were measured by a series of 5 point Likert
scales similar to those employed by Ruchinskas (1982) and Svenning (1982). Total of eight
criteria were used to establish the perceived information richness of media. Four original
criteria by Daft and Lengel (1984) are summed up as : immediacy (feedback), multiple
cues, language variety, personal source. The latter four additional criteria, subsequently

identified by Valacich are summed up as ; multiple addressibility, externally recordable,
computer processable memory, concurrency.

The bar graph 4.1 showsthe managerialperceptionof communication media instant
feedbackattribute.
Q 4.1: Attribute of media instant feedback

5
4
Perception scale

3

Face to Face

Telephone
Choice

E-mail

Memo

of Media

Face-to-Faceand Telephone were perceived by Managers as the richest ways to
provide instant feedback, allowing a more interactive discussion with means of 4.20 and
4.32 respectively. Electronic mail and memo on the other hand were perceived relatively
leaner with means of 3.68 and 2.16 respectively.
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The bar graph 4.2 shows the managerial perception of communication media multiple cues

attribute.
Q 4.2: Attribute of media multiple cues

5
4
3
Perception scale

2
1
0
Face to Face

Telephone

E-mail

Memo

Media choice

On the richness of multiple cues, like voice inflection

and body gestures or

expression,Fact-to-Faceand Telephonewere perceivedby Managersas the richest way to
communicatewith meansof 4.72 and 3.48. Where as Managers perceived electronic mail
and memo as leanermedium with meansof 2.16 and 1.68.

The bar graph 4.3 show the Managerial perception of communication media capability to
compose message by using different words to increase understanding.
Q 4.3: Capability to compose message by using different
words to increase understanding.

Perception scale

ace to I ice

I ulephorle

Lmail

Memo

Media choice
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When considering the capability of media to composemessagesby using different
words to increase understanding,unexpectedly Managers perceived electronic mail and
memo (means= 4.28 and 3.92) to be richer than face-to-face and telephone (means=3.48

and 3.52). After a close examination of the translation of the Thai question, it was found
that there was an error in the translation. When the question was translated into Thai, the
word composition has a meaning biased towards written text material. The error was later

correctedbefore the real field work was issuedout.
The bar graph 4.4 show the Managerial perception of communication media to enable a
person to convey the message of being personal and impersonal.
Q 4.4: convey message to be personal and impersonal

5
4
Perception scale

3

Face-to-Face

Telephone

Email

merno

Media choice

The criteria of media richnessthat enablesa person to convey the messageof being
personal and impersonal to the recipient, the managers perceived face-to-face and
electronic mail to be equally the richest medium (means=4.28 and 4.28). Telephone came a
close third (means=4.08) and memo was perceived as the leanest (means=3.12). Again the
result of electronic mail was unexpected, after a close examination it was decided that tile
question has a double objective. Hence the question was later changed to asking if the
media enabled a person to convey the message with a personal touch.
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Despite slight errors on two questions, the results of the first four original criteria
does confirm with the previous finding (Zmud 1990), (Table 4) that face-to-face and
telephone are richest medium (average mean =4.17 and 3.85), and leaner medium are

electronic mail and memo (averagemeans=3.6 and 2.72).

However the original

cnteria

are based on the traditional

mode of intra-

organizational communication. In particular, it emphasises the strength of face-to-face

communication. Modem communication technologies have qualities not found in
traditional communications media. Subsequently, Valacich (1993) identified another related
quality. The four results of additional criteria will now be looked at.
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The bar graph 4.5 show Managenal perceptionof communication media capability to reach
many people that are geographicallydispersedat any one time.
Q 4.5: Capability to reach many people geographically

Perception
scale

Face-to- Telephone
Face

Memo

Email

Media choice
Managers perceived that electronic mail is the richest media (means= 4.76), when it
comes to communicating

with many people that are geographically

dispersed. Less

moderately agreed was telephone (means= 3.48). Face-to-Face and memo were deemed the
leanest (means= 1.92 and 2.84) on this issue.
The bar graph 4.6 show the Managerial perception of communication media ability to

record and modified conversation.
Q 4.6: ability to record and modified conversation

Perception scale

Face-to-Face

I elephone

Email

Memo

Media choice
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Electronic mail was deemedthe richest (means=4.56)way for conversationmadeto
be recordableand modifiable. Memo was perceived as moderately less rich than electronic
mail (means= 3.76). Face-to-face and telephone were the leanest ways (means=2.36 and
2.52), to record or modify a conversation.

The bar graph 4.7 show the Managerial perception of communication media ability to
search and manage messageselectronically.
Q 4.7: Ability to search and manage messages
electronically
51
14-16ýA
4
3 ý,
Perception scale

1

L--ý)

L-J)

Face-to-Face

I elephurie

L--v
Lrual

L-V
menlo

Media choice

When it comes to search and managing your messages electronically, electronic
mail was the richest media (means= 4.52). Memo was view as uncertain (means=3.12).
Face-to-face and telephone were the leanest medium (means= 1.96 and 2.44).
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The bar graph 4.8 show the Managerial perception of communication media capability to
allow anyone in a conversation to make statement at any time without detracting from the
ongoing episode.
Q 4.8: allow anyone in a conversation to make statement
at anytime without detracting the onging episode.

Perception
scale

Face-toFace

Telephone

Email

Memo

Media choice

In the caseof media that allows anyone in a conversation to make a statementat
any time without detracting from the ongoing episode, the results were unexpectedly

mixed, Managersfeel uncertain with face-to-face, telephone and electronic mail (means=
3.64,3.72 and 3.48). Memo was the only clear media to be found less moderately lean
(means= 2.56). This result can be explained due to awkwardly phrased question, causing
confusion among managers, as a result they were reluctant to be sure whether its rich or
lean. The question was then remedied to use simpler wording before the real field work was
done.
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The bar graph below showsthe averagesof the latter four infori-nationrichnesscategories.
Averages of latter four information richness categories
5
4
Perception

3

scale

2
1
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AV. Face-to-

Face

AV

AV. Memo

AV. Lmad

Teiephone
Media choice

When the averageof the latter four additional criteria was produced, it shows the
two medium that were thought to be the leanest came out to be the richest of all. The
four
latter
from
leanest
the
the
additional criteria
to
ranking of richest
averageof
medium
are as follows; Electronic mail (means=4.33),Memo (means=3.07),Telephone (means=
3.04) and Face-to-Face (means=2.47).

The bar graph below shows the overall rating of the communication media basedon eight
information richness categories.
Show the overall rating of media information

richness
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When the eight criteria were computedtogether to get the averageof the Managers'
perceived information richnessof the four medium, the results came out quite contrastingto
the prior research. When the eight criteria were included together electronic mail was
perceived as the richest media, followed by telephone, face-to-face and memo (means=
3.97,3.45,3.32 and 2.89 respectively). Where as the prior finding has been in favour of
face-to-face and telephone to be the richest media and more suitable for task high in
equivocality. This result has made an initial confirmation of this researchhypothesesthat
the criteria used in the prior finding was biased towards the traditional media and that
electronic mail is as equally rich if not richer, to cope with a task that is high on
equivocality.
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6.3.3. Media usage sensitivity (policy scenario of task uncertainty/equivocality and

socialinfluence).

In task scenario 1 (high equivocality/high uncertainty), Managers' respond were
uncertain (means= 3.64) whether they would choose electronic mail as a means of
communication. When they were allowed to choosethe media of their choice, 72 per cent
picked face-to-face,24 per cent picked telephoneand 4 per cent picked memo.

In task scenario 2 (high equivocality/low uncertainty), Manager's respond were
moderatelyunlikely (means=2.76) to chooseelectronic mail as a meansof communication.
When they were allowed to choosethe media of their choice, 72 per cent picked face-toface and 28 per cent picked telephone.

In task scenario 3 (low equivocality/high uncertainty), Managers' respond were
moderately likely (means=3.84)to choose electronic mail as a mean of communication.
When they were allowed to choosethe media of their choice, 52 per cent selectedface-toface, 36 per chosepick telephoneand 8 per cent picked memo.
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In task scenario 4 (low equivocality/low uncertianty), Manager's respond were
moderately likely (means=3.92)to choose electronic mail as a means of communication.
When they were allowed to choosethe media of their choice, 68 per cent picked telephone,
20 per cent picked memo and only 8 per cent picked face-to-face.

The result has shown in principle that managerschose rich media for tasks high in
equivocality and lean media for taskshigh in uncertainty. Although Managers'respondedto
all four questionsas predicted by Information richnesstheory, but the differentiation levels
of (equivocality and uncertainty) between the four questions were not clear based on the
Managers'responds.When askedto test whether the Managersknow if the questionswere
high or low on equivocal and uncertainty issues, the respondentseemeduncertain on all
four task scenarios.This put the reliability of the questionsin doubt.

For this study, a new questionnaireinstrument was devised to retain the logic of
prior media sensitivity instruments (Russ 1990, Daft 1987) and social influence theory
(Steinfield and Fulk 1986 and Cadwell 1995), while avoiding those proceduresmost likely
to confound the results.The new instrumentmadeuse of hypothetical communicationtasks
constructedby Trevino (1987). These researchersprovide numerous examples of reasons
for choosingmedia, along with the medium or media that information richnesstheory holds
to be appropriatefor each reason.Then to test if the social influence will have a different
effect on managers' media choice, three social influence conditions of (geographical
distance, amount of messagecontent and time pressure (e.g. urgency of message)were
includedunder eachof the five different task scenarios.
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Survey instruments requested respondentsto select the single best medium for
(e.
(1)
Face-to-Face
following
list
from
hypothetical
task,
the
g.
of choices:
performing each
by calling a meeting or travelling to visit, etc.), (2) Telephone, to place a telephone call,
(3)Email, to sendan electronic message,or (4), Memo, to senda paper memo.

6.3.4. Frequency of Electronic mail use and Institutional Influence

Frequency of electronic mail used by the respondent of the questionnaire, were
tested for correlation of social influence by the firm, their superior and co-worker. This
aspectof social institutional theory claimed that the norms, values, standards,expectations
engenderedby the institutional environment shape also the norms, values, standards,
expectationof the individual (Scott, 1987). For example, where it is the acceptedpractice
of the firm or work colleague (e.g. superior, co-worker), to use electronic mail for

the individualworkingwith in it is likely to follow the samepracticeso as
communication,
to give them a senseof legitimacy.
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Electronic mail usage was measuredby several self-report items on the survey
instrument, e.g. number of messagessent, received, forwarded. The institutional influence
is measuredwith a "yes" or "no" answer from the following

(1)
does
your
questions;

company have a policy to encourageelectronic use?, (2) does your company offer training
in electronic mail use?, (3) does your superior encourageyou to use electronic mail?, (4)
doesyour co-worker encourageyou to use electronic mail?.

Cronbach's alpha was calculated here on the four identified characteristics of
institutional environmentinfluence. The result was alpha score of 7096. This suggeststhat
.
the influence measureis a consistentscaleof institution environment.

The correlation coefficient analysis was conducted with the intention to check
whether the answers given in the electronic mail usage were related to any of the four
characteristics of institutional environment. The Pearson correlation gives positive
correlation on question 8.4 and 8.5 (see table 5). This indicated that companies offering
electronic mail training, superior and co-worker influence of electronic mail use will
influence the individual to use the media more. According to these results, institutional
environment questions8.4 and 8.5 should be included for the field work study.
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Table 5: Show Correlation of Email usageto four Institutional variables.
Variables

PearsonCorrelation

Email usage & Q82 Does your company have a policy to -0.133
encourageemail usage
Email usage & Q83 Does your company offer training in 0.112
email use
Email usage & Q83 Does your Superior encourageyou to 0.692
use email
Email usage& Q84 Does your Co-worker encourageyou to 0.553
use email

On the other hand, it was noted that the result of the Pearson correlation of
institutional environment questions 8.2 and 8.3 did not show a positive correlation or
significance,(see table 5). This negative result and the non-significant results could be
low
in
by
fact
test
this
the
the
that
the
total
quite
explained
was
samplesize used
number of
(25 managers).It was to understandthat the higher total number of the samplescould have
direct effect on the correlation results.Another possible reasonfor this negativeresult could
come from the answeritself, that the companypolicy to encourageelectronic mail use and

companyoffer email training does not influence the individual usage of the media.
However a much larger size of the sample is planned for the fieldwork, so it would be
premature not to include these questions in the field work. For these reasonsall four
questionswill still be included in the fieldwork test.
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6.3.5. Experience and Social influence

The social influence model also incorporatesthe idea that expertisewith a medium
also influences media use. For example,lack of experienceor skill will inhibit uses,or that
the medium may not be perceivedto be as "rich" (as otherwise) if the user lacks the skill or
training to use it properly.

Electronic mail usage was measuredby several self-report items on the survey

instrument,e.g. numberof messages
degree
forwarded.
The
of electronic
sent,received,
mail experienceis measuredwith a five point Likert scale.Rangingfrom 1 being very
inexperienced,
2 moderatelyinexperienced,
3 neutral,4 moderatelyexperienced
and5 very
experienced.

Thecorrelationtestwasconductedto showif the level of electronicmail experience
has any relationship with the volume of electronic mail usage.The Pearsoncorrelation has
shown a positive correlation of (0.241). This indicates that the more experienced the
electronicmail user, the more likely the high usage.
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6.4. Pilot test summary

From the resulting analysis of all approachesused in the pilot test, the following summary
was made:

The overall perception of the questionsused for the questionnairein the pilot test were
shown to be effective. All the required information was captured with the techniques
used. Therefore, the sametype of questionsand the samedata gathering techniquewill
be usedto carry out the fieldwork study.

One factor discoveredduring the postalsurveyof Managerswas that networkingand
personaltouch with eachof the sampledManagersis a very importantcommodity.
Managersnormally do not have time to spareand their schedulesare alwaysbusy,
the
especiallyduringthis periodof economiccrises.To the gratitudeof this researcher,
networkingand personaltouch of family membersand friendswas more effectivein
drawingattentionof Managersto filling in the questionnaire.
In fact with hindsight,it
wasmoreeffectivethanthe motivationletterthatwasattachedwith the questionnaire.

All the analysis methods used here for analysing questionnaire data (mean, standard
deviation, correlation, cronbachalpha and factor analysis) appearedto be effective. All
of theseanalysistools we are able to test the reliability and validity of all the questions,
weeding out any unrelated questions.All these analysis methods together with Amos
structuralprogrammewill be used for the field work analysis.
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Regarding the test of "task uncertainty/equivocality scenario", some changeswill be
made for the field work research. The test used for this pilot test contained four
questions based on characteristicsof task uncertainty/equivocality concept of higher
ranking managerswill be more likely to deal with task high in equivocality and lower
ranking managers will be more likely to deal with task high in uncertainty. Four
combinations of different scenarioswere created(I]high equivocality/high uncertainty,
2]high equivocality/ low uncertianty, 3]low equicocality/high uncertainty, 4]low
equivocality/low uncertainty). Two additional sub questionswere addedfor eachtask to
ask respondentsto rate their level of eachtask equivocality/uncertainty, this is to make
sure if they understandthe level of equivocality/uncertainty that each task presented
them with. Although the respondent choose appropriate media of communication
correspondingwith the media richness and social influence theory, however, strong
comments were made from the subjects regarding the meaning of the phrase
equivocality/uncertainty since there was no direct translation into Thai word for the
samemeaning. Although the respondentpicked the appropriatemedia according to the
theory, almost all of the respondentswere uncertain as to whether the tasks were high or
low in equivocal or high or low in uncertainty. This in effect mean that the respondents
found

the

questions too

confusing and

did

not

know

the

level

of

equivocality/uncertaintythat each task presentedthem with. Hence it put the integrity
of the question in doubt. Instead the researcherwill adopt the tried and tested set of
equivocality task used by D'Ambra (1990). This set of questionscontains five levels of
task scenarios ranging from high in equivocality to low equivocality. The five
communicationtaskswere selectedon the following basis:
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1). To achievea maximum spreadof equivocality-,
2). To be representativeof subjects'task; and
3). To ensurethat all communication media has a fair chanceof being selected.
The framework in chapter 3 pointed out that there are many task characteristicsthat
could influence media choice. To test the impact of these other task characteristicson
media choice, this study introduced three additional variations for eachof the five tasks
studied.Thesevariations are:
1). The other person(s) is/are located in a different country;

2). Groupcommunication
taskdimensionthatwasnot examinedin the DAmbra
study i. e. sendmessagesto groupsof people.
3). A time constraint aspectfor each of the above variations by increasing the
urgency of the task, i. e. You are under time pressureto respond.
These three variations are meant to cover the task characteristicsnoted in the

framework,besidesthe taskcharacteristic
of equivocality,that havenot beenexamined
in prior studies.

Five of the communication tasks were drawn from D'Ambra (1995). The
wordings for two of the tasks were modified slightly to align them with the general
nature of subjects'tasksbasedon the preliminary focus interviews with managersin the
pre-pilot test. As a result this would enhancea more realistic construction of the tasks

andpreventartificial tasksthat would not coverthe subject'sbroadrangeof tasksand
henceenhancethe ability of this researchto support the framework.
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The task test excludesany uncertainty aspect,which meansthat thesequestions
will not be able to test the sampleat the bottom end of the organisation work force i. e.
secretary,clerk. Since it is the intention of this researchto only sample the Managers,
hencethe questioncan be directly applied for this study.

The results on the information richness of media indicate a slight translation error on
two of the questions (Q4.3,Q4.4) from the first four original criteria. Hence these
questionswill be rephrasedto representa clearer meaning for the respondentto answer
in the field study.

After the pilot test, the following were deemedunrelated and unnecessary for the field
study and therefore will be deleted in order to make the questionnaire as short and
preciseas possible.These questionswere as follows; (7.4,7.9,7.91,7.92and four of the
sub questionsin section7.8).

Once again, an important factor which must be taken into account while analysing the
results of these studies is that the total sample size of the pilot test was considerably
small (n=35). The result from this pilot test analysis may not indicate strong
significance in some certain parts of the statistic analysis due to this important factor. It
is too early to come up with any concretesolutions, but some certain facts can already
be deducedsuch as the existenceof the media richness of the rational theory and the
social influences of the non-rational theory. The prediction at this point is that for the
fieldwork test, where the sample size is larger, the results will have stronger
significance.
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CHAPTER 7
FIELD WORK STUDY

7.1. Sample of the study

Population of the research:Thai Executive Managers

Sampling frame: List of registeredcompanieswith minimum fund of 20 million Bahts. The
list of the companies'nameswas obtained from the Department of Commercein Bangkok
(1998/99), the Departmentof Industry in Thailand (1995-1999).

Sample:450 Thai Executive Managers
The conditions in selectingthe sampleare:
"

The sampleshave to work in a large companywith over 200 employees.

"

Each selectedcompanymust have universal accessto media to satisfy the Critical mass
theory i. e. nearly everyonehave accessto the media.

n The samplesmust occupy a senior position managementlevel (e.g. President of the
company,Vice president,Managing director, Generalmanager)within the organisation.
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Four hundred and fifty sampleswere randomly selectedfrom the sample frame. All
of the selected samples were sent with one set of questionnaires. Each manager was
contactedby telephoneto ask for his/her participation in the questionnairebefore they were
sent off. One week after the questionnaireswere sent off, the second telephone call was
made to follow up the progress.

7.2. Data collection method

The data collecting process for the field work research was conducted between
December and February 2000. The total of four hundred questionnaires were sent off
randomly to executive managersin Thailand. However, the main areas of concentration
were in Bangkok and its outskirts, areassuch Narkom Praturn and Nonthaburi. The reason
for this was becausemost of the big companiesand organisationsare either in Bangkok or
in the outskirts. Also more responseto the questionnaireswas expectedfrom theseareas.
,

All of four hundred and fifty questionnaireswere returned, but only four hundred
and twenty three were completely filled. After numeroustries, the remaining twenty seven
questionnaires were discarded due to incompletion. The first ninety seven managers
returnedthe questionnaireswithin the first two weeks. At this stage,the researcherhad to
come up with a new questionnairecollecting method. By the beginning of the third week,
all of the managerswho had not at the time returnedthe questionnaireswere contactedwith
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a secondmotivation letter from the researcher,and stating that all the questionnaireswould
be collected by messengerboys at the end of the week. By putting an appointmenttime for
collection deadline, this added a senseof urgency in completing the questionnaires. Five
messengerboys were employed to pick up all the questionnairessent to all the companies
within the Bangkok area. Most of the non-returriedquestionnaireswas of those outside the
Bangkok area. As a result a further one hundred and seventy nine questionnaireswere
collected after the sendingof the secondmotivation letter in the third week. The remaining
one hundred and seventy four questionnaireswere collected during the fifth and sixth
weeks after both personal encouragementby telephone and face-to-face from researcher
and contacts within each organisations. Out of those one hundred and seventy four
questionnaires, fifty were returned incomplete. The last fifty questionnaires were then
returned to the subject to be refilled for the missing data, twenty three came back
completely filled and the rest of twenty seven remained incomplete, hence those
questionnaireswere discarded.

The data collecting period, from sending off the questionnairesuntil receiving all
four hundredand fifty questionnairesback, lasted for sevenweeks.
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7.2.1.Questionnaire

The total of 450 questionnaires was sent off to managers in various different
business fields ( see Appendix 1). Four hundred and twenty three questionnaireswere
four
hundred
three
twenty
filled
However,
there
and
only
were
returned completely
.
The
be
for
this
rest of the returned
research.
used
could
questionnaires, which
questionnaireswere found to be incomplete.

7.3. Data analysis method

7.3.1. Data decoding method

The paragraphwill demonstrateand explain the data decoding technique into SPSS
spreadsheet.

7.3.1.1.Information Richness of Email

The analysis method used here was also the same as the one for the pilot test. All
the results from the Likert-type Scale from each question was converted into mean scores.
All the scores were then added up to the final total mean scores to give a value of
information richnesson eachcommunicationsmedia. The higher score is taken to indicate a
higher level of information richness of a media. An example of the scoring table for this
test is shownbelow:
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Q 4.1 The following media have the attribute to provide instant feedback, allowing a
more interactive discussion

De.-.erintivp. C%tnti%tio..
c

ftf4l
telephone4l
email4l
l
memo4l
Valid N (listwiseA

Mean
4.87
4.45
3.98
1.51

N Minimum Maximum
5
3
423
5
3
423
5
2
423
i3
1
4231l
4231

Similar processis repeatedfor the eight criteria questionsof information richness.And the

below:
in
displayed
is
information
table
the
the
meanof
overall
richness

Information Richness rating of each media
Questions
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
1Average

FTF
4.87
4.57
4.28
1.71
1.30
1.02
1.03
1.11
12.49

Telephone
4.45
2.01
4.20
4.41
1.54
1.68
1.06
11.03
12.55

Email
3.98
3.01
4.50
4.78
4.86
4.98
4.96
4.06
14.51

Memo
1.57
1.49
1.44
1.43
1.32
3.80
3.75
13.82
12.33

7.3-1.2.Experience in use of Email

The Analysis method for email experiencequestionsremained the sameas the one
used in pilot test since it is a standard format for this test. First the two questions on
experiencewas put through a factor analysis to see if they are both correlated. Then the
total of both questionswere combinedand averagedto obtain a single value for experience.
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7.3.1.3. Social influence to use of email

The analysis method used here was also the same as the one used for the pilot test.
All the results from eight "yes" or "no" questionswere converted into "I" or 'T' scores.All
the scores were then tested for Alpha value. A higher Alpha value is taken to indicate a
higher level of correlation between questions.An example of the scoring table for this test
is shown below.

Questions
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5
8.6
8.7
8.8
18.9

Sub 1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
11

Sub 2
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
11

Sub 421
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
111

Sub422
1
2
1
1
2
1
1

Sub 423
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1

7.3.1.4. Media choice scenario of task equivocality and symbolic Interaction.

The analysismethodsused here was two fold, firstly the five communicationstasks
used were given weighting scores of 1.67,2.33,3.40,3.53,4.67

to correspondto the

questionin D'Arnbra spreadof task equivocality from question 1 to question 5 respectively.
The equivocality level starts from the lowest with question 1 to highest with question 5.
Four media choice of variables were given as Face-to-face,Telephone,Email, and Memo.
And the choice scalewas scoredas 1 to 4 respectively. An example for this scoring test is
shown below;
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Task Qs
Ql(1.67)
Q2(2.33)
Q3(3.40)
Q4(3.53)
Q5(4.7)

Sub 1
3
3
1
fl 1

Sub 2
3
3
1
1
12

Sub 421
3
3
2
1
1

Sub 422
3
3
2
1
12

Sub 423
3
1

13

Secondly three sub questionswere put in the form of questions (b),(c),(d) of each
if
interaction
level.
This
theory,
the practicality such
test
to
test
the
equivocality
symbolic
as ((b)geographic location(i.e. distance), (c)Group communication, and (c) time pressure)
is
for
it.
An
test
this
how
then
scoring
example
changes,
would the media choice vary with
shown below;
Sub 423
Sub 422
Sub 421
Sub 1
Sub 2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
where subject'sanswerof I=face-to-face, 2--telephone,3=email, 4=memo.

Taskl(1.67)
l(b)
i(c)
I(d)
*

7.3.1.5. Background information on manager's position

The analysis method used here for manager'sbackground position remained the
sameasthe one used in the pilot test since it is a standardformat for this test.

7.3.1.6.Background information on manager's task characteristic

The analysismethodsused here was also the sameas the one used for the pilot test.
All the results from the Likert-type scale from each question was converted into mean and
percentage scores. All the scores were then grouped into task equivocality and task
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uncertainty. A higher scoreis taken to indicate a higher level of task equivocality or higher
level of task uncertainty. An exampleof the scoring table for this test is shown below;

Task
Sub 1
2
rrt2.1
tcdo2.1
1
wwpnaw2.1 4
fnstp2.1
4
4
cum2.2
2
sop2.2
3
wdsm2.2
tp2.2
5
1rpr2.2
14
I ups2.2
14

Sub 2
1
1
3
5
4
2
2
5
4
5

Sub 421 Sub 422
3
2
1
2
4
4
41
5
5
4
2
2
3
2
15
14
15
121
14
131

Sub 423
3
2
4
4
4
2
3
5
3
4

Mean
2.17
1.76
4.22
4.36
4.43
2.07
2.32
4.48
3.86
4.24
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Chapter 8

Field Work Finding and Discussion

8.1. Introduction

This chapter presentsand discussesthe findings of each variable using statistical
analysis and the combined testing of hypothesis's models using structural equation
modelling program (AMOS). The data collected from questionnaire and the structural

in Chapter3.
modellinganalysedin relationto the frameworkestablished

8.2. Sample Characteristics

Chapter3 showshow differentbackgroundvariablescan influencemediachoice.
The focus of this study is not on these variables, but is on the determinants within the
boarder of the framework. The choice of subjectsfrom the samplemarkets, as noted in the
methodology, was to minimise variation among these background variables. The
demographicdetails and results from questions1 to 9 of the questionnairessuggestthat this
intention hasbeenachieved.
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8.2.1. Demographics

The subject samplehas a good spreadof managerialpositions, and the experienceof
the subjects on computer and electronic mail ensuresthat they are familiar with the latest
modem communication process within their organisation. Overall, the uniformity of
subject's characteristicsmeant that they can be comparedreliably, minimising concernthat
the subject's lack of experiencein modem communication could confound the findings,
which could lead to bias towards traditional communication media.

Subject Characteristics
Managerial position range:
9

President-GeneralManager

e Average of Directors

Electronic mail experience:
o Rangefrom 2 years-12years
9 Average of 6.35 years
Computerexperience:
9 Rangefrom 4 years - 20 years
9 Average of 9.78 years
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8.2.2. Background on Manager's task equivocality and uncertainty

in
items
individual
task and environment
used
Summary statistics for all
6.
in
Table
constructing scalesare provided

Table 6: Summary Statistics for Task Characteristic Items
Variables*

Mean

S.D.

Crises/Urgentmatters

4.43

59
.

Time pressures

4.48

64
.

Unexpectedproblems/situations

4.24

69
.

Rules,policies, and regulations

1 3.86

1.03

Working with people I'm not acquaintedwith

4.22

68
.

Well defined subjectmatter

2.32

80
.

Taskswith clearly defined outcomes

1.76

65
.

Standardoperatingprocedures

2.07

65
.

Routine repetitive tasks

2.17

68
.

Finding novel solutions to problems

4.36

60
.

"Most
The
Scales
from
1=
5=
of your
to
stimulus
phrases
e
very much.
ranged
not at all
task involves... " or " Most of your task is governedby. -." were used.

An examination of the means of individual task characteristic items shows respondents
more likely to feel that theirjobs involve time pressures(mean = 4.48) and crises/urgent
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(mean
involve
likely
(mean
4.43),
to
=
and
urgent
matters
crises
matters
and some what
=
4.24). And often arejobs with the needto deal with new people (mean=4.22),less often are
jobs governedby rules, policies and regulations(mean--3.86).
Jobs are not seenas very standardised(mean=2.07), and are not seen as involving
very well defined subjectmatter (mean=2.32).In addition, respondentsonly perceivedtheir
tasks to have little clearly defined outcomesof (mean=1.76).
Generally, tasks are not seenas routine (mean=2.17), and seem to require a lot of
innovative thought (mean=4.22).Overall, these task characteristicsseem quite appropriate
host
in
description
high
level
the
Manager's
task
organisation.
situation
as a
of

8.3. Investigating Media Choice Variables

8.3.1. Information Richness of Media

Subject'sperceptionof mediaattributeweremeasuredby a seriesof 5 point Likert
scales.Total of eight criteria were used to establish the perceived information richness of
immediacy
[1]
(1984)
Four
by
Lengel
Daft
media.
are summedup as;
original criteria
and
(feedback), [2] multiple cues, [3] language variety, [4] personal source. The latter four
additional criteria, subsequently identified by Valacich (1993) are summed up as; [5]
multiple addressibility , [6] externally recordable, [7] computer processablememory, [8]
concurrency.
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The bar graph 8.1 show the managerialperceptionof communication rnedia instant
feedback attribute.
Q 4.1: Attribute of media instant feedback
5
4
3
Perception scale

Face to f ice

Telephone
Choice

E-mail

Memo

of Media

Face-to-Faceand Telephonewere perceievedby Managers as the richnest ways to
4.87
discussion
instant
feedback,
means
of
and
with
provide
allowing a more interactive
4.45 respectively. Electronic mail and Memo on the other hand were perceived relatively

leaner with meansof 3.98 and 1.57 respectively. The result for this criteria is consistency
with the original information richness of oral media (Daft and Lengel 1984,1986, Zmud
1990). The likes of face-to-face and telephone are believed to be richer than written media
because they provide synchronicity (i. e. with immediate feedback), where as email and
memo are believed to be leaner because they are an asynchronous media (i. e. involve delay
in the communication process).
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The bar graph 8.2 shows the managerial perception of communication media multiple cues
attribute.
Q 4.2: Attribute of media multiple cues

Perception scale

Face to Face

Telephone

E-mail

Memo

Media choice

On the richness of multiple cues, like voice inflection and body gestures or
expression,Face-to-Facewas perceived by Managers as the richest way to communicate
with mean of 4.57. Unexpectedly but interesting, E-mail was deemed richer than telephone
with means of 3.01 and 2.01 respectively. And as expected Memo was deemed as the
leanest medium in this category with a mean of 1.49. Generally one would anticipate
telephone to have a much better richness to express multiple cues such as voice inflection
and body gestures or expression, but maybe this group of sample find that the use of E-mail
infon-nal language are more useful than that of the telephone. It would be interesting to see

what this result will do to the overall media ranking once the eight attribute meanshave
beenaveraged.
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The bar graph 8.3 show the Managerial perception of communication media capability to

convey messagesvery clearly.
Q 4.3: Capability to convey message very clearly.

Perception scale

Face to Face

Telepnone

Emait

Memo

Media choice

When considering the capability of media to convey the messagevery clearly,
unexpectedlyinconsistentwith original information richnessrating (Daft and Lengel 1984,
1986 and Zmud 1990), Managers perceived electronic mail (mean= 4.50) to be richer than
face-to-face and telephone (means=4.28 and 4.20). The earlier classification for this criteria

denote that oral communications such as face-to-face and telephone would havc a better
increase
different
by
to
to
tailor
the
capability
understanding than a
words
message
using
written medium. Although the mean of Email score is only slightly more than that of Faceto-Face and Telephone, but the interesting point is that it is on par in terms of richness with
traditional media. One explanation for this could be that not only the subjects have more

time to think when they are constructing the message on email, but they could
communicatethrough email's variety of infon-nallanguagesto increaseunderstanding to be
on an even par as face-to-face and telephone. This also explains why Managers see memo
to be the leanest (mean= 1.44). Memo and company document are still regarded as a fon-nal
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encouraged.

The bar graph 8.4 shows the Managerial perception of communication media to enable a
person to convey the message with a personal touch.
Q 4.4: convey message with personal touch
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Media choice

The criteria of media richness that enables a person to convey the message with a
be
to
telephone
Managers
perceived electronic mail and
personal touch to the recipient, the
the two richest medium for this category (means= 4.78 and 4.4 1) respectively. Surprisingly
face-to-face was regarded as lean in third place (mean= 1.71) and memo was perceived as
the leanest (mean= 1.43). It was interesting to see that email turned out to be on the same
lean
the
and not
telephone
was
considered
it
past research
par as
richness, where as in
Generally
face-to-face
have
1994).
for
displaying
(Markus
touch
would
useful
a personal
been considered as rich in term of conveying a personal touch in any country. But one
fact
be
Managers
that when
for
Thai
the
lean
top
the
could
explanation
rating among
involved
it
through
this
often
a number of people and
generally communicating
channel
its often difficult

to prevent others from listening in to the conversation. Since public

display of affection is not a common culture in Thailand, hence it will be seen as
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favouritism. This explains the preferencesfor more discrete channels of communication
like telephoneand Email.
Averages of four original Information

richness catergories

5
4
3
Perception scale

2
1
0
AV. Face-to- AV. Telephone
Face

AV. Email

AV. Memo

Media choice

The averageof the first four original criteria do confirm with the previous finding
(Zmud 1990), (Table 1.5), that face-to-face and telephone are rich medium (average mean
=3.86 and 3.77) respectively. The interesting thing was that Email was also on the same
richness level as traditional media like face-to-face and telephone, when it was considered

as a lean media in past studies. Perhaps this shows that the media richness scale put
together by Zmud (1990) then, does not reflect a current perception of email today.
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Furthermore, this original criterion was based on the traditional mode of intraface-to-face
the
to
strength of
organisational communication, and was thought emphasise
found
have
However
technologies
not
in
qualities
communication.
modem communication
traditional communication media. Subsequently, Valactch (1993) identified another related
quality. The four results of additional criteria will now be looked at.
The bar graph 8.5 shows Managerial perceptions of communication media capability to
reach many people that are geographically dispersed at any one time.
Q 4.5: Capability to reach many people geographically
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Media choice

Managersperceived that electronic mail is the richest media (mean= 4.86), when it cornes
to communicating with many people that are geographically

dispersed. Face-to-Face,

telephone and memo were deemed to be on par as the lean media (means = 1.30,1.54 and
1.32 respectively).
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The bar graph 8.6 show the Managerial perceptions of communication media ability to
record and modify conversation.
0 4.6: ability to record and modify conversation

Perception scale

Face-to-[

ace

Telephone

Lmail

WITIO

Media choice

Electronic mail was deemed the richest way (mean=4.96), for conversation made to be
recordable and modifiable. Memo was perceived as moderately less rich than electronic
mail (mean= 3.75). Face-to-Face and telephone were the leanest ways (means= 1.03 and

1.06respectively),to record or modify a conversation.
The bar graph 8.7 shows the Managerial perception of communication media ability to
search and manage messages electronically.
Q 4.7: Ability to search and manage messages
electronically
i4±ý
5
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When it comes to search and managing your messageselectronically, electronic
mail was the richest media (mean= 4.96). Memo was viewed as moderately less rich than
electronic

mail (mean=3.75). Face-to-Face and telephone were the leanest medium

(means= 1.03 and 1.06respectively).
The bar graph 8.8 shows the Managerial perception of communication media capability to
allow anyone to contribute any of their input with out worrying about when the receiver is

going to be free.
Q 4.8: make input without worrying when receivers is free
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Media choice

In the case of media that allows anyone to contribute any of their input without
worrying about when the receiver is going to be free, electronic mail was the richest media
(mean=4.96). Memo was perceived as moderately less rich than electronic mail
(mean=3.82). Face-to-Face and telephone were the leanest (means= 1.11 and 1.03
respectively).
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When the averageof the latter four additional criteria was produced, it shows the
two medium that were thought to be the leanest came out to be the richest of all. The
four
latter
from
leanest
the
the
the
to
additional
average
of
ranking of
medium
richest
criteria are as follows; Electronic mail (means= 4.94), Memo (means= 3.17), Telephone
(means= 1.33) and Face-to-Face (means= 1.12).
The bar graph below shows the averages of the latter four information richness categories.
Averages of latter four information

richness categories
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Media choice

When the eight criteria were computedtogether to get the averageof the Manager's
perceived information richness of the four medium, the results came out quite contrasting to
the prior researches. When the eight criteria were included together electronic mail was

perceived as the richest media, followed by telephone, face-to-face and memo (means=
4.51,2.49,2.55,

and 2.31 respectively), this is consistent with studies by (Markus 1994,

Sproull 1991, Valacich 1993). Whereas the prior finding has been in favour of face-to-face

and telephoneto be the richest media and was thought to be more suitable for tasks high in
equivocality. This result has made an initial confin-nation for this research hypothesis that
the criteria used in the prior finding was biased towards the traditional media and that
electronic mail is equally rich if not richer, to cope with task that is high on equivocality.
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The second explanation could be due to the fact that maturity of email is beginning to set in

every organisation as a standardcommunication channel. What was previously thought as
lean due to the fact that not everyone was using electronic mail, is now on the same
richness level as the traditional communication media like face-to-face and telephone.
The bar graph below shows the overall rating of the communication media based on eight
information richness categories.
Show the overall rating of media information

richness
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It is no surprise that research giving conflicting evidence tends to be of recent
origin. With the incorporation of more modem communication technologies in the research
design, studies are only recently in a position to expose the predisposition of tile media
richness theory towards traditional communications media. However it is still to be seen
whether the notion "richness" is an appropriatetest for media choice.
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8.3.2. Media choice scenario of task equivocality and Symbolic interaction.

The media chosen for each task and their variations are presented graphically in
Figures 9.1 to 9.4. The frequency on the chart represents the number of subjects that chose
each communication media in relation to the different task characteristics.
The main findings can be summed up as follows:
[1] As expected, email communication media dominated the media choice. In most oftlie

tasks, memo was rarely chosen.
[2] Subjects did choose different media when presentedwith different variations of the
samecommunicationtasks.The various task characteristicsdid exert a noticeable influence
on the subject'smedia choice.
[3] Overall, email was chosen more frequently across all task characteristics than prior

studies would have suggested.Email was also more frequently chosen for some tasks than
face-to-face.
[4] Managers often chose more than one communication media to accomplish a task. Of

course,not all the media chosenwas relied upon to the sameextent nor did they serve the
same purpose. Some media, like memo have more of a supportive or backup role. Memo
was also used to formalise email or telephone messages.Although memo was not chosen
for many of the tasks, it was useful "when there is any trouble with tile other
communication mechanisms." Email is also recognisedas a good co-ordination and mass
distribution tool.
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8.3.2.1. Communication task characteristics and media choice.

An important feature of the framework in Chapter 3 is that many task characteristics

interact to determine managers'media choice. The influences of these task characteristics
on the subjects'media choice are reportedbelow. This section concluded by considering the
explanatory power of equivocality.
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Figure 9.1
Urgency
Urgency has been observed to influence the pattern of communication media choice

in a number of ways. First, for all five tasks where urgency was examined, the imposition
of time constraint has resulted in more people opting to use email as one of their media of
communication. The only exception is where the other person is located in the same
building. Presumably this is because in such a situation nothing is faster and more
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convenient than talking to the personface-to-face.Second,people also tend to choosemore
media to make surethey get through to the other person.One person noted:

I suppose the reality is if it's something really urgent then you would use everything to get
them..... email, hit the telephone..... "

Third, an interesting and somewhat unexpected observation from the questionnaire

data is that even though subjectsrely less on email as urgency increases,none the less the
number of uses is on par with telephone use. This suggest that telephone has a natural
advantage in such situations, but also confirmed that email is a richer media than the past

researchsuggested.This also raisesthe suspicion that prior studies in focusing on one task
context, and one that often connotes a "same building" situation, are biased towards
traditional media like face-to-face and telephone.

This said, it is not clear whether this is a result of random data, although it seemsto
depend on the individual's perception. Even though all the organisations are high in terms
of IT maturity and all the subjects fully accept IT, some difference in individual preference
would still arguably persist. In terrns of its transmission speed an email message is just
about as instantaneous as telephone, but in practice whether it is used for urgent tasks
hinges upon people's pattern of email usage and how they perceive others use email;

" One is a backup. Really, if you ring them up and you know you have got 30 minutes
and you can not get them.... And they have got email, I would leave them an email
message."
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That is people's habits do influence strongly their media choice. People tend to
choose a media that they know the other person is likely to use regularly, and if it is an
is
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communication tasks. In relation to an urgent task:

"I supposeit would dependon my work load at a particular time. The quickest means of
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These observations are entirely consistent with the social influence school of
thought that people's perceptions do differ and that it is shaped by the nomis and

expectation of the social context. This thereby highlights the inadequacy with the strict
rational logic of traditional media richnesstheory.

Unexpected Findings

First, one odd finding is that three subjects chose to use memo to handle an urgent

task where the other person is not in the samebuilding. This is unusual becausegenerally
memo is unlikely to get the task done quick enough. A partial explanation for this choice
could be that the organisation in this case does not have email access to the outside.
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The second curious observation is that not many subjects would choose telephone

for urgent task in situations where the other person is not in their office. This is curious
because most managers have mobile phones these days. With a mobile they call be
contacted whether they are in the office or not. So why did the manager not chooseto use
telephone more? The data collected do not provide any explanation on this aspect.But, it
may be that the subjects in this study did not associate telephone with mobile phone.
Alternatively, they may not have a mobile, or they do not know the mobile number of the
other person(s),or they are inhibited by the cost of making mobile phone calls.
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Figure 9.2
The different geographic location and time difference between managers impose
two very practical and realistic constraints that have not been considered in previous media
studies. These task characteristics dictate what communication media can be used. It is in
situations such as these that the strength of modem communication technologies really
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shines. In Figures 9.2, Task5.1[b] to 5.5 [b], it is evident that where the other person is in a
different country, email is by far the most popular mode of communication. Telephone is
only more popular where the other person is in a different country and where the task
required

personal persuasion. As expected, face-to-face is not even an option in such a

case, with only one subject choosing face-to-face communication.
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Figure 9.3

The difference in communicationsmedia capability to send the same messageto different
people efficiently imposestwo very practical and realistic constraints that have not been
considered

in

previous

media

studies.

These

task

characteristics

dictate

what

communication media can be used. It is in situations such as these that the strength of
modem communication technologies really shines. In Figures 9.3, Task 5.1 [c] to 5.5 [c] it is
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evident that where the managerswant to sendthe samemessagesto groups of people, email
is by far the most popular mode of communication. Telephone is the secondmost popular
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Figure 9.4
Prior studies typically found that where the task is equivocal people Would tend to
use face-to-face or telephone. The findings of this study are generally consistent wall tills.
This is most evident when comparing the simple or unequivocal task Of giving your
subordinate a set of five cost figures that he/she requested last week, (Task 5.1) with a more
equivocal task like getting an explanation from a peer in another department of a
complicated technical matter in which you have little formal training or experience (Task
5.5). In Figure 9.4, Task 5.1 [a] it can be seen that not a single person chose to use face-to189

face for this unequivocaltask and only ninety sevenpeople out of four hundredand twenty
three choseto use telephone.Where as for the equivocal task in Figure 9.4 Task 5.5[a] it
can be seenthat one hundred and twenty two subjectschose face-to-faceand a further two
hundred and sixty nine people chose telephone, with only thirty two people out of four
hundred and twenty three choosing email. However, notice that this explanation only
applies where the other personis in the samebuilding.

Similar pattern of media choice is observed within Task 5.4. It can be seen that
face-to-faceis more frequently chosenfor the more equivocal task, in situations where the
different
Where
building.
is
in
country,
a
the
other person
the same
other person is in
telephoneis the preferred media. This is also consistentwith the media richnessnotion that
equivocal tasks are perfon-nedthrough "rich media". Telephone is consideredrelatively
high in richnessin the literature. A surprise is that although face-to-faceis supposedto be
the higher in terms of richness, it is less frequently chosen for this task (Task 5.5).
Equivocality alone can not explain the choice. If, as advocatedin the framework, other task
characteristicsare considered,then this choice could be attributable to the group nature of
the task. That is, telephone would be better suited to the task in that it enablesmultiple
partiesto communicatesimultaneously.

According to media richness theory, the usage of email should decrease as
equivocality increases.This effect is only noticeable in relation to situations where the
how
building.
is
Meanwhile,
the
other person in
notice
all subjectschoseemail as one
same
of their communication media for all five tasks examined, and how email is much more
popular for situationswhere the other person(s)is in a different country, sendingthe same
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messagesto a group of people or when under time pressure.This defies media richness
predictions.

This finding supports the conflicting evidence within the literature reviews that,
under media richness theory, task characteristics refer primarily

to the notion of

equivocality only provides a partial explanation for media choice (Cadwell 1995, D'Ambra
1995, Lee 1994). It explains some of the choice but often it is impossible to divorce the
just
The
from
that
is
why
arises
explanation
question
mentioning other task characteristics.
equivocality?. A communication task can possess many other task characteristics. For
example, the task could involve different locations, or there may be a time limit, or it may

involve more than one person,etc. Therefore this finding has demonstratedand supported
the need to include other task characteristics in order to give a fairer chance of modern
communication such as email of being picked.
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8.3.4. Frequency of electronic mail use and institutional

influence

Electronic mail usage was measured by several self-report items on the survey
instrument, e.g. number of messages sent, received, forwarded. The institutional influence
is measured with a "yes" or "no" answer from the following

questions; (1) does your

company have a policy to encourage electronic mall use?, (2) does your company offer
training in electronic mail use?, (3) does your superior encourage you to use electronic
mail?, (4) does your co-worker encourage you to use electronic mall?. See graph below.

Figure 9.6 Bar graph show the subject's email usage pattern
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Cronbach's alpha was calculated here on the four identified characteristics of
institutional environment influence. The result of alpha was 0.3625, compared to the alpha
result in the pilot test of 0.7096. After a close examination of the data, the result of the low
alpha was due to the fact that most subjects seemto all be ticking "yes" to the question or in
some casestick "no". This lack of variation between subject's answers can give a result of
low alpha, which did not show up during a small pilot sample test. Otherwise, with the
benefit of hindsight the researchercould have use a five point Likert scale to spread out the
variation of the subject's opinion.

Although it was important to discuss the difference between the results of the pilot
because
field
However,
test.
this research is
the
test
the
work
alpha
alpha
and
results of
examining the path analysis of the models and not representation in models of latent
constructs, the total value of the institutional influence will be averaged out to get a single
lack
in
influence
Hence
for
the
the
of variations within each of the
any
case.
number
questions in this casewould not be a problem with the principle of path analysis employed,
is
variable
required.
of
each
since only a single measure
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Figure 9.7 The bar graph below shows the results of Institutional influence.
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The correlation coefficient analysis was conducted with the intention to check
whether the answersgiven in the electronic mail usagewere related to the averagedsum of
the institutional influence. The Pearson correlation gives a strong significant correlation of
0.87.

This mean that the stronger the characteristics of institutional environment, the

stronger it will influence the individual to use email more, and of course the reverse is true.

This is further backed up by research (Markus 1994), which indicated that the social
definition of institutional influence at the high level, sponsorshipplayed an essentialrole in
definition
to
behaviour
And
of
social
getting collective
started.
once it started, according
institutional theories, the behaviour must be maintained through a process of social
definition. However well it appearsto be established,the target behaviour may ceaseif
sponsorship is withdrawn.
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8.3.5. Electronic Mail System Experience:

The more experience the respondents have with E-mail the more comfortable they

become and hence more tendencyto use it (Markus 1994). Several self-report items were
used on the survey instrument. The respondents were asked to report the number of years

they have used both the computer and Electronic mail. The results of both computer
experience and electronic mail experience will then be computed into one average sum.

The bar graph Figure 9.8 below shows the frequency of subjects computer experience
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The bar graph Figure 9.9 below show the frequency

of subjects electronic

mail

experience.
Frequency of subjects Electronic mail experience
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Both the graphs above have shown that the subjects sample are very experienced
computer and electronic mail users with means of 9.78 years and 6.35 years respectively.
The cronbach test reveals a fairly high alpha of 0.67, considering a small set of questions. A
further Pearson correlation test points out a strong significant relationship between the two
questions of 0.518. The total value of computer and electronic mail experience will then be
added up and averaged out to obtain a sum for model analysis. The finding of these two

medium experiencequestionsis also consistentwith past studies that the idea of expertise
with a medium also influences media use (Schmitz and Fulk 1991). The lack of skill will
inhibit use,or that the medium may not be perceivedto be as "rich" as otherwise if the user
lacks the skill or training to use it properly. In relation to email, this is supportedindirectly
by Komsky 1991, which found that frequent users of email tend to be more tolerant of
systemproblemsand to perceivethe medium as easyto use.
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8.4. Introduction

to Structural

Equation Modelling(AMOS

software).

For this research AMOS programme was used as the general approach to data
analysis known as structural modelling,
modelling.

analysis of covariance structures, or causal

This approach includes as special cases many well known conventional

techniques, including the general linear model and common factor analysis. Structural
modelling is sometimesthought of as difficult to learn and use. But indeed, much of the
importanceof structural modelling lies in the easewith which it allows non-statisticiansto
solve estimation and hypothesis testing problems that once would have required the
services of a specialist. Amos was originally designed as a tool for teaching this powerful

and fundamentally simple method. Amos provides the following methods for estimating
structural equation models: maximum likelihood, unweighted least squares, generallsed
least-squares. Amos has a number of distinguishing features in addition to the usual
capabilities that are also found in other structural equation modelling programmes. Amos
can compute full information maximum likelihood estimates in the presence of missing
data. The programme can analyse data from several populations at once. It can estimate
means for exogenous variables, and intercepts in regression equations. Multiple models can
be fitted in a single analysis. Amos examines every pair of models in which one model can
be obtained by placing restrictions on the parameters of the other. The program reports
several statistics appropriate for comparing such models.
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Amos accepts a path diagram as a model specification, and displays parameter
estimates graphically on the path diagram. The path diagrams used for model specification,
as well as those that display parameter estimates, are of presentation quality. They can be
printed directly, or imported into other applications, such as word processors, desktop
publishing programs, and general purpose graphics programmes.

It must be noted that there are other methods or software programmesthat can be
used to analyse this research. But for the reasons above, coupled with the availability of this
software to the research, it was therefore adopted as a means of analysis and obtain the

output of this research.

8.5. Testing the models

8.5.1. Theoretical Models

The two models I and 2 were tested using maximum likelihood proceduresin PC
AMOS 4.1. The paths diagram will be tested through a conventional regression analysis,
predicting a single observed variable of Media choice of email use, as a linear combination
of five other observed variables, Le, Task equivocality, Information richness, Symbolic
Interaction, Social influence and experience. The significance of

regression weighting

individual paths was assessedusing t-ratios. For examining the full structural model, we
also used the covariance's values to explain the correlation between each observed
exogenous variable ( Task equivocality,

Information

richness, Social influence and

experience). To interpret whether each model is a good fit as a meaning that endogenous
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variable are strongly predicted,standardisedsquaredmultiple correlation of the two models
will be compared.
In the case of testing other task characteristicsunder symbolic interaction theory,
(I]task urgency, 2]geographic/locality task and 3]group messaging task), each of modelsl
AMOS.
tasks
2
be
the
using
new
of
and will
computed and analysed separately under each
The results of the media choice under each new task characteristic will demonstrate extra

explanatorypower for Media choice.
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8.5.2. Analysis of model I

Figure 3.1
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Results of the Analysis
Graphics output modella
The path diagram output, for unstanclardized model solutions, follows below. Here is the
diagram with unstandardized values:
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Text Output

Amos Text displays the maximum likelihood estimates:

Maximum

Likelihood

Estimates

----------------------------

Regression

weights:

Estimate
--------

choiceem
choiceem
choiceem
choiceem

< -----< -----< ---< -------

equnew
exper8
inforic8
soin8

Covariances:
------------

-0.299
0.009
0.002
0.052

Estimate
-------inforic8

< ------

inforic8

< -----

soin8
soin8
inforic8
equnew

< -------< -------< ----< -------

>

soin8

0.000

>

equnew

>

exper8

>

equnew

>

experB

>

exper8

-0.000
-0.011
0.000
0.019
0.000

S. E.
------0.007
0.004
0.045
0.089

S. E.
------0.000
0.004
0.003
0.002
0.007
0.040

C. R.
-------

Label
-------

-40.302
2.025
0.042
0.578

C. R.
-------

Label
-------

1.290
-0.000
-3.144
0.000
2.863
0.000
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Discussion of Outputl

Output

I presents the results for the AMOS

that the maximum

likelihood

S. E. is the approximate

analysis of model 1. The results show

has been achieved, where estimate is the parameter estimate,

standard error and C. R. is the critical ratio.

Explanation of regression weights;

The first significant parameter estimate is of the regression weight from task
equivocality to choice of email in the same building. The regression weight is estimated
to be -0.299. Right next to that estimate, in the S.E. column, is an estimate of the standard
error of the regression weight, 0.007. Right next to the standard error, in the C. R. column,
is the critical ratio obtained by dividing the parameter estimate by its standard error (40.302 =
Thus
level
05,
that
using
a
of
significance
any
critical
ratio
-0.299/0.007).
,
.
exceeds 1.96 in magnitude would be called significant. In this case, since -40.302 is greater
than -1.96, the regression weight of task equivocality

to choice of email in the same

building is significantly different from zero at the 05 level. The size of critical ratio shows
.
a large significance of task equivocality influencing the choice of email when the sender
and the receiver are in the same building. From the theory of task equivocality, the negative
sign means that as the level of task equivocality increases then the Managers will choose Email less as a means of communication
.
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The second significant parameter estimate is of the regression weight from medium
experience to choice of email. The regression weight is estimated to be 0.009 with the
standard error of 0.004. The critical ratio is 2.025, and since its greater than 1.96, the
regression weight of medium experience to choice of email is significant at .05 level. This
suggests that the choice of email is influenced by the experience of the communicator.

The remaining two parameter estimate of regression weight of information
richness to choice of email and social influence to choice of email, each have a critical

ratio of 0.042 and 0.578 respectively. Since those two critical ratios are less than 1.96,
therefore it is deemednot significant at 05 level. This means that information richness
.
does not directly influence choice of email and social influence does not directly influence

choice of email.

Explanation of Covariances;

The first significant estimate of the covariance is between social influence and
medium experience. The covariance is estimated to be -0.0 11, standard error of 0.003 with

critical ratio of -3.114. Since -3.114 is greater than -1.96, then the covariance between
social influence and medium experience is significant at 05 level. The negative correlation
.
between the two covariance implies that if the subjects are influenced by their superior, coworker to use email then they are not influenced by email experience or if the subjects are
influenced by email experience then they are not influenced by their superior, co-worker to
use email.
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The secondsignificant estimateof covarianceis betweeninformation richness and
medium experience. The covariance is estimated to be 0.019, standard error of 0.007 with
critical ratio of 2.863. Since 2.863 is greater than 1.96, then the covariance between
information richness and medium experience is deemed significant at 05 level. What this
.
means is that the more experience the subject has with email the more they will perceive

email as a rich medium.

The remaining four parameter estimate of covartance of information
social influence, information

richness and task equivocality,

richness and

social influence and task

equivocality , task equivocality and medium experience, each have a critical ratio of
1.290,0.000,0.000,0.000 respectively. Since those four critical ratios are less than 1.96,

therefore it is deemednot significant at 05 level. This just meansthat none of thesesetsof
.
covarianceshave any significant influence on eachother.

To interpret good fit of the model mean that the endogenous variables are strongly
predicted. The standardised model solution was calculated to produce the squared multiple
correlation value, where the value is the proportion of its variance that is accounted for by
its predictors. For this model the squared multiple correlation value of Email choice was

estimated to be 0.435. This means that, Task equivocality, Information richness, Social
influence and Experience account for 44.5 percent of the variance of Email choice under
the condition that the sender and receiver are in the same building.

20,

8.5.3. Analysis of model 2

Fieure 3.2

Task
Equivocalit)

Information
Richness of Email
Media Choice

Social influence of
Email
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Results of the Analysis
Explain how values for equiv/IR match were calculated

Graphics output model 3a
The path diagram output, for unstandardized model solutions, follow below. Here is the

diagram with unstandardizedvalues:
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Text Output model 3a

Amos Text displays the maximum likelihood estimates:

Maximum

Likelihood

Estimates

----------------------------

Regression

weights:

Estimate

-------------------

-------choiceem
choiceem
choiceem

< ---< -----< -------

equ0l_Ol
experB
soin8

-0.723
0.004
0.005

Covariances:

Estimate

------------

-------Ol < -----equ0l
_ <
experB
-------< ----equ0l_Ol

> soin8
> soin8
> exper8

-0.000
-0.011
-0.019

S. E.
------0.021
0.005
0.096

S. E.
------0.001
0.003
0.015

C. R.
-------

Label
------

-33.772
0.934
0.057

C. R.
-------

Label
-------

-0.570
-3.144
-1.266
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Discussion of Output2

Output 2 presents the results for the AMOS analysis of the combined hypotheses 2.
The results show that the maximum likelihood has been achieved, where estimate is the
parameter estimate, S.E. is the approximate standard error and C. R. is the critical ratio.

Explanation of regression weights;

The significant

parameter estimate is of the regression weight

equivocality matched information
regression weight

from

task

The
building.
the
to
same
richness
choice of email in

is estimated to be -0.723. Right next to that estimate, in the S.E.

column, is an estimate of the standard error of the regression weight, 0.021. Right next to
the standard error, in the C. R. column, is the critical ratio obtained by dividing the
by
Its standard error (-33.772 = -0.723/0.021).
estimate
parameter

Thus

a
using
,

level
05,
that
1.96
in
be
any
critical
of
ratio
exceeds
significance
called
magnitude
would
.
significant. In this case, since -33.772 is greater than -1 .96, the regression weight of task
equivocality

matched information

richness to choice of email in the same building is

level.
The
05
from
large
different
the
size
of
critical
ratio
zero at
shows
a
significantly
.
significant of task equivocality

matched information

richness influencing the choice of

building.
From
in
the
theory
task
the
of
same
the
the
are
email when
receiver
sender and
do
that
this
subjects
shows
information
path
the
of
significance
equivocality and
richness,
match information richness of communication media to the tasks equivocality encountered.
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Whereasin the earlier model which tested information richnessseparately,the result does
not show any significant direct influence on the email choice. One explanation could be
that subjectscombined the matching betweenthe perceivedmedia richnesswith the task at
hand to come to the conclusion of media choice. The negative sign just means that the
higher the level of richer media is required to communicate task with high equivocality,
email will be chosenless as a meansof communication.

The remaining two parameterestimate of regressionweight of social influence to
choice of email and medium experience to choice of email, each have a critical ratio of
0.934 and 0.057 respectively. Since those two critica) ratios are less than 1.96,therefore it
is deemed not significant at 05 level. This means that social influence and medium
.
experience do not directly influence choice of email.

Explanation of Covariances;

The significant estimate of the covariance is between social influence and medium
experience. The covariance is estimated to be -0.011, standard error of 0.003 with critical
ratio of -3.114. Since -3.114 is greater than -1.96, then the covariance between social
influence and medium experience are significant at .05 level. The negative correlation
between the two covariance implied that, if the subjects are influenced by their superior, coworker to use email then they are not influenced by email experience or, if the subjects
are influenced by email experience then they are not influenced by their superior, coworker to use email.
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The remaining two parameterestimate of covariance of task equivocality match
information

richness and social influence,

task equivocality

matched information

richness and medium experience, each have a critical ratio of -0.570, -1.266 respectively.
Since those four critical ratios are less than
deemed
therefore
it
is
not significant at
-1.96,
05 level. This just means that none of these sets of covariance have any significant
influence on each other.

To interpret good fit of the model as meaning that the enclogenousvariables are
strongly predicted. The standardisedmodel solution was calculated to produce the squared
multiple correlation value, where the value is the proportion of its variance that is
accounted for by its predictors. For this model the squared multiple correlation value of
Email choice was estimated to be 0.351. This means that, Task equivocality

match

Information richness, Social influence and Experience account for 35.1 percent of the
variance of Email choice under the condition that the senderand receiver are in the same
building.

When trying to compare the two models to interpret good fit, the squared multiple
correlation of both models were estimated to be 0.435 and 0.351 respectively. This means

that for model I present, Task equivocality, Inforination richness, Social influence and
experience to account for 43.5 percent of the variance of Email choice. Flor mode 2,
present that Task equivocality match Information richness, together with Social influence
and experience to account for 35.1 percent of the variance of Email choice. Both models
provided a reasonably similar percentage that account for the variance of Email use. To
determine a good fit of the model by judging on squared multiple correlation, would point
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that model from modell is a better fit of the two becauseit offer a reasonably better
interpretation of a good fit as meaning that the endogenous variables are strongly predicted.
Hence, under the situation where sender and receiver are in the same building

the higher

the percentage would indicate that model from model I can reproduce the observed
correlation or covariance better in the event of repeating the experiment.

This initial finding is interesting,since IR theory say it should match richnesswith
equivocality But here, it found that equivocality by itself is better predictor of choice.
Perhaps existing measures of IR especially for email, are not good enough. Or perhaps
,
ingrained cultural influence chooses email less for high equiv tasks irrespective of whether
the subject perceives email as high or low IR.

8.6. Equivocality:

How much does it explain?

So far the results

have shown that equivocality has been relied upon in media

richness theory to explain managers' choice of communication media. The question is just
how much can it explain?. fn this study, equivocality of the five communication tasks was
gauged by the subjects using a measure commonly used in prior research. The AMOS
analysis results show that as the equivocality increases the choice of email decreases, under
the scenario that the sender and receiver are communicating within the boundary of the
same office building.
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The equivocality

ranking of the tasks studied in Table 10, the ranking order

is
intended
by
in
(1995).
As
D'Ambra
there
the
tasks,
that
also a
choice of
correspondswith
good spread of equivocality.
Table 10: Equivocality

of the Communication

Tasks

Communication Tasks

Mean Equivocality Score for

(in order of equivocality from lowest to

in
D'Ambra
question
corresponding

highest)

(1995)

Task I (Question 5.1)

1.67

Task 2 (Question 5.2)

2.33

Task 3 (Question 5.3)

3.40

Task 4 (Question 5.4)

3.53

Task 5 (Question 5.5)

4.67

8.6.1. Choosing Multiple Communication

The finding

from

Media

general equivocality

discussion further

suggests that, as

equivocality increases subjects tend to choose more combinations of communication media
to accomplish the task. For the most unequivocal task, see Task I (Figure 5.1), the subjects

(Figure
5.5),
5
Task
fewer
the
task,
to
chose much
see
media compared
most equivocal
where subjectschosealmost all the media. As one subject said in relation to Task scenario:

"If the task is complicated I would use email, telephone calls, all sorts of things to put
together the recommendation on what we should do produce something, and then
...
disseminate it, and look at it. But then we get together to have an other meeting... ".
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This suggests another explanation of the findings that IR/equivocality match is not a
good predictor: high equiv is dealt with by multiple media and so the chance of choosing
email is relatively

less. An important point to be questioned here is whether this

observation only holds where the other parties are in the same building. As other task
characteristics in symbolic interaction theory are introduced, would the trend break down

and equivocality ceaseto explain the observedmedia choice?. The AMOS analysis on the
next page will show the results of the model tested against email media choice under three

task characteristicsof symbolic interaction theory. For example; Geographiclocality/ Time
Zone task, Group task Messaging,Urgency task.
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8.7. Hypotheses I test under other Task Characteristics

(Symbolic Interaction;

Urgent

task, Geographic locality/ Time zone, Group task messaging).
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table of Squared multiple

00
316

correlation

estimate of standardised

model

showed the differences when we introduce these task characteristics
(For detailed analyses please see appendix)

Task Characteristics

Squared multiple correlation
estimate

Task under the same location

35.1 %

Task under Urgency

10.9%

Task under Geographic dispersion/Time zone

5.6%

Task under Group messaging

0.04%
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location to urgent task messaging,group task messaging and geographic dispersion/time
,
zone task, then the explanatory power of task equivocality decreasesand for some tasks it

becameobsolete.

Equivocalitycan be a good explanationwithin a certain domain. Examiningthe
data as a whole, the domainwhereequivocalitycan provide a good explanationhasbeen
mappedout in Figure 10.1.Equivocalityis a goodexplanationwhere it is easyor feasible
to contactthe otherperson(s).For example,wherethe otherpersonis in the samebuilding.
In sucha situation,asnotedabove,equivocalityexplainedthe observedchoicein this study
perfectly.
Figure 10.1: Show the scopeof Equivocality in providing explanation

Whereit is easyor

High

feasibleto contactthe
otherpartner(s).
e.g. In the samebuilding
Easeof contact

In differentcountry

Whereit is not easyor
feasibleto contactthe
otherperson(s)
e.g Groupmessaging

Low

Urgency
In differentcountry

High

Explanatorypowerof Equivocality

Low
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Meanwhile, as the easeof contactdecreasesor urgent task and group task come into
the consideration, the ability of equivocality to explain the media choice similarly
decreases.So where the other person is not in the samebuilding equivocality is unable to
explain the choice made. This is supportedby the squaredmultiple correlation estimateof
fit
The
a
good
is
the
a
model
estimatewill interpret whether
strengthof
standardisedmodel.
As
summarisedtable
that
the
predicted.
are
strongly
endogenousvariables
as meaning
from
task
traditional
has
the
that
away
the
moves
choice
as
media
resultsof
estimate
shown
equivocality under the same location, the predictive power of the email choice also
decreasesand in somecasesbecomesobsolete.

The findings in relation to the different country variation of the tasks studied
The
be
explanation.
good
a
provided a good illustration of when equivocality can
questionnairedata and the subjects'commentsindicate that both email and telephonecould
be chosen for this task. In particular, telephone would be chosen if the managerscan be
easily reachablethrough telephone,such as where they are in their office or during office
hours; while email would be chosen if the managersare not reachable,such as when the
other personis not in their office or it is not during office hours. In other words, if the other
personis easily contactablethen equivocality can explain the managers'choice of using the
telephone becausetelephone is the
face-to-face.
media
after
next richest communication
But when it comesto the choice of email,
Other
fails
to
offer
any
explanation.
equivocality
task characteristicsneedto be invoked to explain the choice.
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Meanwhile,asthe easeof contactdecreases
or urgenttask andgrouptask comeinto
the consideration,the ability of equivocality to explain the media choice similarly
decreases.So wherethe other personis not in the samebuilding equivocalityis unableto
explain the choicemade.This is supportedby the squaredmultiple correlationestimateof
standardised
model.The strengthof the estimatewill interpretwhethera modelis a goodfit
as meaningthat the endogenousvariablesare strongly predicted.As surnmarisedtable
resultsof the estimatehasshownthat asthe mediachoicemovesawayfrom traditionaltask
equivocality under the same location, the predictive power of the email choice also
decreases
andin somecasesbecomesobsolete.

The findings in relation to the different country variation of the tasks studied
provided a good illustration of when equivocality can be a good explanation.The
questionnairedataandthe subjects'commentsindicatethat both email and telephonecould
be chosenfor this task. In particular,telephonewould be chosenif the managerscan be
easilyreachablethroughtelephone,suchas wherethey are in their office or during office
hours; while email would be chosenif the managersare not reachable,such as when the
otherpersonis not in their office or it is not during office hours.In otherwords,if the other
personis easilycontactablethenequivocalitycan explainthe managers'choiceof usingthe
telephonebecausetelephoneis the next richest communicationmedia after face-to-face.
But when it comesto the choiceof email,equivocalityfails to offer any explanation.Other
taskcharacteristics
needto be invokedto explainthe choice.
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8.10. Issues in Prior Studies

The above discussionshave demonstratedthat as the easeor feasibility of contact
decreases the explanatory power of equivocality decreases also. In fact once outside a
certain domain equivocality

difficulty
have
would

explaining the media choice, it is

necessary in such situations to consider the other task characteristics. As one subject said
when you look at this thing it is the task that actually dictates the type of medium that you

actually use". Table 10.2 summarisesthe different task characteristics and media that
subjects in this study have chosen. Previous studies that focus on just equivocality
(Trevino, Lendel Bodensteiner, Gerloff and Muir, 1990), are therefore questionable to the
extent that their focus is too narrow. They failed to present a comprehensive story of the
media choice process.
Table 10.2: Communication
Media

Equivocality

Media and Task Characteristics

Urgency

Geographic

Group tasks

Locality/Tim
e Zone
Face-to-Face
Telephone
Email
Memo
* is where subjects indicated that they would choose the media for some task
characteristics:
** is where the media seem to be the most popular and appropriate for each task
characteristic.
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This thesis further argues that this rather narrow focus may have contributed to
face-to-face
fact
The
that
was
the
many of
mixed and unexpectedresults in prior studies.
found to be richer and used more frequently for equivocal tasks in prior studies is only
becausethe tasks used were primed towards face-to-face.In other words, by focusing on
equivocality and task that lies within the domain that favours equivocality, previous results
were biasedagainstemail.

If a fairer and broadercomparisonis adopted,then a casecan be made that email is
a much more versatile media. The present study suggeststhat although face-to-face is a
for
building,
is
tasks
the
the
to
tasks
preferablemeans achieve
same
other person in
where
involving geographic locations, or where the other person is not otherwise easily
contactable,email dominates the choice. And while email is relatively popular acrossall
task characteristics,the samecan not be said of face-to-face.This suggeststhat email is in
fact a much more versatile communicationmedia; it is capableof handling a broaderrange
of task characteristics.
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Chapter 9.
.
This studyis basedon the work of manyresearchers
over the last 40 yearsby using
a questionnairedesignthat allowed variousvariables,both rational and social, to explain
the real manager'smedia choice in the real organisation.The study has made three
contributionsto the mediaselectionliterature.

First, it has reviewed the previous work in media selection, organised and
,
explainedit. The literaturereview illustratesthat the basisfor the rationaltheoriesof media
selection(task equivocalitymatchingwith information richnessof each media) are well
founded. Task equivocality includes concepts such as "matching the task high in
equivocalityto mediumhigh in richnessandmatchingtask low in equivocalityto medium
low in richness" set of criteria in the presentstudy.In fact, when studyingthe underlying
,
conceptsof information richnessvariable, it becomesclear that the emphasisis on the
personalperceptionof the senderto the media,(self-orient).When the underlyingconcepts
"other-oriented"
it
becomes
task
variables
matching
are
examined,
equivocality
clear
of
the communicationpartner.Thesenotionsare true
that the emphasisis on accommodating
to the conceptsof information richnessand matching task equivocality situations.This
(information
the
theories
richnessand task equivocality)
why
rational
observationshows
investigated
be
first
the areaof media selectionand
to
the
as
researchers
proposed
were
how significantresultswereobtainedin both rationaltheories.
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Second,the study has illustrated,through the large number of variablesthat are
imporatntin the mediaselectionprocess,at leastone of the reasonsthat the areaof media
selectionis so complex.It hasalso shownwhy consistentexplanationswere not found for
media selectionusing rational theories,since some of the reasonsgiven (Task urgency,
Group messagingtask and Geographic/timezone) for media selectionare not in a major
rational theory. The use of multiple variablesfrom rational and social theoriesproduced
resultsthat would not havebeenobtainedusing rationaltheoriesalone.

Third and perhaps most importantly, the study has created the basis for a model of
It
decision
shows that manager'stend to select traditional media as
making.
media selection
high
in equivocality match with media
tasks
that
to
are
resolve
a means of communication
high in richness (ie face-to-face and telephone). But the notion of equivocality match
information richness only explains media selection under a situation where the sender and
building.
As
in
the
other task characteristic under the notion of
company
same
receiver are
Symbolic interaction theory (Task Urgency, Group messaging task and Geographic/time
information
decreases
introduced,
in explanatory
the
match
equivocality
richness
zone) are
in
becomes
In
cases
obsolete.
some
and
other words,
process
power of media selection
(face-to-face
telephone)
favour
to
traditional
and
to
tend
media
resolve
where managers
is
information
when communicating within the same
richness
task equivocality match
building. On the other hand under different tasks characteristics where distance, time
do
however
factors,
modem
the
prefer
managers
task
are
messaging
group
and
constraint
is
This
issues.
the
observation
supported
Email
of
resolving
a
means
as
of
communication
behaviour,
in
theories
impact
on
literature
social
of other
by results from the
showing the
to
choose
media
considered
often
the
more
the
top
organisation
of
which those managersat
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be low in media richness, and those at the managerial level are more likely to use media
that allow rich communication.

These facts lead to a model in Hypotheses1, for media selection supportedby the
literature. The model states that most equivocality task match information richness explain
the media choice very well when the sender and receiver are in the same building. But

modem communicationsuch as email is richer than past researchhas predicted.If a broader
task characteristicswere included in the test, Email would rival the traditional media if not
dominate the media selection process.The model is useful becauseit suggeststhe order of
importance of some of the variables in the decision process and also because it supports the

findings in the literature. The model showsthat many variables are important in the media
selection process. It accommodates the rational theories of media selection because it

suggeststhat task equivocality matcheswith inforination richness of media is the default
selection criterion with other variables such as "other task characteristic"

Symbolic

interaction theory (task urgency, group messaging and geographic/time zone) offer more
explanatory power as they are present. What the model does not support is the social

in fluence(superior/co
institutional
The
influence),
experience.
influence
and
-worker
importance

of this status, while

mentioned

by some authors, did not appear as a main

theory to influence media selection in this research. This leaves open the question of when
the media becomes mature and reaches critical

mass, then the manager's choice of media

selection process might not depend on the influence of superior, co-worker

and experience

to encourage email use.
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Modem communication process in organisation

This thesis started by stating that modem communication constitutes importance to
manager's media choice (if not greater importance than past studies suggest) mode of
disseminating and sharing infon-nation. It provides a forum where issues, whether
pertaining to the organisation or to the individual, can be addressed and resolved. The
modem mode of communication far exceeds what is possible with the formal information
system. Interpersonal, or face-to-face, communication has been the traditional and primary
means of this organisation process. With organisations investing millions of pounds into
information technology, individuals have at their disposal many modern communication

technologies.What did this do to the organisationcommunicationprocess?.

Under the media richness school of thought, modem communication technologies

are viewed as incapableof delivering "rich" information (Daft 1987), comparedto face-toface. In ranking communication media from "rich" to "lean" the basic argument is that the
"rich" media is better for equivocal tasks.The literature adopting this view tends to suggest
that face-to-faceremainsthe best communicationmedium for organisationcommunication.

This raises questions about the values and benefits of investment on information
and communication technologies. However, this thesis submitted and has shown that, if a

broader and more realistic perspective is adopted, one that takes into consideration the
broad range of task characteristics and does not favour any communication
media, modem
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communicationtechnologiesare adding value above and beyond that of traditional media.
Modem communication technologies both complement and supplement the informal as
well as formal communication process in organisations. The following draws out some of
the implications

in relation to modern communication

processes and organisational

information processing.

Role of Modem Communication Technologies

One implication of this study is that modem communication technologiesaugment
both the informal and formal communication process. By adopting a fairer and more
realistic task context this study has shown that modem communication technologieshave
broadened the scope of communication and enabled managers to handle larger variety of
tasks. As one author pointed out earlier;

" The issue is not one of the technologiesdriving out the use of richer media, but rather of
the technologies enabling communication that otherwise would be unlikely to occur"
Kiesler 1992).
In addition, while face-to-face remains highly appropriate and popular in some
situations, in other contexts modem communication media can provide a preferable
solution. Indeed, it appears that media like email can be a far more versatile medium for
informal

and formal communication.

Subject to personal inhibition

towards modem

technologies and social context the person is in, email can and does handle a different
variety of communication tasks.
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Modem communication technologies are opening up communication possibilities
not otherwise possible. Among some of these possibilities are: efficiency and speed of
communication, co-ordination with and control of multiple persons,ability to sort, send,
do
Managers
these
and
possibilities
recognise
and retrieve messagesat any time and place.
capitaliseon it.

OrganisationInformation Processing

Another implication that follows from the above is in relation to organisational
information processing.As organisationsbecome flatter, customer-focusedand dynamic,
effective organisational infori-nation processingrequires what Galbraith (1973) called the
creation of lateral relations, the ability to convey information beyond the confines of
hierarchical or fori-nal organisation structure. Modem communication technologies, in
strengthening the infon-nal communication process in organisations, directly contribute
towards the creation of lateral relations. This is so because lateral relations, by definition,
requires the ability to cut across the fon-nal organisation structure and to exceed the spacetime boundary. The possibilities opened up by modem communication technologies enable
this.
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Strenj! th and weakness of the research

As with all research the findings need to be interpreted with regard to the
limitations. The study was conducted based on 423 questionnaire responds across three
industrial sectors, explicitly to provide generalisability. An additional concern centres on
limitation to generalising these findings. Clearly
the respondents in this sample were
,
highly educated, since they were all top management executives. It is difficult to predict
how well results might generalised to settings that involve a greater array of hierarchy of
positions. The fact that the research was driven by theory ]ends some protection to the
problem of generalisability (Anderson, 1987).

At the same time, this sample was atypical in positive ways. Many studies of
electronic mail in the past have been conducted In organisations that adopted the
technology quite recently. Johansen(1976) arguespersuasivelythat conclusionsfrom such
studiesare highly suspect,becauseusagepatternshave not had a chanceto mature.Also, in
many studies respondents have unequal access to the medium, In terms of obtaining
accounts, terminals or other hardware, appropriate training, non-punitive budgeting,
support staff and other facilitating features.The sites for the present study had had email
experiencean averageof 6.35 years,provided full accessto all, had critical massof regular
users,provided expert training and support from a trained full-time staff and the systemhad
strong top-level managementsupport.Thus the findings have enhancedvalidity in the light
of thesefactors.
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A second concern is that despite the use of a sophisticated causal modelling
program this researchonly used the path analysis technique. This is the original structural
equation modelling technique which concerns only observed variables and lack of direct
way to represent latent variables. None the less this researcherbelieved, it is important to
know about the basic principles of path analysis becausemany of these same ideas hold for
more complicated kinds of models for future research. For instance, the evaluation of the
is
hybrid
essentially a path analysis conducted with estimated
of
a
model
structural portion
covariance among the latent variables. Researcherswho master the fundamentals of path
analysis will be better able to understandand critique a wider variety of structural equation
models.

Thirdly, there are some points that need to be taken into account when studying the
in
English
The
this
questionnaire
original
was
conducted
version,
research.
results of
however, the questionnaire had to be translated into Thai before it was used with all the
Thai executive managers.It was understood that Thai managers would have difficulty in
in
English
Therefore,
to
the
an
version.
some shadesof meaning
questionnaire
responding
has
Moreover,
in
to
the
lost
translation.
been
the
have
researcher
no
way
of
process
may
find out if the particular selected managers completed all the questionnaires. This is a
is
in
(Gilbert,
1993).
It
for
terms
of
very
useful
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posted
common problem
in
for
but
data
terms
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large
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purpose
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of accuracy.
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Fourthly, this research
and executed
integrate
to
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in
and
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sample of real top executive managers working
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competing theories of media behaviour. Too often researchers have opted for a small
sample size or artificial sample to test this field. The natural setting greatly enhanced the
basis for external validity of researchin this field.

Future Studies.

This researchhas tried to formulatethe media choicemodel from two contrasting
theoriesand disciplines(rational and social theories)to try and answersomeconflicting
questionsthat arisefrom paststudies.But, what is the bestmethodto combinethe rational
and social theoriesinto a model?.This study simply addedthe different influencesusing
path analysis technique.Much advancemodel will require a deeperunderstandingof
in
programme
order to alleviate the model of media choice
structuralequationmodelling
into anotherlevel.

Another, related dimension that distinguishes the CST (Critical Social Theory)
interpretives
from
and
on communication richness is the emphasison
positivist
perspective
into
data
in
"process"
themselves
organisational
or
context,
a
social
people, who, as actors
information. This image stands in contrast to the assumption of most IS research, that the
is
if
job
into
information
data
the
primarily,
not
exclusively,
of computer
processing of
hardware and software and that the role of the organisational actor is limited to "user" of
both the output and the richness produced by the hardware-software system. The CST
just
how
for
is
intructive
than
more
organisational
arc
members
showing
perspective
knowing subjects; they are also actors-pcople who are more than just passive receptacles
for data or meanings that are somehow transported or downloaded to them. They act to
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find
in
it
they
by
which
contextualisea message placing within institutional arrangements
themselves:"People act in terms of their own and not the observer's definition of the
situation" (Schutz 1964). In general, further researchin the area of CST perspective is
formulation
of
to
toward
needed
points us
a rich, multi-layered, contextuallsed
communicative interaction in electronic media. When people communicate, they do not
send messagesas electronically linked sendersand receivers.They perform social acts in
action situations that are non-nativelyregulatedby , and already have meaning within, the
organisational context. As organisational actors, they simultaneously enact existing and
new relationships with one another as they communicate. This CST approach is
does
It
phenomenologicallysensitive to the shaping and reading of action as meaningful.
not treat meaning construction as a disembodiedor political activity. The new researchon
CST perspectivewill allow further investigation as to how organisationalactors formulate
and reformulate their communicationsto achieve specific outcomes in action situations. It
will also enablesresearcherto look closely at the "how" and "what" of communicative
practive, in any type of media use situation.

Advancements in technical capabilities of the electronic media are also very likely
to affect future research As electronic media become more sophisticated, gaps between
.
Email, Fax, face-to-face and telephone will disappear and newer technologies will emerge
(Craig 1991). It will be more beneficial to include more modem technologies in the future
study.

Present suggestion

communication

is that there is room for greater reliance on Email in most

situations and by extension, other electronic

media such as Video

for
Computer
the
potential
savings in air travel, time,
conference,
conferencing with
meetings should be economically studied for cost potential.
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Finally, researchmust also move beyond the dyad to consider the broader and
pervasive influence of the organisational and national culture. A comparison of
organisationalculture can provide a relevantinsight into sourceof social influence.For
examplesomefirms employa dominantface-to-facemodeasnormativefor doingbusiness,
whereasothersrely more on written mediaandfocuson document.

Another point worth mentioning is national cultural differences, clearly modem
business is rushing at a rapid pace. This current research made it suggestion based on data
collection of Thai sample populations. Is this study Thai specf1c, Asia specfic or
Worldwide in validity?. It is imperative, therefore, that knowledge about the effects of
differences
cultural
on the way organisations function is communicated to
national
is
managers studied and compared.

Both cultural normsare likely to affect both the mediachoicesand the perceptions
Social
influences
for
these
take a great variety of forms in
media.
of media richness
immediate
The
setting.
social network is but one of a
organisationsetting and national
forces
on mediacommunication.
significant
complexsetof very real and
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